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RÉsUMÉ 
Le marché industriel compétitif exige une production de haute qualité de la part des 
compagnies de fabrication. Le département de contrôle qualité dans les secteurs 
industriels vérifie les exigences géométriques des produits en se référant aux tolérances. 
Ces exigences sont présentées dans les normes de Dimensionnement Géométrique Et 
Tolerances (DG&T). Toutefois, les méthodes conventionnelles de mesure et de 
dimensionnement sont couteuses et longues. De nos jours, les méthodes de mesure 
manuelles sont remplacées par les méthodes automatisées dites Inspection Assistée par 
Ordinateur (IAO). Les méthodes IAO appliquent les améliorations dans le calcul 
informatique et les dispositifs d 'acquisition de données 3-D afin de comparer le maillage 
du modèle scanné de la pièce fabriquée avec le modèle conçu par ordinateur utilisant la 
Conception Assistée par Ordinateur (CAO). Les normes de métrologie, telles que ASME-
Y14.5 et ISO-GPS, exigent la mise en œuvre de l'inspection à l'état libre dans lequel la 
pièce est soumise uniquement à la gravité. Les pièces souples (non rigide) sont exemptées 
de la règle d'inspection à l'état libre en raison de l'écart géométrique significatif de ces 
dernières au dit-état tenant compte des tolérances. En dépit du développement des 
méthodes IAO, l' inspection des pièces souples demeure un sérieux défi . Les méthodes 
d'inspection conventionnelles appliquent des gabarits complexes pour récupérer la forme 
fonctionnelle des pièces souples. Cependant, la fabrication et la configuration de ces 
gabarits de conformité sont compliquées et chères. Depuis que les clients et les industriels 
exigent des gabarits d ' inspection répétitifs et indépendants, le prix de ces derniers a 
doublé. Les méthodes d'inspection sans gabarit des pièces souples basées sur les méthodes 
IAO ont été développées afin d'éliminer l' utilisation couteuse des gabarits de conformité. 
Ces procédés visent à distinguer les déformations flexibles des pièces à l'état libre des 
défauts. Les méthodes d'inspection sans gabarits doivent être automatiques, fiables , 
précises et reproductibles pour les pièces souples aux formes sophistiquées. Le modèle 
scanné, qui est obtenu sous forme de nuages de points, représente la forme d'une pièce à 
l'état libre. Ensuite, l'inspection des défauts est réalisée en comparant les modèles scannés 
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et CAO, mais ces modèles sont présentés dans des systèmes de coordonnées 
indépendants. En effet, le modèle scanné est présenté dans le système de coordonnées du 
système de mesure (système de numérisation) tandis que le modèle de CAO est dans le 
système de coordonnées de conception. Pour effectuer l'inspection et faciliter une 
comparaison précise entre les modèles, le processus de recalage est nécessaire afin 
d'aligner et ramener plus près les modèles scanné et CAO dans un système commun de 
coordonnées. Le recalage inclut une compensation virtuelle de la déformation flexible des 
pièces à l'état libre. Après, l'inspection est assurée par une comparaison géométrique entre 
les modèles CAO et les pièces souples scannées. 
La présente thèse porte sur l'élaboration de méthodes automatiques d'inspection assistée 
par ordinateur sans gabarit. Ceci constitue une amélioration de la méthode d'inspection 
numérique généralisée (Generalized Numericallnspection Fixture (GNIF». Cette thèse 
présente également la vérification de la robustesse de notre nouvelle méthode. À cet effet, 
une méthode lAO automatique et sans gabarit pour des pièces souples basée sur des points 
de correspondance a été développée afin d ' identifier et de quantifier plus précisément les 
défauts sur la surface des modèles scannés. La déformation flexible des pièces à l'état 
libre dans notre méthode est compensée en appliquant le recalage basé sur la méthode 
d ' éléments finis , Recalage Non rigide par Élément Finis (RNÉF) , pour déformer le 
modèle CAO vers le maillage du modèle scanné. Des points d'échantillonnage 
correspondants générés entre les modèles CAO et scanné d'une pièce sont utilisés afin de 
calculer le champ de déplacement qui sert de conditions aux limites dans RNÉF. Ces 
points d'échantillonnage correspondants, qui sont générés par la méthode GNIF, sont 
répartis uniformément sur la surface des modèles. La comparaison entre ce modèle CAO 
déformé et le maillage du modèle scanné vise à évaluer et à quantifier les défauts sur le 
modèle scanné. Cependant, certains points d'échantillonnage peuvent être situés à 
proximité ou sur des zones défectueuses, ce qui entraîne une estimation inexacte des 
défauts. Ces points d'échantillonnage sont automatiquement filtrés dans cette méthode 
IAO basée sur le calcul d ' estimation de courbure et les contraintes de von Mises. Une fois 
filtrés, les points d'échantillonnage restants sont utilisés dans un nouveau RNÉF, ce qui 
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permet une évaluation précise des défauts par rapport aux tolérances. Toutes les méthodes 
d ' IAO nécessitent une évaluation de la performance et de la robustesse de la méthode par 
rapport aux mesures actuelles. Cette thèse introduit également une nouvelle métrique de 
validation pour la vérification et la validation (V & V) des méthodes IAO basée sur les 
recommandations ASME. L'approche V&V développée utilise un test d'hypothèse 
statistique non paramétrique, à savoir le test de Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S) . En plus de 
valider la taille des défauts, le test K-S permet une évaluation plus approfondie basée sur 
la répartition de la distance entre le modèle scanné et le modèle CAO pour chaque défaut. 
La robustesse de notre méthode IAO par rapport aux incertitudes telles que les bruits de 
scan est évaluée quantitativement en utilisant la métrique de validation développée. En 
raison de la conformité des pièces souples, une pièce ayant des défauts peut encore être 
assemblée à l'état d'assemblage. Cette thèse présente également une méthode originale 
d'IAO sans gabarit pour des pièces souples comportant des défauts afin d ' évaluer la 
faisabilité de l'assemblage de ces pièces à l'état d'assemblage fonctionnel. Notre méthode 
d'inspection virtuelle de montage à l'état d'assemblage, Virtual Mounting Assembly-State 
Inspection (YMASI), effectue un recalage non rigide pour monter vlltuellement le 
maillage du modèle scanné à l'état d'assemblage. À cet effet, les nuages de points du 
modèle scanné représentant la pièce à l'état libre sont déformés pour répondre aux 
contraintes d'assemblage telles que la position de fixation (par exemple des trous de 
montage). Pour atteindre les exigences fonctionnelles sur des pièces souples comportant 
des défauts, l'application de charges d'assemblage est autorisée à la surface du modèle 
scanné. Ces charges d'assemblage sont limitées aux charges admissibles. Les charges 
d'assemblage requises sont estimées grâce à une nouvelle méthode d'optimisation de 
calcul des pressions de montage (pour mise en forme de la pièce sur le gabarit virtuel), 
Restraining Pressures Optimization (RPO), visant à déplacer le modèle scanné afin 
d'atteindre la tolérance pour les trous de montage. Par conséquent, le modèle scanné ayant 
des défauts peut être mis en forme sur le gabarit virtuel si les trous de montage sur la 
forme fonctionnelle prédite du modèle scanné atteignent la plage de tolérance. Différentes 
pièces de l'industrie aérospatiale sont utilisées pour évaluer la performance de nos 
vu 
méthodes développées dans cette thèse. L'inspection automatique pour identifier les 
différents types de défauts au niveau local et général sur les pièces conduit à une 
évaluation précise des défauts. La robustesse de la méthode d'inspection est également 
testée avec différents niveaux de bruits de numérisation, ce qui présente des résultats 
prometteurs. La méthode YMASI est validée par différents types de pièces déformables 
(flexible) en aérospatiale. Nous concluons que certaines pièces comportant des défauts 
peuvent être mise en forme à l' état d'assemblage lorsqu'elles sont soumises à des charges 
admissibles. 
Mots clés: Pièces souples, DG&T, Inspection Assistée par Ordinateur (lAD), méthode 
d 'éléments finis, inspection sans gabarit, recalage non rigide, état d 'assemblage, état 
libre, montage virtuel, optimisation, vérification et validation (V & V). 
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ABSTRACT 
The competitive industrial market demands manufacturing companies to provide the 
markets with a higher quality of production. The quality control departrnent in industrial 
sectors verifies geometrical requirements of products with consistent tolerances. These 
requirements are presented in Geometrie Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) 
standards. However, conventional measuring and dimensioning methods for 
manufactured parts are time-consuming and costly. Nowadays manual and tactile 
measuring methods have been replaced by Computer-Aided Inspection (CAl) methods. 
The CAl methods apply improvements in computational calculations and 3-D data 
acquisition devices (scanners) to compare the scan mesh of manufactured parts with the 
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) mode!. Metrology standards, su ch as ASME-Y14.5 and 
lSO-GPS, require implementing the inspection in free-state, wherein the part is oilly 
under its weight. Non-rigid parts are exempted from the free-state inspection rule because 
of their significant geometrical deviation in a free-state with respect to the tolerances. 
Despite the developments in CAl methods, inspection of non-rigid parts still remains a 
serious challenge. Conventional inspection methods apply complex flXtures for non-rigid 
parts to retrieve the functional shape of these parts on physical fixtures; however, the 
fabrication and setup of these fixtures are sophisticated and expensive. The cost of 
fixtures has doubled since the client and manufacturing sectors require repetitive and 
independent inspection fixtures. To eliminate the need for costly and time-consuming 
inspection fixtures, flXtureless inspection. methods of non-rigid parts based on CAl 
methods have been developed. These methods aim at distinguishing flexible deformations 
of parts in a free-state from defects. Fixtureless inspection methods are required to be 
automatic, reliable, reasonably accurate and repeatable for non-rigid parts with complex 
shapes. The scan model, which is acquired as point clouds, represent the shape of a part 
in a free-state. Afterward, the inspection of ?efects is performed by comparing the scan 
and CAD models, but these models are presented in different coordinate systems. Indeed, 
the scan model is presented in the measurement coordinate system whereas the CAD 
model is introduced in the designed coordinate system. To accomplish the inspection and 
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facilitate an accurate comparison between the models, the registration process is required 
to align the scan and CAD models in a common coordinate system. The registration 
includes a virtual compensation for the flexible deformation of the parts in a free-state. 
Then, the mspection is implemented as a geometrical comparison between the CAD and 
scan models. 
This thesis focuses on developing automatic and accurate fixtureless CAl methods for 
non-rigid parts along with assessing the robustness of the methods. To this end, an 
automatic fixtureless CAl method for non-rigid parts based on filtering registration points 
is developed to identify and quantify defects more accurately on the surface of scan 
models. The flexible deformation of parts in a free-state m our developed automatic 
fixtureless CAl method is compensated by applying FE non-rigid Registration (FENR) 
to deform the CAD model towards the scan mesh. The displacement boundary conditions 
(BCs) for FENR are determined based on the corresponding sample points, which are 
generated by the Generalized Numerical Inspection Fixture (GNIF) method on the CAD 
and scan models. These corresponding sample points are evenly distributed on the surface 
of the models. The comparison between this deformed CAD model and the scan mesh 
intend to evaluate and quantify the defects on the scan model. However, sorne sample 
points can be located close or on defect areas which result m an inaccurate estimation of 
defects. These sample points are automaticaUy filtered out in our CAl method based on 
curvature and von Mises stress criteria. Once filtered out, the remaining sample pomts 
are used in a new FENR, which aUows an accurate evaluation of defects with respect to 
the tolerances. 
The performance and robustness of aU CAl methods are generaUy required to be assessed 
with respect to the actual measurements. This thesis also introduces a new validation 
metric for Verification and Validation (V & V) of CAl methods based on ASME 
recommendations. The developed V & V approach uses a nonparametric statistical 
hypothesis test, namely the Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S) test. In addition to validating the 
defects size, the K-S test aUows a deeper evaluation based on distance distribution of 
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defects. The robustness of CAl method with respect to uncertainties such as scanning 
noise is quantitatively assessed using the developed validation metric. 
Due to the compliance of non-rigid parts, a geometrically deviated part can still be 
assembled in the assembly-state. This thesis also presents a fixtureless CAl method for 
geometrically deviated (presenting defects) non-rigid parts to evaluate the feasibility of 
mounting these parts in the functional assembly-state. Our developed Virtual Mounting 
Assembly-State Inspection (VMASI) method performs a non-rigid registration to virtually 
mount the scan mesh in assembly-state. To this end, the point clouds of scan model 
representing the part in a free-state is deformed to meet the assembly constraints such as 
fixation position (e.g. mounting holes). In sorne cases, the functional shape of a deviated 
part can be retrieved by applying assembly loads, which are limited to pennissible loads, 
on the surface of the part. The required assembly loads are estimated through our 
developed Restraining Pressures Optùnization (RPO) aiming at displacing the deviated 
scan model to achieve the tolerance for mounting holes. Therefore, the deviated scan 
model can be assembled if the mounting holes on the predicted functional shape of scan 
model attain the tolerance range. 
Different industrial parts are used to evaluate the performance of our developed methods 
in this thesis. The automatic inspection for identifying different types of small (local) and 
big (global) defects on the parts results in an accurate evaluation of defects. The 
robustness of this inspection method is also validated with respect to different levels of 
scanning noise, which shows promising results. Meanwhile, the VMASI method is 
performed on various parts with different types of defects, which conclu des that in sorne 
cases the functional shape of deviated parts can be retrieved by mounting them on a virtual 
fixture in assembly-state under restraining loads. 
Keywords: non-rigid parts, Computer-Aided Insp ection (CAl) , GD&T, FEA, non-rigid 
registration, jixtureless inspection, f ree-state, assembly-state, virtual mounting, 
optimization, verification and validation (V & V) . 
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PREFACE 
This research work is part of a collaborative research pro gram on the metrology of non-
rigid (flexible) parts. The project is defined in the framework of the Consortium de 
recherche et d'innovation en aérospatiale au Québec (CRlAQ), which is referred as 
CRlAQ MANU501. The industrial partners ofthis project are Bombardier Aerospace and 
CREAFORM companies. Three universities that are engaged in this project include École 
de Technologie Supérieure (ÉTS), Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières (UQTR) and 
Université de Sherbrooke. 
This thesis is composed as a paper-based thesis and consists of eight chapters. In Chapter 
l, an introduction conceming the compliant behavior of non-rigid (flexible) parts, 
conventional inspection methods and Computer-Aided Inspection (CAl) methods is 
presented. In Chapter 2, a comprehensive literature review regarding the different types 
of scanning tools, and developed fixtureless CAl methods along with their advantages 
and drawbacks are presented. The general planning comprising the statement ofproblems 
and objectives ofthis thesis are explained in Chapter 3. Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 
6 are assigned to the articles submitted to scientific joumals. These articles describe the 
improvements and developments of original methods for automatic inspection of non-
rigid parts and robustness validation of the methods. This thesis is ended with a general 
discussion, various perspectives, and conclusions that are presented in Chapter 7 
and Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTERI INTRODUCTION 
Improvements in the metal forming industry lead to manufacturing of complex parts that 
are commonly used in different industrial sectors among which aerospace and 
automobile. These complex parts may include many details, features and complex 
freeform shapes. The quality, efficiency, and functionality of these parts are controlled 
by Geometrie Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) approaches . Manufacturing 
companies attempt to maintain in the competitive markets by producing high-quality 
parts. The quality control (QC) process, consisting of geometrical and dimensional 
controls, ensures the functionality of products. However, conventional inspection 
methods are costly, time-consuming and require manual intervention. Despite the 
progress in manufacturing methods for reducing the lead time of production, the quality 
control is still a time-consuming challenge. For example, sorne inspection setup for non-
rigid parts in Bombardier Aerospace company demands 60 to 75 hours of operation 
(Radvar-Esfahlan and Tahan 2014). Therefore, the recent concem of manufacturing 
companies is to perform an accurate dimensional inspection in a short time. Thin walled 
sheet metals, which are commonly used in industrial sectors among which the aerospace 
and automotive, present a more serious challenge for geometrical and dimensional 
inspection in a quality control process. These sheet metals have a small thickness 
compared to the other dimensions, which gives them flexible behavior during inspection. 
The flexibility ofthese non-rigid parts is referred to as compliant behavior in tolerancing 
contexts. These non-rigid parts may deform during a free-state inspection process, which 
is the main issue in GD&T. The compliance in a free-state can take place due to the weight 
of the part, residual stress (release of internaI stress resulting from manufacturing) 
remaining in the part during the manufacturing process or any geometrical deviation. 
Metrology standards such as ASME Y14.5 and ISO-II01-GPS require perforrning the 
inspection of parts in free-state unless otherwise specified. The exceptions to this rule, as 
mentioned in standards ASME Y14.5 (2009) and ISO-l 0579-GPS, are for non-rigid parts. 
In fact, free-state refers to a situation that a part is not constrained and is not submitted to 
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any load except its weight. A non-rigid aerospace panel in a free-state, as shown in 
Figure 1-1-a, is deformed due to the weight on an inspection table. Conventional 
inspection methods use over constrained fixtures for non-rigid parts. In sorne cases, the 
functional shape of a non-rigid part can be retrieved by using these fixtures and by 
restraining the part under permissible loads during the dimensional inspection process. 
Therefore, even though the shape variation of parts exceeds the allocated dimensioning 
tolerances, these non-rigid parts can still be assembled. Improvements in digital data 
acquisition devices such as 3D optic and laser scanners (Bi and Wang 2010) along with 
the computational calculation developments lead to Computer-Aided Inspection (CAl) 
methods. The 3D data acquisition tools obtain a set of points, namely point clouds, from 
the surface of parts during the inspection process. The scan mesh is then generated from 
the raw scanning data (point clouds), which is processed by mesh smoothing methods as 
presented by (Karbacher and Haeusler 1998). This scan mesh intends to accurately 
represent the geometrical shape of the part with the least required data volume (mesh 
size). CAl methods apply tolerancing methods along with computational meshing tools 
to implement an automatic and time-saving inspection. In fact, CAl methods make the 
comparison between the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model and the scan range data 
in a common coordinate system to evaluate the geometrical deviations (defects) of the 
pmi. Since the CAD model is in the Design Coordinate System (DCS) and the scan data 
in the Measurement Coordinate System (MCS), registration methods developed in CAl 
context are required to align the CAD and scan models in a common coordinate system. 
Considering the flexible deformation of parts in a free-state, the comparison between 
CAD and scan models cannot estimate defects size on scan model. To resolve this 
problem, CAl methods for non-rigid parts are used to distinguish between the defects 
(such as geometrical deviations and distortions with respect to CAD model) and the 
flexible deformation (due to the compliance) of non-rigid parts. As already mentioned, 
conventional dimensioning and inspection methods for non-rigid parts sets up over-
constrained inspection fixtures to compensate for the flexible deformation of these parts 
and to ensure that the measurement setup properly represents the assembly functionality 
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ofthe part (Ascione and Polini 2010). These fixtures also retrieve the functional shape of 
the part and align it with the reference frame during the measuring process. Figure 1-1-b 
illustrates an example of such an inspection fixture for the part. The same part is 
demonstrated in Figure 1-1-a at a free-state. 
Figure 1-1 : An ordinary aerospace panel, a) in free-state, b) constrained on supports of 
the inspection fixture (Abenhaim, Desrochers et al. 2015) 
Moreover, dimensional inspection of non-rigid parts is generally accompli shed III 
restrained conditions such as assembly loads, supports and clamps (Abenhaim, 
Desrochers et al. 2012). As shown in Figure 1-2, a practical inspection technique applies 
weights (e.g. sandbags) on the surface of a deviated non-rigid part to retrieve its functional 
shape constrained on a physical fixture. These weights are permissible assembly loads 
that are commonly presented as a note in design drawings authorizing their application 
during the inspection process. The limits for permissible loads are defined to prevent 
permanent deviations (plastic deformation) during the inspection and eventually 
assembly process. In drawings, a note such as "A load of X Nlm2 can be used to achieve 
tolerance" is indicated next to the associated geometrical requirements specifying the 
permissible loads and the associated fixture. Therefore, a non-rigid part can be restrained 
by assembly loads that are limited to the given permissible values during the inspection. 
These restraining loads are usually used for large non-rigid parts such as aerospace panels 
for which the functional shape of parts can be retrieved by imposing constraints during 
assembly. 
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Figure 1-2: An aerospace panel restrained under known loads by using weights (the 
black sandbags) on its surface (Abenhaim, Desrochers et al. 2015). 
Serious drawbacks of using physical inspection fixtures lead to developing fixtureless 
CAl methods to eliminate the need for costly and complex physical fixtures. These 
methods apply computational techniques to distinguish between defects and flexible 
deformation. This intends to virtually compensate for the flexible deformation of non-
rigid parts in a free-state. The primary step for inspection of non-rigid parts is a pre-
registration using rigid registration methods. Rigid registration brings the CAD and scan 
models closer in a common coordinate system using a transformation matrix. Among 
different rigid registration methods (Li and Gu 2004, Savio, De Chiffre et al. 2007), the 
Iterative Closest Point (lCP) algorithm (Besl and Mckay 1992) is widely applied in 
different domains. lCP algorithm provides a robust and efficient registration method for 
rigid parts. Applying pre-registration the CAD and scan models are aligned and brought 
closer without deforming the models. In fact, rigid registration does not take into 
consideration the flexible deformation of non-rigid parts. However, fixtureless CAl 
methods presented in section 2.4.2 enable the inspection by virtually compensating for 
the flexible deformation of scan models in a free-state . This allows the estimation of 
defects on the manufactured parts with respect to the nominal CAD models. In general, 
these fixtureless non-rigid registration methods search for correspondence between the 
CAD and scan models to deform the CAD or scan model towards the other one. This is 
performed by using FEA or gradually iterative displacements. Non-rigid registration 
methods based on deforming the scan mesh towards the CAD model are presented in 
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section 2.4.2.1, and non-rigid inspection methods based on deforming the CAD model 
towards the scan mesh are introduced in section 2.4.2.2. However, these non-rigid 
registration methods are not fully automated. An automatic fixtureless CAl for non-rigid 
parts that is capable of identifying and estimating both small (local) and big (global) 
defects is presented in Chapter 4. This method applies corresponding sample points to 
determine displacement boundary conditions (BCs) for a Finite Element Non-Rigid 
Registration (FENR). Distinguishing between the flexible deformation and defects, the 
sample points close and on defect areas are filt~red out based on curvature and von Mises 
stress criteria. This leads to an accurate and automatic fixtureless CAl for non-rigid parts. 
Once a CAl method is developed, the robustness and performance of the method should 
be verified and validated with respect to actual measurements. To this end, a quantitative 
validation metric applied in a Verification and Validation (V & V) method is required . 
In Chapter 5, a new validation metric for fixtureless CAl methods is presented which 
analyses the robustness of CAl method with respect to scanning noise. This validation 
metric applies statistical hypothesis testing to validate whether the distance distribution 
of nominal and estimated defects are sufficiently similar. 
Most of these developed fixtureless inspection methods do not take into consideration 
restraining loads. These loads are permitted to be used for placing deviated non-rigid parts 
into assembly state and are commonly mandated during inspection process especially for 
large parts such as aerospace panels. It should be considered that defects on non-rigid 
parts can generally occur during manufacturing and handling processes. In Chapter 6, a 
non-rigid registration method is proposed that aims to evaluate the feasibility of putting 
a deviated part in assembly-state. In fact, defects su ch as warpage, shrinkage or any type 
of plastic deformation on non-rigid parts result in misalignment at the assembly. 
However, excessive geometrical variations with respect to the assembly tolerance would 
be absorbed by the compliance of non-rigid parts. The developed Virtual Mounting 
Assembly-State Inspection (VMASI) method applies a new registration to virtually 
retrieve the functional shape of deviated parts under permissible assembly loads. The 
inspection is accomplished by verifying fixation features (e.g. mounting holes) on the 
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predicted shape of scan mesh in assembly-state with respect to the allocated assembly 
tolerances. The feasibility of mounting a geometrically deviated non-rigid part in 
assembly-state is approved when aIl mounting holes on the predicted shape of scan mesh 
are in the tolerance range. 
1.1 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis is composed in the form of article-based thesis wherein three articles are 
presented and logically connected to each other. The methodologies, results, and 
discussions are presented in detail inside the articles. These articles have been submitted 
for publication in scientific international journals with reviewing committees, which are 
recognized in their respective fields (advanced manufacturing for the first article, ASME 
V&V for the second article and Computer-Aided Design for the third article). As 
presented in Figure 1-3, at the time of writing this thesis, the first article is aIready 
published, the second and third articles are submitted and they are currently under review. 
This thesis is enclosed in 8 chapters. A comprehensive literature review consisting of the 
non-rigid parts specifications, scanning tools, rigid and non-rigid registration methods for 
fixtureless inspection of non-rigid parts is presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the 
general planning of the thesis is described which consists of the statement of the problem, 
objectives, and hypothesis of this project. This is followed by three articles in Chapter 
4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 respectively. A general discussion on the methodology and 
resuIts of developed CAl methods and validation metric is presented in Chapter 7. Finally 
in Chapter 8, major contributions, perspectives for future works and conclusions of the 
developed methods in this thesis are presented. 
~~~ 
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~~ 
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'---J~) 
- - -CHAPTER5 
(Article 2) 
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Introduction 
Literature review 
General planning of the thesis 
"Automatic fixtureless inspection of non-rigid parts based on filtering 
registration points" 
"Assessment of the robustness of a fixtureless inspection method for non-
rig id parts based on a verification and validation approach" 
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General discussions 
Contributions, perspectives and conclusions 
Figure 1-3: Structure of the thesis based on the articles. 
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CHAPTER2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a comprehensive literature review concerning the compliance of non-rigid 
parts along with the developed inspection methods is presented. Flexible deformation and 
dimensional variation of non-rigid parts in a free-state, due to the compliant behavior, 
conventionally require inspection fixtures to recover their functional shape. These 
flexible deformations are due to gravit y loads, residual stress, and/or assembly force. 
Meanwhile, dedicated fixtures such as conformation jigs should be provided in two sets 
for the supplier and the client for the sake of independent and repeatable inspection. To 
resolve these obstacles, Computer-Aided Inspection (CAl) methods are developed in 
which the fast and accurate scanning devices along with computational calculations are 
exploited. The fixtureless and automated CAl methods, which eliminate the need for 
complex fixtures are time and money savers for industrial sectors. The robustness, 
efficiency, and reliability ofthese numerical methods can also be evaluated quantitatively. 
This chapter discusses background information in regards to the compliant behavior of 
non-rigid parts. The classification associated with the flexibility of the palts is presented 
in section 2.2. Then, different 3D digitization tools, which include scanners are described 
in section 2.3. Different inspection methods including rigid and non-rigid registration 
algorithms are explained in section 2.4. A review on different Verification and Validation 
(V & V) methods and their application in several disciplines of computation al mechanical 
engineering are introduced in section 2.5. At the end of this chapter, section 2.6, a 
summary of the state of the art is given. 
2.2 The compliance of non-rigid parts 
The definition of compliant behavior (compliance) for non-rigid parts is related to 
material and geometrical flexibility of parts. In fact, the higher compliance value of parts 
implies the higher flexibility of these parts. Therefore, the flexible deformation of non-
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rigid parts in a free-state is due to the comp1iant behavior of these parts. Considering the 
notation of fmite e1ement ana1ysis, [K]{u} = {f}, the comp1iance (C) is defmed in 
Equation 2-1. 
2-1 
Where {f} is the force vector, [K] is the global stiffness matrix and {u} is the 
disp1acement vector. The flexibility is defined as the inverse of stiffness ([K]-l) 
according1y. 
A classification for the comp1iance of parts is represented in (Abenhaim, Desrochers et 
al. 2012). The proposed force value in this classification is the permissible force, which 
is commonly applied during manual assembly lines and inspection techniques in the 
aerospace industry. The classification for compliance of parts, as depicted in Figure 2-1 
and Table 2-1 , categories parts in three behavior zones (zone A, B, and C). It describes 
that parts in zone A are considered practically as rigid parts . The induced displacement 
of a rigid part due to a reasonable assembly force (around 40 N) is insignificant (less than 
5% of the assigned tolerance). The parts categorized in zone B are considered as non-
rigid parts where the induced displacement is over 10% of the assigned tolerances. These 
non-rigid parts, such as thin-walled sheet metals, are commonly used in different 
industrial sectors such as automobile and aerospace industries. As defined in ISO-OPS 
standard, the flexible deformation of non-rigid parts in a free-state is beyond the 
dimensional and/or geometrical tolerances. This standard determines free-state as a 
condition that parts are not subjected to any constraining load. In fact, these parts in a 
free-state are submitted only to their own weight during inspection process. The parts 
associated with the compliant behavior in zone C enclose extremely non-rigid parts such 
as seals and tissues for which the part shape is extremely dependent on the part orientation 
and weight. 
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Zone B Zonee 
Figure 2-1 : Classification of the compliant behavior ofparts (Abenhaim, Desrochers et 
al. 2012). 
Table 2-1 : The classification for compliant behavior of parts conceming the induced 
displacement under applied force (Abenhaim, Desrochers et al. 2012). 
Zones Displacement under permissible assembly Compliant behavior of parts force during inspection (~40 N) 
A < 5-10% of the assigned tolerance Rigid 
B > 10% of the assigned tolerance Non-rigid (Flexible) 
C » 10% of the assigned tolerance Extremely Non-rigid 
2.3 Measurement and 3D data acquisition methods 
The traditional measuring methods apply measuring techniques that are operated by using 
special metrology devices such as inspection fixtures . These time-consuming techniques 
require skillful operators. However, developments in 3-D scanning technology allow 
creating a digital scan model from a physical object. Concerning the developedmeasuring 
systems (Savio, De Chiffre et al. 2007) and specifically laser scanners (Martfnez, Cuesta 
et al. 2010), these measuring devices (scanners) can be categorized as contact and non-
contact scanners. 
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Contact scanners (depicted in Figure 2-2-a) are based on Coordinate Measuring Machine 
(CMM) technology that can be controlled either manually or automatically by a program. 
These devices consist of a probe that can move along three axes, where each axis has a 
built-in reference standard. The advantages ofthese scanners are: 
• They are not sensitive to colors or transparency. 
• These devices have high accuracy and low cost. 
• They are capable of measuring deep slots and pockets. 
Unfortunately, the data collection in these type of measuring devices is slow, and the 
probe contact can disturb the measurement of flexible parts by causing unwanted 
deformation during the measuring process (Leake and Borgerson 2013). 
Non-contact scanners (presented in Figure 2-2-b) use lasers and optics (using charged-
coupled device (CCD) sens ors) to digitally capture the geometrical shape of a part as 
point clouds. The non-contact scanners are fast whereas there is no physical contact 
between the scanners and parts. Point clouds acquired by noncontact scanners have lower 
accuracy compared to measured data obtained by contact scanners. However, the 
accuracy of acquired point clouds via noncontact scanners for common inspection 
applications is quite acceptable. The transparency, reflectivity and in sorne cases the color 
of surfaces also can introduce limitations for noncontact scanners, which can be resolved 
by applying temporary non-reflective paints. These limitations can add noise in the 
acquired point clouds for which the robustness of relevant inspection methods needs to 
be validated. 
a) b) 
Figure 2-2 : Measuring tools, a) using CMM for measuring a rigid part (Li and Gu 
2004), b) using a noncontact scanner for scanning the surface of a non-rigid part. 
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2.4 Dimensioning, tolerancing and inspection specification of 
non-rigid parts 
A dimension is a numerical value to define the size, location, geometrical characteristic, 
or surface texture of a part or features on a part. Based on ASME Y14.5, dimensions are 
applied to support the mating and functionality of parts. Mass-produced parts of 
commercial products are manufactured by applying the same production process for each 
part. Then, these manufactured parts are randomly assembled together. Therefore, these 
parts must be interchangeable to achieve a successful assembling process. However, due 
to the uncertainty of manufacturing processes two parts can never be the same. Therefore, 
slight variations in the part size are considered to prevent interference or loose assembling 
conditions. Tolerancing is a dimensioning technique to ensure part interchangeability by 
controlling the variation that exists in manufactured parts. The tolerances come off by 
specifying a range within which a dimension is allowed to vary. In other words, 
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tolerancing ensures the functionality of parts and quality of production. Tolerancing can 
be expressed as the following (Leake and Borgerson 2013): 
• A direct tolerancing method, which includes the limit dimensioning and plus-
minus tolerancing. 
• General tolerancing notes, to generally address a tolerancing for aIl dimensions. 
• The Geometrie Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T), to verify the conformity 
of manufactured parts with the specification defined at the design stage. 
GD&T are widely applied for manufactured parts with complex shapes in different 
industrial disciplines. Tolerance allocation and analysis methods are used in GD&T to 
assign proper tolerances for assembly processes. Unlike traditional methods, non-rigid 
parts tolerancing methods must take into consideration compliance and permissible 
displacements of non-rigid parts during the assembly process. The pioneer researches on 
tolerance analysis of non-rigid parts are carried out by (Liu, Hu et al. 1996, Liu and Hu 
1997, Camelio, Hu et al. 2002) in which tolerance analysis of non-rigid parts for advanced 
vehicle manufacturing is established. (Merkley 1998, Mounaud, Thiebaut et al. 2011 , 
Chen, Jin et al. 2014) present a review of studies on Computer-Aided Tolerancing (CAT), 
tolerance analysis and allocation strategy for compliant (non-rigid) parts. In this context, 
the profile tolerances are assigned to free-form surfaces of parts to control surface 
variations. These profile tolerances can be defined with reference to datum(s) known as 
related profile tolerances. Related profile tolerances are applied for cases that involve the 
assembly of free-form surfaces with other geometric features (Li and Gu 2005). Once 
tolerances are allocated, the geometrical and dimensional requirements need to be verified 
on the part in an inspection process. Standards such as ASME-Y14.5 and ISO-GPS state 
that the part requirements should be evaluated in a free-state, which is represented by the 
symbol ® in drawings unless otherwise specified. However, inspection ofnon-rigid parts 
is exempted from this rule due to the compliance of these parts. Therefore, the 
requirements for geometric dimensioning and tolerancing of non-ligid parts based on 
ASME and ISO standards are classified in three categories (see Figure 2-3) . Based on this 
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classification, the inspection requirements are respected (a) in a restrained condition, 
(b) in a restrictive space, and (c) using curved feature properties. The inspection 
requirements based on restrained conditions are aiso subdivided into restraining the part 
on a shaped fixture (Figure 2-4-a), on a hyperstatic datum reference frame, by movable 
datum target (Figure 2-4-b), on a basic dimension and by forces (Abenhaim, Desrochers 
et al. 2012). 
SPECIFICATION METHODS 
UNLESS OTHERW1SE SPECIFIED 1 
i 
FREE STATE RESTRAINED CONDITION RESTRICTIVE SPECIFICATION 
RESTRAINED ON A 
SHAPED maURE 
RESTRAINED ON A 
HYPERSTATIC DATUM 
REFERENCE FRAME 
RESTRAINED ON A 
BASIC DIMENSION 
RESTRAINED BY MOVABLE DATUM 
TARGETS 
RESTRAINED BY A 
FORCE 
CURVED FEATURE 
PROPERTIES 
Figure 2-3: Categorization of the quality requirements specifications for GD&T ofnon-
rigid parts (Abenhaim, Desrochers et al. 2012). 
Figure 2-4: The restrained conditions for non-rigid parts, a) an inspection fixture 
restraining a curved aerospace panel (Ascione and Polini 2010) b) A non-rigid part 
restrained to the design shape using datum targets (ASME Y14.5). 
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The conventional inspection process applies physical fixtures that are costly and time-
consurning. However, an automated reliable and efficient inspection process can diminish 
the production time and cost, improve the industrial competition and increase the 
production efficiency (Gao, Gindy et al. 2006). Computer-aided inspection (CAl) 
methods based on the progress in data acquisition techniques (scanners) along with 
computational tools are developed to improve and automate the inspection process. The 
inspection performed by CAl methods aim at comparing between the acquired scan model 
and the relevant CAD model. However, the point clouds acquired from non-contact 
measuring devices are presented in the Measurement Coordinate System (MCS) whereas 
the CAD model is in Design Coordinate System (DCS). In order to perform an inspection, 
the geometrical comparison between the scan and CAD models, which are in two separate 
and independent coordinates, has to be implemented in a common coordinate system. The 
process of bringing the models closer in a common coordinate system is named 
registration or localization (Abenhaim, Desrochers et al. 2012). CAl methods for rigid 
parts apply rigid registration, as presented in section 2.4.1, to align the scan model in a 
free-state with respect to the CAD model. Rigid registrations are performed 
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mathematically by fmding an optimal transformation matrix between MCS and DCS. CAl 
for non-rigid parts is more complicated as the geometrical deviation of parts can exceed 
the tolerances due to the compliance of the parts in a free-state. Using physical inspection 
fixtures has significant drawbacks, therefore fixtureless non-rigid registration methods 
are developed to virtually compensate for flexible deformation of non-rigid parts. To the 
knowledge of the author, the fIfst researches concerning non-rigid registration using 
numericaljixtures instead ofphysicaljixtures are presented in (Blaedel, Swift et al. 2002). 
The virtual displacements in non-rigid registration methods can be performed via finite 
element analysis (FEA) or gradually iterative displacements. These fixtureless methods, 
presented in section 2.4.2, can be based on virtually displacing the scan model 
(section 2.4.2.1) or virtually displacing the CAD model (section 2.4.2.2). 
2.4.1 Rigid registration 
The primary step in a CAl method for non-rigid parts is a rigid registration. Rigid 
registration brings the CAD and scan models as close as possible in a common coordinate 
system without deforming the models. In fact, rigid registration uses an optimal 
transformation matrix to translate and rotate the models without making any changes to 
their shapes. Among different rigid registration methods such as those described by (Li 
and Gu 2004, Savio, De Chiffre et al. 2007), the Iterative Closest Point (lCP) algorithm 
(Besl and Mckay 1992) is widely applied in different domains and well-known as a robust 
and efficient rigid registration. For example, a rigid registration for inspection of aircraft 
parts is presented in (Ravishankar, Dutt et al. 2010) for which the modified lCP method 
is applied. Among all rigid registration methods, lCP algorithm is known as a statistically 
robust and efficient method. The optimal transformation (translation and rotation) matrix 
in lCP registration is estimated at each iteration to minimize the distance between two 
models. To this end, the Hausdorff distance (Henrikson 1999) between CAD mesh and 
acquired point clouds of scan model measures how far these two models are from each 
other. As illustrated in Equation 2-1 , the Hausdorff distance (dH (X, Y) between two non-
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empty subsets (X, Y) of a metric space can be defmed as the maximum distance between 
every point of either set to sorne point of the other set. 
2-1 
The lCP has been modified and developed to improve the calculation time as weIl as the 
minimization strategy (Rusinkiewicz and Levoy 2001), and sorne of these improvements 
are presented here. The improvements on decreasing the calculation time of lCP is 
presented in (Ma sud a and Y okoya 1995) by proposing a robust method applying random 
sampling of the point clouds. (Greenspan and Godin 2001) proposed an improvement in 
searching closest points by using corresponding points of previous iterations of the lCP 
and searching only in their smaIl neighborhood. (Zhu, Barhak et al. 2007) applied a 
mixture of techniques that accelerate the registration process and improve the efficiency 
of the lCP method. Many variant techniques of lCP have been investigated by 
(Rusinkiewicz and Levoy 2001) and (Bentley 1975). However, it should be pointed out 
that lCP-based algorithms are not capable of dealing with non-rigid parts where flexible 
deformations need to be taken into consideration. 
2.4.2 Fixtureless inspection of non-rigid parts (non-rigid registration) 
Applying only the rigid registration methods such as lCP method (Ravishankar, Dutt et 
al. 2010) is not sufficient for inspection ofnon-rigid parts in a free-state. Rigid registration 
methods do not permit any modification on the shape of CAD or scan models to 
compensate for the flexible deformation of non-rigid parts during the inspection process 
in a free-state. Meanwhile, inspection methods for non-rigid parts need to distinguish 
between the flexible deformation of non-rigid parts in a free-state with defects such as 
geometrical deviations due to faulty manufacturing. Conventional CAl methods apply 
restraining non-rigid parts in physical fixtures (Ascione and Polini 2010) during the 
inspection process. However, these sophisticated and expensive fixtures have significant 
drawbacks for which the setup and repeatability of the fixtures are costly. Therefore, the 
fixtureless inspection methods are required to eliminate these costly fixtures. Fixtureless 
inspection of non-rigid parts based on CAl methods is able to evaluate the geometrical 
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deviation of manufactured parts with respect to the assigned tolerance by taking into 
consideration the flexible deformation of non-rigid parts in a free-state. A categorization 
of fixtureless inspection methods based on literature is presented in (Abenhaim, 
Desrochers et al. 2012). The fixtureless CAl methods are c1assified into four approaches 
as l) automated vision inspection, In metric characteristic, III) boundary reconstruction 
and IV) simulated displacement. Fixtureless inspection of non-rigid parts can be 
performed by non-rigid registration methods c1assified as simulated displacement. These 
methods are essentially based on compensating for flexible deformation of non-rigid parts 
in a free-state by virtual displacement. The core idea of the fixtureless methods is to 
enable a comparison between the scan and CAD models by virtually compensating for 
the flexible deformation of the part whereas leaving the defect areas intact. The inspection 
methods presented in section 2.4.2.1 are based on virtually deforming the scan model 
towards the CAD model, while the non-rigid inspection methods presented in 
section 2.4.2.2 are based on virtually deforming the CAD models. Studying the 
displacement simulation for fixtureless inspection methods, this simulation can be 
performed based on FEA or graduaI iterative displacement methods. 
2.4.2.1 Fixtureless inspection based on virtually deforming the scan model 
The fixtureless inspection methods based on virtually deforming the scan model apply 
boundary conditions (BCs) via Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to deform the scan mesh 
towards the corresponding CAD model. The BCs in the virtual fixation concept 
(Weckenmann and Weickmann 2006) are imposed on fixation features of the scan mesh 
such as inspection fixations and assembly mounting holes and edges on the part. These 
features can automatically be identified using feature extraction techniques 
(Weckenmann, Gall et al. 2004). The virtual fixation method consists of processing 
scanned data, simulation (virtual fixation) and then comparing the models. The process 
of this inspection method, as presented in Figure 2-5, starts with data acquisition from 
visible surfaces of a part using an optical surface measuring system (e.g. fringe projection 
measuring system). These 3D measuring devices provide sorne millions of point c10uds 
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per measurement. This scan data (with huge data size) is then reduced into 30 to 50 
thousand point clouds, using a curvature-based method, which allow performing finite 
element calculation. To reduce the size of scan mesh, the points in the flat area are 
removed but the points associated with curved features are kept to preserve the 
geometrical properties of the part. An approximation of the surface as triangulations with 
linear elements is then performed on the point clouds. Applying triangulation techniques 
su ch as Delaunay-based (Borouchaki, George et al. 1996) approaches on the point clouds 
generate a representative geometrical shape of the part as scan mesh. The data processing 
continues with removing the noise of the measured surface by applying mesh smoothing 
and filtering techniques. In the examples performed by (Weckenmann and Gabbia 2006), 
the local sphere assumption proposed in (Karbacher and Hausler 1998) is applied for 
smoothing the scanned data. In order to utilize the finite element analysis, the material 
properties (such as Young' s modulus and Poisson' s ratio and density in addition to the 
wall thickness ofthe triangulated mesh) are defmed for the inspecting model. In this step, 
the extracted features (such as fixation holes) are used to fmd the correspondence (for 
registration process) between the CAD model and scan mesh. Then, BCs (such as 
imposed displacements) are applied on fixation features of scan mesh to displace these 
features towards the corresponding features on the CAD model via FEA. The ·FEA 
applied in this method uses updated Lagrange algorithm, which is a nonlinear large 
displacement FEA resolution. Then, a geometrical comparison between the deformed 
scan mesh (after applying FEA) and CAD model identifies defects on the scan model 
(inspection of part). 
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Figure 2-5: The process chain of the virtual distortion compensation method 
(Weckenmann and Weickmann 2006). 
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However, imposing BCs on aIl fixation features to displace them into their design location 
for non-rigid parts is not always possible and may result in geometrical deviations in the 
part. To this end, (Gentilini and Shimada 2011) proposed an alternative for applying BCs 
directly on fixation features . In this method, an optirnization method is used to rninimize 
the location and orientation of fixation features between the defonned scan mesh and 
CAD model. The specific displacement BCs that satisfies the optimization method can 
predict the functional shape of the part. Applying these BCs on the scan mesh via FEA, a 
virtual inspection is perfonned on the defonned scan mesh in its assembly-state. The 
geometrical comparison between the defonned scan mesh and CAD model evaluates 
defects on the scan model. 
Considering the application of movable datum targets for restraining non-rigid parts 
during inspection and an industrial inspection technique (see Figure 1-2) as restraining 
loads, a virtualfixture method is presented in (Abenhaim, Desrochers et al. 2015). In this 
fixtureless CAl method as depicted in Figure 2-6, the scan mesh is virtuaIly restrained by 
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a combination of forces located only on datum targets to minimize the weighted average 
of distances at specific points (constrained regions) between the deformed scan mesh and 
CAD model. The restraining forces, which are limited to the defined permissible 
assembly loads, are estimated through an optimization method that minimizes the 
distance at constrained regions between the scan and CAD models. Applying these 
optimized restraining forces on the scan mesh, the functional shape of the part in 
assembly-state can be retrieved. The inspection result in this method is performed on 
datum targets evaluating the difference between the deformed scan mesh and nominal 
position of datum targets. 
The advantages of applying fixtureless inspection based on virtual deforming the scan 
model can be outlined as: 
• The functional shape of scan model is used for identifying defects in fixtureless 
inspection. Therefore, the inspection of parts is accompli shed in their functional 
state. 
• Defects on scan model in a free-state can be affected by flexible deformation of 
non-rigid part. Performing the inspection of scan model in the functional state, 
avoid the size and are a of defects to be affected by flexible deformation of part. 
The drawbacks ofusing fixtureless inspection based on virtual deforming the scan model 
are as foUows: 
• For each acquired point clouds of scan models, a proper FE-mesh has to be 
generated by processing the scan mesh. The mesh processing applies mesh 
decimation and modification tools. 
• The scanning process should be implemented accurately aU over the part to enable 
. generating a FE-mesh that perfectly represents the geometry of scanned part. 
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Figure 2-6: Schematic flowchart ofproposed virtualfixture method in (Abenhaim, 
Desrochers et al. 2015). 
2.4.2.2 Fixtureless inspection based on virtually deforming the CAD model 
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The second group of fixtureless CAl methods, based on simulated displacement 
approaches, intend to deform the CAD model towards the scan model to compensate for 
the flexible deformation. Therefore, the drawback of generating FE mesh for each 
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measured scan part is eliminated. To this end, the high-quality mesh of CAD model is 
used to be deformed towards the scan mesh. Tackling with the drawbacks of the virtual 
fixation concept (Weckenmann and Weickmann 2006), BCs in virtual reverse 
deformation (Weckenmann, Weickmann et al. 2007) are imposed on the fixation features 
of the CAD model. Applying feature extraction techniques, these required BCs are 
determined to displace the CAD features towards their corresponding features on the scan 
model. The simulation is conducted by generating FE-mesh from the CAD model, which 
is accompli shed once for aU the inspections pertaining to the same CAD model. Applying 
BCs on CAD mesh along with mechanical properties and thickness of the part, fixation 
features of CAD model is displaced towards their corresponding features on scan mesh 
via FEA. The geometrical comparison between the measured shape in a free-state (scan 
model) and the virtually deformed CAD model evaluate defects on the scanned part. 
During the scanning process, sorne part of scan model might be missed. Missing data 
associated with fixation features is crucial for virtual reverse deformation method 
because the BCs concerning these features cannot be determined. A fixtureless inspection 
method presented in (Jaramillo, Prieto et al. 2013) estimates approximately the location 
of missing fixation features using an interpolating technique. As shown in Figure 2-7, the 
non-rigid registration in this method applies iterative transformation through which the 
deformed CAD model iteratively matches the partially acquired scan model. The 
inspection result is provided by a geometrical comparison between the deformed CAD 
model and partially scan mesh. 
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Figure 2-7: An overview of the non-rigid CAl method using pru1ial measuring data 
(Jaramillo, Prieto et al. 2013). 
However, determining the correspondence between the CAD model and range data for 
fixation features needs hum an intervention, which is an obstacle towards automatic CAL 
For this reason, the Iterative Displacement Inspection (IDI) algorithm (Abenhaim, Tahan 
et al. 2011 , Aidibe, Tahan et al. 2012) is developed based on iterative transformation of 
CAD model towards scan mesh without using FEA. IDI proposes an algorithm that 
combines the rigid with non-rigid registration methods along with an identification 
method to distinguish defects from flexible deformation on the point clouds of scan 
model. This method is developed for inspection of profile deviations, which feature dent 
shapes (e.g. bumps) on deformable skinned parts. The IDI method applies rigid 
registration, using the ICP algorithm, to minimize the Euclidian distance between the 
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CAD mesh and scanned point clouds without defonning the shape of models. Then, IDI 
applies a non-rigid registration algorithm based on iteratively finding an affme 
transfonnation matrix (Allen, Curless et al. 2003) to defonn the CAD mesh towards scan 
mode!. This step is shown in Figure 2-8 wherein a defined displacement field is 
introduced on CAD mesh (presented by S) to displace them towards defonned CAD mesh 
(represented by Sj, which is closer to the scan model (point clouds of P). This 
transfonnation must maintain the quality of the modified CAD mesh, by minimizing the 
distance between the modified CAD mesh and the original CAD mesh and keep the 
smoothness of the modified mesh with respect to the original CAD mesh. The 
displacement field is iteratively detennined and applied on the CAD model to minimize 
the shape difference between the defonned CAD model and scan point clouds. However, 
the displacement fields must only consider the flexible defonnation of a part excluding 
the effect of defects. Therefore, IDI uses an identification method on the scan part to 
identify the outlier point clouds that physically represents defects. This identification 
method is inspired from (Merkley 1998), where the nodes located out of range with 
reference to the neighboring nodes are identified as defects. These nodes, shown as profile 
deviation in Figure 2-8, are excluded from the calculation of displacement field during 
the iterative non-rigid registration. A smooth and iterative displacement of CAD model 
towards scan mesh is then perfonned. The inspection is implemented as a geometrical 
comparison between the defonned CAD mesh and scan model to evaluate the defects. 
Nonetheless, the identification approach in IDI lirnits the method to evaluate only the 
localized defects on the scan models. 
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Figure 2-8: constructing defonned CAD model using displacement field without taking 
into consideration the presence of effects (Abenhaim, Tahan et al. 2011). 
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The identification method in the IDI algorithm is improved in (Aidibe, Tahan et al. 2012) 
by applying the maximum-normed residual test that automatically identifies defects on 
scan models. In this approach, the nodes associated with defects are considered as 
statistical outliers with respect to the neighboring nodes. The drawbacks of identification 
algorithm in IDI method and its improved version are as follows: 
• The algorithm is limited to localized defects which make it inefficient for 
inspection of parts with big (global) defects. 
• The sharp changes in thickness is a serious challenge, because the flexibility 
parameters in the algorithm, which are calculated based on the thickness of the 
part, result in false behavior of the part in the thickness-changing zones. 
A fixtureless inspection ofnon-rigid parts based on using the Coherent Point Drift (CPD) 
algorithm is presented in (Aidibe and Tahan 2015). CPD is a probabilistic method 
considered as one of the most powerful non-rigid registration techniques and efficient for 
extremely flexible parts. The surface of these extremely flexible parts can be stretched 
during a deformation, which is not the case for non-rigid parts su ch as thin sheet metals. 
These non-rigid parts retain the geodesic distance on the surfaces of the part, which 
requires optimizing the CPD parameters to respect the stretch and Euclidian distance 
criteria during non-rigid registration. The presented inspection method also applies the 
Thompson tactical test to distinguish between flexible deformations and defects. To this 
end, defects are recognized as statistical outliers of scan point clouds that exceed the 
assigned tolerances. 
Concerning the shortcomings of the abovementioned methods, the Generalized 
Numerical Inspection Fixture (GNIF) (Radvar-Esfahlan and Tahan 2012), see 
Appendix A, claims to inspect both small (local) and big (global) defects and decrease 
the need for human intervention. This method assumes that non-rigid parts do not stretch 
during flexible deformation in a free-state. Therefore, the geometry of CAD and scan 
models are intrinsically the same based on Gauss's Theorema Egregium. This 
phenomenon is derived from the fact that the Gaussian curvature of a surface does not 
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change when the surface is bent without stretching. In fact, the flexible deformation of 
non-rigid parts is an isometric deformation for which the shortest inter-point (geodesic 
distance) between any two points remains unchanged. Based on this distance preserving 
property of non-rigid parts, the GNIF method compensates for the flexible deformation 
during an inspection. This property is depicted in Figure 2-9, where the geodesic distances 
on the CAD model (between x 1 and X2) remains the same as the geodesic distance on the 
scan model in a free-state (between y' 1 and Y'2) (Radvar-Esfahlan and Tahan 2014). 
(X,dx) y 
Figure 2-9: Distance preserving property ofnon-rigid part during an isometric 
deformation (Radvar-Esfahlan and Tahan 2014). 
The GNIF method generates sets of corresponding sample points on the CAD and scan 
meshes, as shown in Figure 2-10 with black points for a turbine blade. This is done by 
considering the CAD and scan models as geodesic distance metric spaces. Discrete 
geodesic distances between each pair of nodes on CAD mesh, as weIl as scan mesh, are 
approximated by using Fast Marching Algorithm (FMA) (Kimmel and Sethian 1998). 
Applying Generalized Multi-Dimensional Scaling (GMDS) (Bron stein, Bronstein et al. 
2006), the proper pairs of geodesic distances on the CAD and scan models are determined 
for which the maximum difference between the pairwise distances is minimized. 
CADmodel 
Scan model 
Figure 2-10: Corresponding sample points (black points) generated on the CAD and 
scan models for a turbine blade (Radvar-Esfahlan and Tahan 2014). 
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The generated corresponding sample points are used as BCs in Finite Element Non-rigid 
Registration (FENR) to compensate for the flexible deformation. In fact, FENR displaces 
the sample points on the CAD model toward their corresponding point on the scan model 
that deforms the CAD mesh towards scan mesh. As presented in Figure 2-11 , the 
geometrical comparison between the deformed CAD model (after FENR) and the scan 
modellead to evaluating geometric deviations (defects) on the scan mode!. 
Simillllity 
measure UIing 
GMOS· 
FlIla Element 
Nonrogid 
reglstralion 
Figure 2-11: The flowchart of the inspection process using GNIF method (Radvar-
Esfahlan and Tahan 2012) 
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The corresponding sample points generated by GNIF are evenly distributed over the CAD 
and scan models. Therefore, sorne sample points can be located on and/or around defects. 
Using these sample points via FENR result in an inaccurate inspection. For this reason, 
the inspection approach presented by (Radvar-Esfahlan and Tahan 2012) applies sample 
points on bounding edges and/or assembly features as BCs in FENR. However, this needs 
to assume that these features are perfectly scanned which is not always the case. 
Therefore, another approach presented by (Sabri, Tahan et al. 2016) applies specified pre-
selected sample points as BCs in FENR. Therefore, specific areas on the CAD and scan 
models are manually selected wherein the barycenters of sample points are calculated as 
specified pre-selected sample points. 
The advantages of applying fixtureless inspections based on virtually deforming the CAD 
model is outlined as: 
• There is no more need to process each scan mesh of parts, instead, one high-
quality FE-mesh is created from the CAD mode!. 
• The mesh generated from the CAD model is more accurate, optimized, 
smoothened and noiseless, which takes less time to be automatically generated. 
• Since only the critical areas such as fixation points or tolerance features are 
necessary for simulation process, the measurement data can only be implemented 
accurately for these features that result in reducing the size of measuring data. 
• Missing data, except for fixation information, during scanning the part does not 
affect the simulation process. 
The shortcomings ofusing fixtureless inspections based on virtually deforming the CAD 
model are as follows: 
• The identified defects on the scan model in a free-state can be affected by flexible 
deformation of non-rigid parts. This can bring about errors into quantifying the 
size and area of defects. 
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• Due to flexible deformation ofnon-rigid parts in a free-state, the scan models does 
not represent the functionality of these parts. The inspection does not eventuaUy 
accomplish on the functional shape of the part. Therefore, the performance of a 
part in its functional state cannot be verified. 
2.5 Verification and validation methods based on ASME 
recommendations 
AU CAl methods, which are based on scan data and computational calculations, are 
required to be verified and validated. Uncertainty in computational simulations and 
measuring errors due to the inaccuracy of data acquisition devices are inevitable in 
fixtureless non-rigid inspection methods. Inaccuracy of scanners is due to the technical 
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limits of devices, optical effects (such as light fraction and reflectivity of parts surface) 
or inaccessible features of parts. These noisy data can affect the performance of CAl 
methods. Applying Verification And Validation (V&V) approaches on computational 
simulation models aUows assessing accuracy, reliability, and robustness of simulations 
(Schwer, Mair et al. 2012). In fact, verification assesses the accuracy of a solution in a 
computational model whereas validation evaluates the consistency of computational 
simulation results comparing with the actual results. As presented in Figure 2-12, due to 
various sources of uncertainty in computer codes and simulations, aU computational 
methods, among which are CAl methods, need to be thoroughly verified and validated. 
Investigations on the application and theory of verification and validation in 
computational engineering are presented by (Oberkampf, Trucano et al. 2004, Oberkampf 
and Barone 2006, Sornette, Davis et al. 2007). Unlike the qualitative traditional validation 
activities, new ly developed rigorous and systematic V & V approaches are applied in 
different disciplines. These approaches are published for V & V guides in computational 
solid mechanics (Hills and Trucano 1999), fluid dynamics (Committee 1998), heat 
transfer (Committee 2009) and material engineering (Cowles, Backman et al. 2012). The 
predictive capability of the computational model in these guides is demonstrated by 
comparing the features of interest (validation metrics) with respect to the real model in 
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its intended use. The validation metrics, which are the quantitative measure of agreement 
between a predictive model and physical observation (measurements), are categorized as 
hypothesis testing-based and distance-based (Oberkampf and Trucano 2008, Liu, Chen et 
al. 2011). Unlike distance-based metric, the hypothesis testing-based metrics provide an 
evaluation concerning the general trend of data. The hypothesis testing-based validation 
metrics compare the probability distributions of the prediction results and observations. 
The comparison, which is based on statistical distributions such as cumulative distribution 
functions (CDFs), is accompli shed through a test of significance enclosed in the 
hypothesis testing theory. Several research work, in various engineering fields such as 
structural dynamics (Paez and Urbina 2002), steady and transient heat conduction and 
shocks (Hills and Leslie 2003), thermal decomposition of polyurethane foam (Rutherford 
and Dowding 2003, Dowding, Leslie et al. 2004) and sheet metal forming processes 
(Chen, Baghdasaryan et al. 2004) used hypothesis testing-based validation metrics for 
their numerical calculations. 
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Figure 2-12: verification and validation (V&V) activities and results based on ASME 
recommendation (Schwer, Mair et al. 2012). 
Applying a validation metric, the robustness of a computational model can be evaluated 
by validating the result of a numerical approach with respect to input noise. In fact, a 
robust computational model should provide satisfying results despite the presence of 
input noise. In other words, the output of a robust computation al approach remains 
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acceptable for input data including noise with reference to the output for a noise-free input 
data. In CAl methods, the input noise is principally originate from measurement noise 
that is inherent to measuring data acquisition devices. Therefore, the robustness of CAl 
methods is required to be studied with respect to scanning device noise (Boehnen and 
Flynn 2005, Sun, Rosin et al. 2008). 
2.6 State of the art summary 
In this chapter the specification of non-rigid parts used in different industrial sectors such 
as aerospace and automobile industries is overviewed, taking into consideration the 
challenges of the industries for inspection of these parts. To this end, different rigid and 
non-rigid registration methods are introduced that use measuring data acquired by 
scanners. Among these methods, Computer-Aided Inspection (CAl) methods are 
presented, which tend to achieve automatic inspections. Fixtureless CAl methods push it 
a step further by performing inspection in a free-state, which speeds up the process and 
lowers the costs. Then, the robustness of these methods with respect to scanning noise 
also needs to be verified and validated. Meanwhile, the compliance of flexible parts can 
compensate for sorne types of geometrical deviations (defects) in assembly-state. In sorne 
cases, the functional shape of flexible parts including defects can be retrieved under 
permissible assembly loads. This is a practical technic that is generally used in aerospace 
industries to retrieve the functional shape of a deviated non-rigid manufactured part on 
sophisticated inspection fixtures. It concludes that the automatic inspection of non-rigid 
parts still remains a challenging, time-consuming and costly process for industrial sectors. 
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CHAPTER3 GENERAL PLANNING OF THE THESIS 
3.1 Statement of the problem 
This research is focused on the automatic and fixtureless inspection ofnon-rigid (flexible) 
parts. Non-rigid parts such as thin sheet metals are commonly used in the aerospace and 
automobile industries as covering the body of cars and airplanes by large panels. Due to 
the compliance of flexible parts, these parts are deformed in a free-state in which the part 
is submitted only to its own weight. The flexible deformation cause geometrical 
deviations that exceed dedicated tolerances for the assembly process. However, the 
functional shape of these parts can be retrieved on inspection fixtures (see Figure 3-1) 
and these parts can be assembled under permissible loads in the assembly-state. Setting 
up fixtures that should be adjusted for each part is costly and takes significant inspection 
time. For ex ample, sorne inspection setup pro cesses for the type of non-rigid parts 
considered in our industrial partner (Bombardier Aerospace) demand 60 to 75 hours of 
operation. Considering the repeatability of inspection in manufacturing and customers' 
facilities, the cost ofthese fixtures doubles. In order to speed up the geometric inspection 
of non-rigid parts, to decrease the cost of inspection and to maintain the inspection 
precision during quality control process, Computer-Aided Inspection (CAl) methods are 
developed. These methods use benefits of applying 3D scanners along with computational 
calculations to perform a virtual inspection of scan models by geometrically comparing 
them with the CAD mode!. Dirnensioning and tolerancing standards such as ASME and 
ISO require performing the inspection in a free-state unless otherwise specified, whereas 
the exemption refers to inspection of non-rigid parts. However, the measured scan model 
is acquired in Measurement Coordinate System (MCS) which is independent ofthe CAD 
model in Design Coordinate System (DCS). Using an inspection fixture instantly unifies 
the two coordinate systems and also compensate for the flexible deformation of parts. 
However, serious drawbacks of using fixtures during inspection process lead to 
fixtureless CAl methods in which the surface of parts is acquired in a free-state. The main 
challenge of fixtureless CAl methods is the geometrical comparison between the CAD 
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and scan models in a common coordinate system considering the geometrical variation 
of parts in a free-state. In order to accommodate CAl methods with industrial 
requirements, fixtureless CAl methods need to be performed in an automated inspection 
process and to provide more accurate inspection results. 
Like aIl computational models, fixtureless CAl methods based on virtual displacement 
approaches need to be verified and validated with respect to actual inspection results. To 
this end, a quantitative validation metric is required to verify estimated inspection results 
regarding nominal defects on the parts. In fact, the robustness of CAl methods is assessed 
with respect to scanning noise to ensure the accuracy of inspection results despite the 
presence of input noise. 
Practical inspection techniques (by using inspection fixtures) show that the functional 
shape of geometrically deviated non-rigid parts can be retrieved under permissible 
assembly loads. In fact, the compliance of non-rigid parts allow retrieving the functional 
geometry of a deviated part (including defects) in assembly-state. These practical 
techniques apply permissible loads on the surface of deviated parts to put the part into its 
assembly-state on an inspection fixture (see Figure 1-2). However, evaluating the 
required assembly loads by trial-and-error on the costly fixtures lead to a time-consurning 
and low efficiency inspection method. Therefore, industrial companies demand for 
automated fixtureless CAl methods which eliminate the drawbacks of conventional 
inspection techniques. 
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Figure 3-1: A complex inspection fixture set-up for a large aerospace panel. 
Therefore, manufacturing companies are very interested in fixtureless inspection methods 
for non-rigid parts in a free-state for which the required assembly loads can be estimated 
automatically. These fixtureless methods take into consideration that: 
• The method should eliminate the need for inspection fixtures. 
• The method ensures performing an automatic inspection under estimated 
permissible assembly loads (force measuring tools and manual distribution of 
loads are eliminated). 
• The method should be able to simulate the functional shape of the scan model in 
assembly-state. 
• The inspection method should avoid setting up parameters that would be different 
from one part to the other one. 
• The fixtureless inspection method should be performed automatically to avoid 
human intervention during the inspection process. 
• The inspection results are required to be obtained within an acceptable calculation 
time. 
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• The inspection results should be accurate for further decisions on the part. 
• The fixtureless CAl method should be robust with respect to different sources of 
input noise. 
To this end, the following technical criteria are crucial for fixtureless CAl methods: 
• The scan mesh which is the representative of a manufactured part in a free-state 
may include flexible deformation and geometrical deviation with reference to the 
CAD model, which does not permit a direct comparison between the models. 
• A discrete surface representation of manufactured part (scan mesh) is generated 
and applied as an input to the CAl method. 
• The inputs may include inspection noise inherent to scanning devices. 
• We are specifically targeting parts that are classified in zone B as described in 
section 2.2. The geometrical characteristics and mechanical behavior of these 
parts classify them in zone B. 
• The functional shape of non-rigid part is estimated in assembly-state. 
• The required assembly loads, limited to the permissible loads, are estimated to 
retrieve the functional shape of deviated non-rigid part in assembly-state. 
Concerning the serious need of industrial sectors using non-rigid parts for automatic 
fixtureless CAl methods, which is able to satisfy the above-mentioned problematics, the 
research objectives ofthis project are presented in section 3.2 
3.2 Research objectives 
The main objective ofthis study is to develop an automatic fixtureless CAl for non-rigid 
manufactured parts in a free-state and then evaluate the robustness of the developed CAl 
method. The main objective is fulfilled by developing two different CAl methods based 
on virtual displacement approaches to enable evaluating geometrical deviations (defects). 
The first developed fixtureless method aims at distinguishing between the flexible 
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defonnation and possible defects of parts, then compensate for the flexible defonnation 
by virtually displacing the CAD model towards the scan model. As depicted in Figure 3-2, 
aIl CAl methods are required to be validated to assess the robustness of developed 
methods with respect to noise. Therefore, developing a quantitative validation metric for 
validation of fixtureless CAl methods especially for non-rigid parts is taken into 
consideration. 
The second developed method intends to virtually defonn a deviated scan mesh 
(presenting defects) into assembly-state under pennissible assembly loads. Inspired by a 
practical inspection technique in aerospace industries, estimating the required pennissible 
assembly loads through a fixtureless CAl to achieve the tolerances in assembly-state is 
an interesting target ofthis project. Indeed, the possibility of assembling a deviated non-
rigid part in assembly state is investigated . 
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Figure 3-2: simplified flowchart of a fixtureless CAl followed by a verification and 
validation approach. 
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Therefore, the objectives ofthis thesis can be outlined as following: 
• Distinguishing between the flexible defonnation and possible defects on a non-
rigid part. 
• Implementing a non-rigid registration to compensate only for the flexible 
defonnation of non-rigid parts. 
• Perfonning a virtual inspection for estimating the size and location of defects on 
the non-rigid parts. 
• Developing a new algorithm to predict a distribution of assembly loads on the 
surface of a deviated non-rigid part through which the part is put in assembly-
state. 
• Establishing an optimization process, for a deviated non-rigid part that can be put 
in assembly-state, to fmd the best distribution of assembly loads which minimizes 
the distance and orientation differences between assembly features (such as 
mounting holes) on the scan and CAD models. 
• Developing a quantitative validation metric for the Verification and Validation 
(V & V) of CAl methods based on ASME recommendations. 
• Verifying the perfonnance of our developed methods on actual aerospace parts. 
3.3 Hypotheses used in the project 
This section presents the general hypotheses that are commonly considered in this 
research. These hypotheses are as follows: 
• The parts intended to be inspected are non-rigid parts (thin-walled sheet metals) 
used in different industrial sectors among which aerospace and automobile 
industries. 
• The nominal geometry of the parts is available as CAD model in the Design 
Coordinate System (DCS). 
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• The flexible defonnation and geometrical deviation of these parts during a free-
state measuring (scanning) process might exceed the dedicated tolerances. 
However, the developed methods in this study can also inspect non-rigid parts 
with no defects and lead to accept these parts since their geometrical deviation is 
in tolerance range. 
• The acquired point clouds from a free-state scanning process presenting the 
surface of manufactured part in Measurement Coordinate System (MCS) is 
available. 
• The CAl methods are developed for identifying and estimating defects in the 
surface profile and location of the parts as defmed by ASME Y14.5 (2009). 
• At the beginning of this project, aIl simulations used for non-rigid registrations 
were based on linear FEA assumption (small displacement fonnulation, linear 
elastic behavior, etc.). However, during the course of this research, we adapted 
the application of nonlinear FEA to use large displacement fonnulation in FENR. 
3.4 The synthesis of researches and logical links between 
articles 
A synthesis of the proposed researches is briefly presented in the remaining sections of 
this chapter to highlight the integration and logicallinks between the articles. 
3.4.1 Simulated scan models for validation cases 
In this research, we used different validation cases to evaluate the accuracy and limits of 
our developed methods. These validation cases, as shown in Figure 3-3, are non-rigid 
aluminum parts used typically in aerospace industries. However, aIl the scan models of 
these validation cases are simulated by defonning CAD models via FEA and by adding 
geometrical deviations (defects). Different geometrical deviations such as bump defects 
(Figure 3-3-b, c, e, f, h and i), geometric alteration (Figure 3-3-j) and plastic defonnation 
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(Figure 3-3-k and 1) are used in this thesis. The CAD models of validation cases are also 
presented in Figure 3-3-a, d, g, j, k and 1 with green color. 
We can accurately evaluate the size of generated defects on simulated scanned models, 
whereas measuring defects on real parts includes measuring uncertainties. Therefore, 
using simulated scanned models instead of real scanned data allow assessing the accuracy 
and robustness of our developed CAl methods with respect to nominal simulated defects. 
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Figure 3-3: A SUITlmary ofCAD and sUnulated scan models used in this thesis. 
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3.4.2 Automatic fixtureless CAl based on filtering corresponding 
sample points (Article 1) 
Inspection of non-rigid parts is a tirne-consuming and costly challenge for industrial 
sectors. Applying inspection fixtures is sophisticated and requires human intervention. 
Industrial sectors demand developing fixtureless CAl methods, which perform the 
inspection in a free-sate. Based on isometric deformation of non-rigid parts in a free-state, 
the Generalized Numerical Inspection Fixture (GNIF) method generate sample points 
that make links between the CAD and scan models. Using these sample points as 
boundary conditions (BCs) in a FE Non-rigid Registration (FENR) intend to deform the 
CAD model towards the scan mode!. This allows evaluating defects through a geometrical 
comparison between the scan model and deformed CAD model (after FENR). 
Corresponding sample points are evenly distributed over the CAD and scan models, and 
sorne of which are on defect areas. However, using sample points on defect areas via 
FENR results in an inaccurate evaluation of defects. 
Chapter 4 of this thesis is devoted to developing an automated fixtureless CAl method 
based on filtering corresponding sample points, which are in defect areas, using curvature 
and von Mises stress criteria. Once the proposed sample points filtration method is 
applied, the accurate evaluation of defects on the scan model is achieved. The 
performance of this method is validated on two non-rigid parts that are commonly used 
in the aerospace industry. The link of this article to the subject of the thesis is that the 
developed fixtureless CAl allow an automatic and precise inspection compared to those 
that presented in literature review (section 2.4.2) . In fact, the presented method is able to 
identifyand inspect both small (local) and big (global) defects. 
This article is published in the international journal of advanced manufacturing 
technology, Springer-Verlag London Limited. 
S. Sattarpanah Karganroudi, J.-c. Cuillière, V. Francois, and S.-A. Tahan, ''Automatic 
fixtureless inspection of non-rigid parts based on filtering registration points, Il The 
International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology, pp. 1-26, 2016. 
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3.4.3 Validation and verification of our CAl method (Article 2) 
Computational methods applied in different disciplines need JO be verified and validated. 
To this end, the computational programming are verified to ensure the correctness of 
results with respect to computational coding. Moreover, the computational results are 
validated with reference to the actual ones. Unlike traditional qualitative validation 
methods, the developed Verification and Validation (V &V) methods set up a validation 
metric to compare quantitatively the computational and actual results. The ASME guide 
for V & V of computational solid mechanics (Rills and Trucano 1999) concludes that the 
predictive capability of a computational model is assessed by comparing its features of 
interest (validation metrics) with respect to the real model in its intended use. The 
robustness of numerical methods versus input noise is then evaluated using validation 
metrics. Uncertainties, numerical errors and scanning noise in CAl methods justify 
applying V & V approaches for assessing the robustness of CAl methods. 
Chapter 5 of this thesis presents a new validation metric based on ASME 
recommendations to perform a quantitative and detailed validation for our fixtureless CAl 
method. This validation metric applies statistical tools to perform a detailed comparison 
between the estimated inspection results and nominal defects. The comparison is based 
on statistical distributions of cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) at a specific 
significance level. Along with the size (area and maximum amplitude) of defects, the 
newly developed validation metric assess the distribution of distances associated with the 
estimated defects with respect to the nominal ones. The link ofthis article to the subject 
of the thesis is that the presented validation metric is applied to assess the robustness of 
our developed fixtureless CAl for non-rigid parts. 
This article is submitted in the Journal of Verification, Validation and Uncertainty 
Quantification, and it is under the process ofreview. 
S. Sattarpanah Karganroudi, J.-c. Cuilfière, V. Francois, and S.-A. Tahan, ''Assessment 
of the robustness of a fixtureless inspection method for non-rigid parts based on a 
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verification and validation approach, 1/ Journal of Verification, Validation and 
Uncertainty Quantification. 
3.4.4 Virtual inspection in assembly-state using permissible loads for 
deviated non-rigid parts (Article 3) 
Industrial inspection techniques prove that sorne deviated non-rigid parts can be 
practically assembled under permissible assembly loads. In fact, the geometrical 
deviation of these parts (including defects) can be absorbed by the compliance of non-
rigid parts. The inspection techniques introduce weights on the surface ofparts which are 
constrained on physical fixtures. However, setting up sophisticated physical flXtures 
along with estimating proper weights by trial-and-error is time-consuming and costly. 
This manual and empirical process of applying weights to retrieve the functional shape 
of a deviated part is not efficient for large and complicated parts. 
Inspired by the inspection technique, a fixtureless CAl is presented in Chapter 6 that aim 
at eliminating physical complex fixtures and performing a virtual inspection for deviated 
parts. The scan model of a geometrically deviated non-rigid part is acquired in a free-
state. The proposed Virtual Mounting Assembly -State Inspection (VMASI) method then 
estimates the possibility ofmounting the scan model on a virtual fixture in assembly-state 
under restraining loads. For those parts that can be put in a virtual fixture (assembly-
state), their functional shapes are predicted by introducing the required assembly loads as 
boundary condition via FEA. The optimal distribution of required assembly loads is 
assessed using our developed Restraining Pressures Optimization (RPO) approach. RPO 
considers the required loads as a set of pressure introduced on the surface of scan mesh. 
The required pressures intend to deform the scan mesh through a linear FE-based 
transformation wherein the distance and orientation difference are minimized between 
tooling holes (e.g. mounting ho les) on the predicted shape of scan model and on the CAD 
mode!. The final inspection is performed by evaluating the position of mounting holes on 
the functional shape of scan model with respect to the holes of the CAD model. The part 
is acceptable for pursuing forward for assembly stage if the holes on the predicted shape 
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of scan model in assembly-state remain in the range of dedicated tolerance with respect 
to the CAD mode!. The link of this article to the subject of the thesis is that VMASI 
method allows a fixtureless inspection for deviated parts diminishing the inspection cost. 
This article is submitted in Computer-Aided Design, and it is under the process ofreview. 
S. Sattarpanah Karganroudi, J.-c. Cuillière, V. Francois, and S.-A. Tahan, "Fixtureless 
inspection of non-rigid parts based on virtual mounting in an assembly-state using 
permissible loads, Il Computer-Aided Design. 
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CHAPTER4 AUTOMATIC FIXTURELESS INSPECTION OF 
NON-RIGID PARTS BASED ON FILTERING REGISTRATION 
POINTS 
Sasan Sattarpanah Karganroudi l , Jean-Christophe Cuillière l , Vincent Francois l , 
Souheil-Antoine Tahan2 
IÉquipe de Recherche en Intégration Cao-CAlcul (ÉRlCCA), Université du Québec à Trois-
Rivières, Trois-Rivières, Québec, Canada 
2 Laboratoire d'ingénierie des produits, procédés et systèmes (LlPPS), École de Technologie 
Supérieure, Montréal, Québec, Canada 
4.1 Abstract 
Computer-aided inspection (CAl) of non-rigid parts significantly contributes to 
improving performance of products, reducing assembly time and decreasing production 
costs. CAl methods use scanners to measure point clouds on parts and compare them with 
the nominal Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model. Due to the compliance of non-rigid 
parts and for inspectio}J. in supplier and client facilities, two sets of sophisticated and 
expensive dedicated fixtures are usually required to compensate for the deformation of 
these parts during inspection. CAl methods for fixtureless inspection of non-rigid parts 
aim at scanning these parts in a free-state for which, one of the main challenges is to 
distinguish between possible geometric deviation (defects) and flexible deformation 
associated with free-state. In this work the Generalized Numerical Inspection Fixture 
(GNIF) method is applied to generate a prior set of corresponding sample points between 
CAD and scanned models. These points are used to deform the CAD model to the scanned 
model via finite element non-rigid registration. Then defects are identified by comparing 
the deformed CAD model with the scanned mode!. The fact that sorne sample points can 
be located close to defects, results in an inaccurate estimation of these defects. In this 
paper a method is introduced to automatically filter out sample points that are close to 
defects. This method is based on curvature and von Mises stress. Once filtered, remaining 
sample points are used in a new registration, which allows identifying and quantifying 
defects more accurately. The proposed method is validated on aerospace parts. 
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curvatures, von Mises stress. 
4.2 Introduction 
In many industrial sectors, an increasing need for product quality requires respecting 
smaller and smaller tolerances, which can be obtained by setting up accu rate Geometrie 
Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T). Although developments at automating 
production processes enable manufacturing companies towards mass production with 
shorter delays, quality control is often time-consuming and usually requires significant 
human intervention. Geometric dimensioning and tolerancing standards such as ASME 
Y14.5 and ISO-GPS affmn that inspection of manufactured parts must be carried out in 
a free-state condition unless otherwise specified. Exemptions to this rule are given in ISO-
10579 and ASME Y14.5 (2009) for non-rigid parts. Indeed, in several industrial sectors, 
such as the aerospace and automotive industries, many manufactured parts are designed 
and used with a very small thickness with respect to the other dimensions. The problem 
with these non-rigid (flexible) parts is that they are likely to deform, in a free-state, in 
such a way that the order of magnitude of part deformation may be equal if compared to 
the part defects itself. For these parts, free-state deformation mainly occurs due to gravit y 
effects (the own weight of the part) or to residual stresses. In [1] the compliance of a part 
is defined as the ratio between an applied force and the induced deformation in the part. 
Based on this definition, manufactured parts are classified in three categories as rigid, 
non-rigid and extremely non-rigid parts. In this classification, a part is considered as a 
non-rigid part if the deformation induced by a reasonable force (around 40 N) is over 10% 
of the assigned tolerance. In Figure 4-1-a, a non-rigid aerospace panel in a free-state 
deformation due to its compliance is weIl illustrated. 
Consequently, in common inspection methods, as described in [2] , dedicated holding 
fixtures are designed and used to compensate for the flexible deformation of non-rigid 
parts during inspection. However, these dedicated fixtures are very sophisticated and very 
expensive to set up in most cases. Thus, in general, geometric inspection of non-rigid 
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manufactured parts is a significant problem since it is expensive and since it takes a large 
part of production lead-time. For example, sorne inspection setup for non-rigid parts in 
aerospace industry requires 60 to 75 hours of operation for setting up one fixture [3]. 
Meanwhile, a second identical set of fixtures is often required for repeating the inspection 
at the customer's facility. In Figure 4-1-b, the part introduced in Figure 4-1-a in a free-
state is shown as constrained on such a fixture set. 
a) b 
Figure 4-1 : An aerospace panel, a) in free-state, b) constrained on its inspection fixture 
[ 4]. 
Beholden to the improvements in computer graphies and optic scanners, manual and 
tactile methods of measurement and inspection have progressively been replaced by 
Computer-Aided Inspection (CAl) methods. CAl methods are noteworthy due to the 
ability of automating aIl the inspection process which speeds up and increases the 
accuracy of inspection by eliminating human intervention and its inseparable error. To 
evaluate the surface profile of a part, a point cloud measured on part surfaces is compared 
with the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model. These measurements are performed with 
two types of geometry acquisition tools: contact and non-contact devices. A review on 
measuring methods in free-state is presented in [5] and a specifie focus is put on using 
laser scanners in [6]. For non-rigid parts, since Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM) 
technology acquires points on the part by means of a probe, which can disturb its 
geometry due to contact with the probe, using non-contact measurements, such as laser 
scanners is more appropriate to acquire point cloud of surfaces in a free-state as shown in 
Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-2: Surface data acquisition by a handy scanner. 
In CAl, as mentioned above, a point cloud measured on the part surface is compared with 
the CAD model ofthis part. The objective is assessing the deviation ofthese points from 
the CAD model and comparing it with the tolerances as specified. One of the problems 
in CAl is that the CAD model is defined in a coordinate system that is not necessarily the 
same as the coordinate system associated with measured points. Of course, comparison 
between CAD and scanned models has to be performed in the same coordinate system 
and in the same state of elastic deformation. As introduced before, measuring non-rigid 
manufactured parts in a dedicated inspection fixture can solve these problems but, since 
inspection fixtures such as conformation jigs are costly and time consuming, setting up 
fixtureless inspections based on CAl methods is foreseen. In these fixtureless inspection 
methods the non-rigid part is measured in a free-state, and an optimal transformation 
between the CAD model and the acquired point cloud is computed. For rigid parts, this 
transformation can be represented by a rigid transformation matrix. For non-rigid parts, 
finding this transformation is much more difficult since it combines location and 
orientation along with elastic deformation. This process offmding the best transformation 
before comparing scan and CAD data is referred to as registration. Registration methods 
have been widely studied for rigid parts and several methods have been proposed [5, 7). 
Among these methods, the Iterative Closest Point (lCP) algorithm [8] has been very 
popular and a source of many adaptations and enhancements for application in various 
domains (inspection, shape recognition, 3D modeling, robotics, etc.), which makes it an 
efficient and robust rigid registration method. As introduced above, non-rigid registration 
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(registration for non-rigid parts) is much more complex since it combines searching for a 
rigid transformation matrix along with a displacement field. As presented in the next 
section, a few non-rigid registration methods have been proposed in the literature [3, 9-
23]. Basically, these methods try to fmd the best correspondence between CAD and scan 
data either by deforming CAD geometry to scan geometry or by deforming scan geometry 
to CAD geometry. 
In general, the main problem is that, the non-rigid registration process is influenced by 
defects themselves, which are of course not known a priori. Consequently, strategies need 
to be applied towards reducing, as much as possible, the influence of defects on the non-
rigid registration process and, by the way, towards improving the accuracy and efficiency 
of CAl for non-rigid parts. This paper is focused on this specific objective. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 4.3 presents a literature review of fixtureless 
CAl methods for non-rigid parts. It is followed, in section 4.4, by a description of the 
proposed approach towards reducing the influence of defects on the non-rigid registration 
process in the context of CAl methods for non-rigid parts. This approach is principally 
based on filtering sample points used in non-rigid registration. Validation ofthe approach 
is then presented on two non-rigid aerospace parts in section 4.5. The paper ends with a 
conclusion and ideas for future works on this issue in section 4.6. 
4.3 Literature review 
Fixtureless inspection methods of non-rigid parts has been developed relying on 
numerical approaches to compare the shape of measured parts (represented by scanned 
point clouds) in a free-state with their nominal CAD mode!. In order to be able to 
compensate for flexible deformation of non-rigid parts in a free-state and evaluate the 
geometrical variation of manufactured parts, either the CAD model is deformed to take 
on the shape of the scanned model or vice versa. For example, in [9-12] a numerical 
fixture was proposed to virtually constrain the scanned flexible part into its functional 
shape. On the contrary, methods proposed in [3, 13-23] are based on numerically 
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deforming the CAD nominal geometry according to the flexible deformation of the 
measured non-rigid part in a free-state. 
The proposed method in [9] begins with acquiring the scanned model of a non-rigid part 
that is constrained in a reference state. This state does not need to represent the functional 
state of the part. This scan data in the reference state is used with a first FEA simulation 
to generate the shape of the part in a completely free-state (free from any external forces). 
From this intermediate result, a virtual functional state of the part is obtained through a 
second FEA simulation. This virtual functional state is finally compared with the CAD 
specification for metrology. 
In [10, Il], the virtualfixation concept is introduced. It consists in generating a FE model 
from scanned point cloud in free-state and in identifying, on the scanned part, features 
such as mounting holes to identify fixation points on the scanned mode!. Then, this 
information about the location of nominal fixation points is used to apply displacement 
boundary conditions to the scanned model, which replicates deforming it to its virtually 
simulated inspection fixture. However, generating a FE mesh from scanned part requires 
a time consuming processing on point cloud, which cannot be automated since each 
measured part needs an individual mesh. 
Concerning the automatic FE mesh generating from the CAD model of the part instead 
of its scanned model, the virtual reverse deformation method is introduced in [13] 
wherein the CAD mesh is deformed to conform to the scanned model of the non-rigid 
part in a free-state. In this approach, it is done by imposing boundary conditions on the 
nominal fixation points in the CAD model and displacing these points to the 
corresponding fixation points in the scanned model, which have been previously 
identified using feature extraction. 
The method proposed in [15] is similar to the virtual reverse deformation method but, in 
this approach, Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) are used to minirnize the FE mesh density. 
This allows accurately predicting the behavior of the part at a lower computational co st. 
Meanwhile, in [16, 17] fixtureless inspection is performed by using only partial views of 
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regions that need to be inspected. This is done by applying an interpolation technique, . 
based on RBFs, to estimate an approximate location of the missing fixation points. 
In [18] the Generalized Numerical Inspection Fixture (GNIF), see Appendix A, IS 
presented. This registration method is based on the assumption that, for non-rigid parts, 
the deformation is isometric, which means that the inter-point shortest path (geodesic 
distance) between any two points on a part remains unchanged during the isometric 
deformation. In the GNIF method, CAD and scanned models are considered as geodesic 
distance metric spaces, and the similarity between them is estimated by finding the 
associated minimum distortion between the metrics. In this approach, discrete geodesic 
distances for both CAD and scanned models are calculated, from their meshes, using the 
fast marching method [24]. In the GNIF method, Generalized Multidimensional Scaling 
(GMDS) [25] minimizes the distortion between the metrics associated with CAD and 
scanned models. The GNIF method automatically finds corresponding sample points on 
the faces of CAD and scanned models. The corresponding sample points associated with 
assembly features are then used for computing the non-rigid registration. Indeed, these 
corresponding sample points between the two models are used as displacement boundary 
conditions in a FEA simulation that is applied to deform the CAD model towards the 
shape of scan data. This process is referred to as Finite Element Non-rigid Registration 
(FENR). If no information is available about the assembly process, then the sample points 
on boundaries of model (assuming boundaries are perfect with no defects on them) or 
assured sample points with negligible deformations such as rigid attachment are used in 
FENR. GNIF is improved in [3] as a more general and robust approach referred to as 
Robust generalized Numerical Inspection Fixture (RNIF). RNIF is based on filtering out 
sample points causing incoherent geodesic distances. This enhancement enables handling 
parts with missing range data on surfaces. Meanwhile, the robust GNIF method proposes 
using distance-preserving NonLinear Dimensionality Reduction methods (NLDR) to 
enhance the inspection process for parts with large deformations. Then in [26] a review 
and systematic comparison between NLDR methods are presented in order to evaluate 
their performance for applications in the metrology of flexible parts. 
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In [19-22] the Iterative Displacement Inspection (IDI) algorithm is presented along with 
associated identification methods. By contra st with the methods presented previously, IDI 
identification concepts are not based on FEA. IDI iteratively deforms the mesh of the 
CAD model until it matches the shape of scan data. In the IDI algorithm, a specific 
identification process allows distinguishing flexible deformation from eventual defects 
on the scanned model surface. Thus, the CAD mesh is smoothly deformed to the scanned 
shape, except for defects. An improvement of the identification method is proposed in 
[20] on which the location of points in a measured point cloud is studied statistically to 
detect defects as outliers with respect to the mean location of neighbor points in the point 
cloud. This enhancement consists in automatically setting an identification threshold by 
applying the maximum-normed residual test which is a statistical test to detect outliers in 
a point cloud. 
In [23] another defect identification approach is presented. This approach is based on 
curvature estimation and Thomson statistical test to identify defects on manufactured 
parts. This method starts with estimating difference in principal curvatures between the 
measured point cloud and the nominal CAD model. Then, applying a statistical method 
(Thomson technique) the suspected outliers of estimated curvature values can be 
identified and detected as defects. The accuracy of inspections based on IDI method 
strictly depends on its defect identification algorithm, which can only identify localized 
defects. On the one hand, IDI method cannot evaluate defects distributed in a global 
manner over a non-rigid part. Meanwhile, the presented identification approach in [23] is 
not able to identify defects on complex geometry of non-rigid parts by applying solely a 
threshold for estimated curvature difference. On the other hand, in the above mentioned 
non-rigid registration methods using FEA for registration, the foreknown assembly 
information of non-rigid parts are required to specify the location of imposed boundary 
conditions in FENR. 
In the approach presented along the following sections, the location and parameters of 
boundary conditions used in the non-rigid registration is automatic. Indeed, an initial set 
of corresponding points between CAD and scanned geometry is automatically filtered to 
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improve FENR, which brings about a better accuracy in the detection of defects on non-
rigid parts. 
4.4 Methodology and implementation 
4.4.1 Description of the proposed methodology 
In this paper, the Generalized Numerical Inspection Fixture (GNIF) [18] method is fIfst 
applied as non-rigid registration method to frnd an initial set of corresponding points 
between nominal CAD and scan data in a free-state. Indeed, based on the isometric 
deformation assumption, GNIF generates two lists (one on the CAD model and another 
one on the scanned model) of estimated corresponding sample points. Then, these two 
lists of corresponding sample points are used to deform the CAD model to the scan data 
via FENR. Since these corresponding sample points are evenly distributed over both 
models, sorne of these points can be located close to defects. This results in an inaccurate 
estimation of the size of these defects. We have shown in a previous preliminary work 
[27] that filtering sample points that are close to defects in the FENR reduces this 
inaccuracy. The problem is that these defects are not known a priori. The proposed 
approach features two stages in filtering these sample points: curvature comparisons and 
von Mises stress calculations. 
The approach proposed in this paper is described using a typical non-rigid aluminum 
panel used in the aerospace industry (as illustrated in Figure 4-3 , dimensions are 1100 
mm by 860 mm with 1 mm thickness) . The CAD model is shown in Figure 4-4-a, and the 
associated simulated scanned model for inspection in a free-state in Figure 4-4-c. This 
scan data includes three bump defects. The nominal size ofthese defects is known a priori 
so that the size of defects as identified can be compared with the nominal size. The 
maximum amplitude of a given defect is defined as the distance between the deformed 
CAD (after non-rigid registration) and scan data at the tip (or valley) ofthis defect. The 
area of a given def ect is defined as the area that exceeds the tolerance value, as specified 
on the drawing. For aU validation cases presented, we considered 0.4 mm as a 
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representative specified tolerance value. Top views of models as shown in Figure 4-4-b 
and d, clearly show free-state deformation of scan data. 
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Notes: 
• According to ASME Y 14.5 (2009) 
• UOS: restrain on A1-A4 to achieve tolerance 
maximum load s 50 N 
Figure 4-3 : CAD model along with GD&T specification for part A (dimensions are in 
mm). 
A pre-registration, based on the lCP algorithm [8] , is followed by generating GNIF 
sample points on both models as shown in Figure 4-5 . These corresponding sample points 
are then used to impose displacement boundary conditions to deform the CAD model to 
the scanned model through Finite Element Non-rigid Registration (FENR). 
Since GNIF CAD sample points are not exactly located on nodes of the CAD 
triangulation, local modifications are performed on this triangulation before applying 
FENR. As shown in Figure 4-6, this is performed using a classical Delaunay point 
insertion method [28]. 
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a) 
b) d) 
Figure 4-4: A non-rigid aluminum panel a) front view of the CAD model b) top view of 
the CAD model c) front view of the scanned part in a free-state d) top view of the 
scanned part in a free-state. 
Figure 4-5 : GNIF corresponding sample points (in black) are located in the center of 
colored zones on CAD and scanned models. 
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a) 
c) 
Figure 4-6: a) The pUI-ple point presents a GNIF sample point to be inserted b) the 
sample point is inserted into the mesh by incremental Delaunay triangulation c) Testing 
the empty sphere criterion d) swap diagonal operator. 
For the sample part introduced in Figure 4-4, red spots in Figure 4-7-a represent GNIF 
sample points after insertion into the CAD mesh. As introduced ab ove, FENR is based 
on imposing displacement boundary conditions on these sample points to deform the 
CAD mesh to the shape of scan data. The displacement distribution associated with FENR 
is shown in Figure 4-7-b. As shown in Figure 4-7-a, sorne of the corresponding sample 
points on the CAD mesh are located close to defects and/or on defects. These sample 
points tend to bring the deformed CAD model to the shape of defects in the scanned 
model, which is a source of error in assessing size and location of these defects. This is 
weIl illustrated in Figure 4-7 -c, where the distribution of distance between deformed CAD 
and scan data is illustrated, and also in Figure 4-7 -d, where the estimation of defects' area 
is depicted. Indeed, the size of the 3 defects is under-estimated, due to the fact that sorne 
of the sample points used in FENR are close to the se defects. 
a) 
d) 
Nomnal: 98 mm' 
Estirn8led 0 mm' 
Nomnat. 85 mm' 
EstIIT\ated Omm' 
Nominal 60 mm' 
EShmated" 0 mm' 
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Figure 4-7: a) GNIF sample points on the CAD model represented as red spots b) 
displacement distribution [mm] after FENR based on using aIl GNIF sample points c) 
comparison between estimated and nominal size of defects [mm] when using aIl GNIF 
sample points d) estimating the area of defects [mm2]. 
This result shows that, to avoid deforming the CAD model around defects, the sample 
points that are located close to these defects should be filtered out. The problem is that 
these defects are not known a priori . Therefore, as shown in Figure 4-8, these sample 
points are filtered after applying a first FENR through the following two steps: 
• GNIF sample points filtering based on a local curvature criterion. 
• GNIF sample points filtering based on a von Mises stress criterion. 
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The first filtering step is based on locally comparing principal curvatures of the CAD 
model before deformation with principle curvatures of the CAD mode! after FENR (after 
deformation). This is done at the location of aIl sample points and it allows a first rough 
assessment of defects. Indeed, the obtained deformed CAD model using aIl sample points 
is almost similar to the shape of scanned model including the defects. Since the flexible 
deformation of a non-rigid part has a smoother curvature comparing to a defect such as a 
bump, studying the difference of each principal curvatures between the CAD before and 
after deformation allows roughly assessing defects. Discrete principal curvatures KI (p) 
and K2 (p) are calculated and compared between the two triangulations (CAD and 
deformed CAD) using: 
KI (p) = KH(p) + .J KJ(p) - KG(p) 
K2 (p) = KH(p) - .JKMp) - KG(p) 
4-1 
4-2 
Where KH is the mean curvature and KG is the Gaussian curvature, which are calculated 
as discrete curvatures using the Gauss-Bonnet scheme [29] . 
Flltered corresponding 
points CAO 
Deformed CAO 
triangulation 
Figure 4-8: Schematic diagram of the proposed sample point filtration method. 
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Note that, since the criterion is based on the difference between curvature distributions 
and not on the curvature distribution itself, high curvature zones do not cause problems 
in the process. In section 4.5.3, the part used (referred to as part B) for validation results 
features such high curvature zones and results obtained support this statement. 
Distributions of the difference in discrete principal curvatures between CAD and 
deformed CAD triangulations, are shown in Figure 4-9-a and Figure 4-9-b. It clearly 
shows that are as exceeding a threshold values on these differences represent a rough 
estimate of defects. The maximum and minimum threshold values of the difference in 
principal curvatures used are -0.05 and +0.05 mm-Jo Note that the color scale used in 
Figure 4-9-a and Figure 4-9-b is limited to these maximum and minimum threshold 
values. This allows identifying defect zones (defect tip and contour) in blue and red for 
maximum curvature (Ki) in Figure 4-9-a, and minimum curvature (Kz) in Figure 4-9-b. 
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Threshold values used are detennined based on the mean value of curvature differences, 
which enables detecting defects as outliers. Based on these threshold, sample points can 
be filtered inside a radius (3 times the average mesh size ;::: 3 mm here) around sample 
points that have been identified as close to the defects, as shown in Figure 4-9-c. In 
Figure 4-9-c and other similar figures along the paper, filtered sample points are 
represented as blue spots while red spots represent sample points that remain after 
filtering and that will be used in the next step. It appears in Figure 4-9-c that a few sample 
points that are not located around defects are also filtered based on this curvature criterion. 
This is due to local effects introduced by bad mesh quality and noise in the calculation of 
discrete principal curvatures. However, since a large number of sample points is used 
(400 points here), FENR is not significantly affected by these over-filtered sample points. 
Then, a second FENR is applied, using sample points remaining, which leads to a new 
distribution of distances between defonned CAD and scan data (see Figure 4-9-d). If 
compared to the results shown in Figure 4-7-c and d, results presented in Figure 4-9-d 
and e clearly show that the maximum amplitude and are a of defects are better estimated 
from this new registration. 
d) 
1.17 
0.9)4 
0.616 
0.l18 
[mm] 
e) Nominal 85 mm' 
Estimaled 43 mm' 
NOIIIII\III: 98mm' 
Estom.ted 107 mm' 
Nomonai: 60 mm' 
El1mated 13 mm' 
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Figure 4-9: a) distribution of the difference in maximum curvature (K1 ) [mm-)] b) 
distribution of the difference in minimum curvature (K2 ) [mm-)] c) sample points 
filtered using the curvature criterion (represented as blue spots) d) comparison between 
estimated and nominal size of defects [mm] when using sample points after filtering 
based on the curvature criterion e) estimating the area of defects [mm2). 
As introduced above, a second filter is applied on the remaining sample points. This 
second filtering step is based on anal yzing von Mises stress results (see Figure 4-1 O-a) 
associated with the second FENR. Two conclusions can be made when thoroughly 
analyzing this von Mises stress distribution: 
• von Mises stress is quite high everywhere (the minimum value equals 23.7 MPa), 
which may seem surprising: this phenomenon is due to the inherent error caused 
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by calculating geodesic distances with the Fast Marching Algorithm (FMA) [24]. 
Indeed, it is common knowledge that fast marching introduces a bias in the 
calculation of geodesic distances. We quantified this bias using a shape with 
similar dimensions for which exact geodesic distances were known and we found 
that this bias can reach around 1 mm for sorne sample points. A 1 mm in-plane 
distance error causes a very high in-plane strain when applying FENR at this 
location and consequently a very high in-plane stress. This amplitude in geodesic 
distance error explains the amplitude background von Mises stress noise in 
Figure 4-1 O-a. 
• Despite this background von Mises stress noise, remaining sample points that are 
close to defects feature even higher von Mises stress. This aIlows filtering a 
second set of sample points based on this von Mises stress distribution (the first 
set being filtered based on the curvature criterion). 
This second filtering step is based on applying a threshold on the von Mises stress 
distribution as iIlustrated in Figure 4-1 O-a (the threshold is 1000 MPa in this case). This 
von Mises stress threshold value is also defmed based on the mean value of von Mises 
stress over the part. Based on this second criterion, new sample points are filtered inside 
a radius (again 3 times the average mesh size) around sample points that have been 
identified as close to defects. Blue spots in Figure 4-10-b illustrate sample points that 
have been filtered once applied these two consecutive filters. Figure 4-10-b can be 
compared with Figure 4-9-c to evaluate how many new sample points have been filtered 
and where. FinaIly, a third FENR is applied, using sample points remaining after applying 
the two filters, which leads to a third distribution of distances between deformed CAD 
and scan data along with defects estimation (see Figure 4-10-c and d). If compared to 
results shown in Figure 4-7-c and d as weIl as Figure 4-9-d and e, results presented in 
Figure 4-10-c and d shows that the size of defects is even better estimated after this last 
registration. 
c) 
un 
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d) NomNI: 85 mm' 
Ellimalad: 45 mm' 
Nominal. 98 mm' 
Eslimated: 116 mm' 
Nominal: 60 mm' 
Ellimaled. 38 mm' 
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Figure 4-10: a) distribution of von Mises stress [Pa] after FENR when using GNIF 
sample points after filtering based on the curvature criterion b) sample points filtered 
using both curvature and von Mises stress criteria (represented as blue spots) c) 
comparison between estimated and nominal size of defects [mm] when using GNIF 
sample points after filtering based on both curvature and von Mises stress criteria d) 
estimating the area of defects [mm2]. 
The estimated size of defects and the associated error with respect to the nominal size of 
defects are summarized in Table 4-1 for this part. A comparison is presented between 
errors on the maximum amplitude and area of defects before and after applying the two 
filters . The average error on the maximum amplitude of defects for the three bumps is 
94% before filtering, 26% after applying the first filter and 16% after applying both filters 
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while the average error on area estimation is 100%, 46% and 34% respectively. Thus, the 
outcome of filtering is a global improvement in the results about estimating the size of 
defects. Although the error for bump #2 (as identified in Figure 4-4-c) after filtering based 
on both criteria is slightly higher than the error based on applying the curvature criterion 
only, the average error for the three defects is globally decreased by applying both criteria. 
As illustrated in Figure 4-11 results obtained on different types of defects show that in 
sorne cases, the second filter does not eliminate many sample points, which makes that 
estimated errors before and after applying this second filter may not be very different. It 
also appears that, in sorne cases, this second filter slightly degrades the estimation. This 
degradation is related to the fact that sorne sample points may be filtered, based on von 
Mises stress, due to GNIF local inaccuracies and not due to the presence of defects. 
However, this second filter globally improves the estimation since, for bigger defects (see 
the second case in Figure 4-11) the flat shape on top of this type of defects makes that 
there is no difference in principal curvatures and that sorne sample points are not filtered 
based on the curvature criterion. As shown in the figure, these remaining sample points 
are filtered based on von Mises stress criterion since bringing these sample points to the 
shape of defect through FENR induces a local stress increase. Thus, applying these two 
filters successively represents the best compromise for successfully handling different 
types of defects. 
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Table 4-1: Estimated size of defects and errors based on curvature and von Mises 
criteria for Part A with small (local) defects and bending deformation. 
Maximum amplitudc of Arca of dcfccts dcfccts 
Nominal Estimated Error Nominal Estimated Error 
[mm] [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] [%] 
1 0.03 97 85 0 100 
Using ail sample 1.5 0.05 97 98 0 100 points 
1 0.13 87 60 0 100 
Filtering sample 1 0.72 28 85 43 49 
points with the 1.5 1.59 6 98 107 9 
curvature criterion 
only 1 0.57 43 60 13 78 
Filtering sample 1 0.77 23 85 45 47 
points with the 
curvature and von 1.5 1.61 7 98 116 18 
Mises stress criteria 
successively 1 0.81 19 60 38 37 
••• • .••• • Scanned mesh 
Uslng ail sample points 
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• Corresponding sample point 
Filtering sample points with the 
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Figure 4-11: Interest of using the two filters successively. 
4.4.2 Implementation 
The implementation of this methodology uses several tools. GNIF calculations for 
generating sets of corresponding sample points are carried out using a MA TLAB ™ code. 
This code takes approximately 8 minutes for generating 400 corresponding sample points 
on a computer with Intel(R) Core™ i7 at 3.60 GHz with 32 GB RAM. Mesh generation, 
mesh transformations, discrete curvature calculations, FENR and distance calculations 
between deformed CAD and scan models is done using our research platform [30]. This 
platform is based on C++ code, on Open CASCADE™ libraries and on Code_Aster™ as 
FEA solver. We also use Gmsh ™ [31] for visualizing 3D models and distributions 
(discrete curvature, stress, distance). In general, filtering sample points with the two 
criteria approximately takes 2 minutes (for a CAD mesh with 10 000 nodes) on a 
computer with specifications as mentioned above. It should fmally be underlined that, 
since this methodology is based on fast marching, FEA and discrete curvature 
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calculations, final results are quite sensitive to mesh size and mesh quality, both for CAD 
and scan data. 
4.4.3 Validation on a case with no defects 
In this section, our methodology is applied to a case that do es not feature any defect. Thus, 
the only difference between CAD and scan models is due to free-state deformation. This 
validation aims at verifying that the proposed method has no bias and that no defects are 
detected. The same model as presented in section 4.4.1 is used here. GNIF sample points 
are shown in Figure 4-12-a and the result of the first FENR (without filtering applied) in 
Figure 4-12-b. The distribution of difference in discrete principal curvatures is in 
Figure 4-13-a and b. Sample points that are filtered based on curvature are shown by blue 
spots in Figure 4-13-c and the resulting second FENR in Figure 4-13-d. 
Figure 4-12: a) GNIF sample points on the CAD model represented as red spots b) 
comparison between deformed CAD and scanned models when using all GNIF sample 
points [mm]. 
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Figure 4-13: a) distribution of the difference in maximum curvature (Kl ) [mm-1] b) 
distribution of the difference in minimum curvature (K2 ) [mm-1] c) sample points 
filtered using the curvature criterion (represented as blue spots) d) comparison between 
deformed CAD and scanned models when using GNIF sample points after filtering 
based on the curvature criterion [mm]. 
In Figure 4-14-a, the distribution of von Mises stress after this second FENR is depicted. 
As introduced in section 4.4 .1, although there are no defects in this case, the mean von 
Mises stress is quite high (around 500 MPa). This quantifies the in-plane background von 
Mises stress noise introduced in section 4.4.1 , which is due to in-plane distance errors in 
the ca1culation of geodesic distances. 
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Samp1e points that are filtered based on both curvature and von Mises stress are shown 
in Figure 4-14-b and the resulting third FENR in Figure 4-14-c. A closer look at 
Figure 4-12-b, Figure 4-13-d and Figure 4-14-c shows that, when no defects are applied, 
FENR achieves very good results in general, except in the upper left zone where the 
maximum distance is around 0.2 mm. However, this distance remains under the tolerance 
(0.4 mm) which makes that, at the end, no defects are identified. It also shows that, as 
expected here because no defects are applied, the more sample points are filtered, the 
worse FENR gets. Thus, if the process tends to filter too many sample points, it may result 
in identifying defects that are not nominal defects. On the contrary, if the process tends 
to filter less sample points than required around defect zones, it may result in missing 
nominal defects or underestimating the size of defects. 
Figure 4-14: a) distribution of von Mises stress [Pa] after FENR when using GNIF 
sample points after filtering based on the curvature criterion b) sample points filtered 
using curvature and von Mises stress criteria (represented as blue spots) c) comparison 
between deformed CAD and scanned models when using GNIF sample points after 
filtering based on both curvature and von Mises stress criteria [mm]. 
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4.5 Results 
4.5.1 Introduction: validation cases 
In this section, performance of the proposed approach is validated on two aluminum parts 
(referred to as part A and part B) with different types and sizes of defects and different 
types of free-state deformation. Part A is the part used in the previous section and part B 
is aiso typical of non-rigid parts used in the aerospace industry. Severai validation cases 
have been considered for these parts, which are summarized in Figure 4-15 . Two types 
of free-state deformation are applied (referred to as bending and torsion) and both small 
(local) and big (global) defects are simulated for each prut, as shown in Figure 4-15 . 
Thus, four case studies are performed on each part and, for each case, comparisons are 
made between estimated and nominal size of defects: 
• Using aIl sample points (without filtering). 
• After filtering sample points based on the discrete curvature criterion only. 
• After filtering sample points with curvature and von Mises criteria successively. 
In aIl cases, initial GNIF sample points in the CAD model are illustrated as red spots ( • ) 
while fiitered sample points, based on either curvature or von Mises stress criteria, are 
illustrated as blue spots ( . ). Meanwhile, col or scales for the distribution of curvature 
differences are based on the maximum and minimum threshold values, while color scales 
for von Mises stress distributions is based on the von Mises stress threshold and on the 
minimum von Mises stress value. 
Simulations of 
scannee! parts 
Elastic deformation 
Bending 
Types of defects 
- ----
Small (local): f Bump #1 : 85 [mm2) 
_ 1 % of total area 1 Bump #2: 98 [mm2) 
\ Bump #3: 60 [mm2) 
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Big (global): 
- 4% of total area Bump #1 : 390 [mm2) 
Small (local): { BUmp #1 : 85 [mm2) 
,------+~ _ 1 % of total area Bump #2: 98 [mm2) 
Bump #3: 60 [mm2) Torsion 
Bending 
Big (global): 
- 4% of total area 
_ _~ 5mall (local): 
- 0.5% of total area 
--~~ Bump #1 : 390 [mm2) 
Bump #1 : 136 [mm2] 
Bump #2: 402 [mm2] 
Bump #3: 230 [mm2] 
Bump#4: 212 [mm2) 
Big (global): ---H Bump #1 : 677 [mm2] 
- 1% oftotal area 
~ Small (local) : Bump #2: 402 [mm2) 
{ 
Bump #1 : 136 [mm2) 
,------+ - 0.5% of total area Bump #3: 230 [mm2) 
Torsion Bump #4: 212 [mm2) 
Big (global) : 
- 1 % of total area --~ Bump #1 : 677 [mm2) 
Figure 4-15: Synthesis of validation cases. 
4.5.2 Validation cases for part A 
Part A is presented in Figure 4-4-a and Figure 4-4-b. In its nominal state (without 
defonnation and defects), it features a single and almost constant 0.005 mm- I curvature 
over the whole panel. The flexible deformation of scanned model in free-state for this 
part is simulated by bending and torsion as introduced in Figure 4-15 and as shown in 
Figure 4-16. Note that top view of part A under bending defonnation is also shown in 
Figure 4-4-d. As introduced in the previous section, thresholds used for the curvature 
criterion are -0.05 and +0.05 mm- I and the threshold used for the von Mises stress 
criterion is 1000 MPa. 
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a) b) 
Figure 4-16: Side view of the CAD model for part A (in green) compared with the 
scanned model in a free-state (in brown) with a) bending deformation b) torsion 
deformation. 
The first validation case associated with part A has been presented in section 4.4. Results 
show that, in this case, the average inspection error (for amplitude and area of defects) 
significantly decreases when using the two filters . 
In the second validation case associated with part A, the scanned model in a free-state is 
simulated by applying torsion and three small (local) bumps are also imposed as defects. 
Initial GNIF sample points and associated estimation of defects are shown in Figure 4-17. 
b) 
0.126 
0.101 
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Figure 4-17: Part A with small (local) defects and torsion a) GNIF sample points on the 
CAD model represented as red spots b) comparison between estimated and nominal size 
of defects [mm] based on using all GNIF sample points . . 
Distributions of the difference in discrete principal curvatures between the CAD model 
and the deformed CAD model (using all GNIF sample points) are shown in Figure 4-18-
a and b. As explained in the previous section and as shown in Figure 4-18-c, after applying 
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the curvature criterion, sorne sample points located around defects are removed and 
Figure 4-18-d illustrates the effect on the results after FENR. 
c) 
Figure 4-18: Part A with small (local) defects and torsion a) distribution of the 
difference in maximum curvature (K1 ) [mm- I ] b) distribution of the difference in 
minimum curvature (K2 ) [mm- I ] c) sample points filtered using the curvature criterion 
(represented as blue spots) d) comparison between estimated and nominal size of 
defects [mm] when using GNIF sample points after filtering based on the curvature 
criterion. 
In Figure 4-19-a the von Mises stress distribution associated with this FENR is illustrated 
and, as shown in Figure 4-19-b, after applying the von Mises stress criterion, sorne more 
sample points are removed around defects. Figure 4-19-c, shows the result obtained after 
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the last FENR. A summary of quantitative results, for this second validation case on part 
A, is provided in Table 4-2. These results show that the estimation of the maximum 
amplitude of defects is slightly degraded for one defect (bump#3 as illustrated in 
Figure 4-4-c) after filtering sample points based on both curvature and von Mises criteria. 
However, the average estimation error for maximum amplitude, using aIl sample points, 
filtering sample points with the curvature criterion only and filtering sample points with 
the curvature and von Mises stress criteria successively, for the three bumps, is 93%, 13% 
and 10% respectively; while the average area estimation error, for the three bumps, is 
100%, 27% and 20% respectively. Here again, the average estimation error for the three 
defects is decreased by applying both criteria if compared to applying the curvature 
criterion only. 
Figure 4-19: Part A with small (local) defects and torsion a) distribution ofvon Mises 
stress [Pa] after FENR based on GNIF sample points after filtering using the curvature 
criterion b) sample points filtered using curvature and von Mises stress criteria 
(represented as blue spots) c) comparison between estimated and nominal size of defects 
[mm] when using GNIF sample points after filtering based on both curvature and von 
Mises stress criteria. 
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Table 4-2: Estimated size of defects and errors based on curvature and von Mises 
criteria for part A with small (local) defects and torsion deformation. 
Maximum amplitudc of Arca of dcfccts dcfccts 
Nominal Estimated Error Nominal Estimated Error 
[mm] [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] [%] 
1 0.03 97 85 0 100 
Using ail sample points 1.5 0.06 96 98 0 100 
1 0.13 87 60 0 100 
1 0.73 27 85 38 55 
Filtering sample points _._- ~ 
with the curvature 1.5 1.55 3 98 101 3 
criterion only 
1 0.91 9 60 46 23 
Filtering sample points 1 0.81 19 85 54 36 
with the curvature and 1.5 1.53 2 98 99 1 
von Mises stress criteria 
successively 1 0.9 10 60 47 22 
In the foUowing paragraph, as presented in Figure 4-15, two other validation cases are 
applied on part A. These cases aim at evaluating ability of our method in identifying big 
(global) defects. In the third validation case for part A, the scanned model in a free-state 
is simulated by applying bending. Initial GNIF sample points and the associated 
estimation of the size of defects are shown in Figure 4-20. Distributions of the difference 
in discrete principal curvatures between the CAD model and the deformed CAD model 
(using aU GNIF sample points) are shown in Figure 4-21-a and Figure 4-21-b. 
Figure 4-21-c shows sample points that are filtered after applying the curvature criterion 
and Figure 4-21-d illustrates the effect on the results after FENR. In Figure 4-22-a the 
von Mises stress distribution associated with this FENR is illustrated, and as shown in 
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Figure 4-22-b after applying the von Mises stress criterion, sorne more sample points are 
removed around defects. Figure 4-22-c, shows the result obtained after the last FENR. A 
summary of quantitative resu1ts, for this third validation case on part A, is provided in 
Table 4-3 . In this validation test, the error in estimating the size of this bigger defect is 
decreased after filtering sample points based on both curvature and von Mises criteria if 
compared to applying the curvature criterion only. 
Figure 4-20: Part A with a big (global) defect and bending a) GNIF sample points on the 
CAD model represented as red spots b) comparison between estimated and nominal size 
of defects [mm] when using all GNIF sample points. 
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c) 
Figure 4-21 : Part A with a big (global) defect and bending a) distribution of the 
difference in maximum curvature (KI) [mm-I ] b) distribution of the difference in 
minimum curvature (KI) [mm-I ] c) sample points filtered using the curvature criterion 
(represented as blue spots) d) comparison between estimated and nominal size of 
defects [mm] when using GNIF sample points after filtering based on the curvature 
criterion. 
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Figure 4-22: Part A with a big (global) defect and bending a) distribution ofvon Mises 
stress [Pa] after FENR when using GNIF sample points after filtering based on the 
curvature criterion b) sample points filtered using curvature and von Mises stress 
criteria (represented as blue spots) c) comparison between estimated and nominal size of 
defects [mm] when using GNIF sample points after filtering based on both curvature 
and von Mises stress criteria. 
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Table 4-3 : Estimated size of defects and errors based on curvature and von Mises 
criteria for Part A with a big (global) defect and bending defonnation. 
Maximum amplitudc of Arca of dcfccts dcfccts 
Nominal Estimated Error Nominal Estimated Error 
[mm] [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] [%] 
Using ail sample 1.5 0.07 95 390 0 100 points 
Filtering sample 
points with the 1.5 1.73 15 390 283 27 
curvature criterion 
only 
Filtering sample 
points with the 
curvature and von 1.5 1.71 14 390 352 10 
Mises stress criteria 
successively 
In the last validation case associated with part A, the scanned model in a free-state is 
simulated by applying torsion and a big (global) defect is applied. Initial GNIF sample 
points and the associated estimation of the size of defects are shown in Figure 4-23 . 
Distributions of the difference in discrete principal curvatures between the CAD model 
and the defonned CAD model (using aIl GNIF sample points) are shown in Figure 4-24-
a, b. Figure 4-24-c shows sample points that are filtered after applying the curvature 
criterion and Figure 4-24-d iIlustrates the effect on the results after FENR. In Figure 4-25-
a the von Mises stress distribution associated with this FENR is illustrated and, as shown 
in Figure 4-25-b after applying the von Mises stress criterion, sorne more sample points 
are removed around defects. Figure 4-25-c, shows the result obtained after the last FENR. 
A summary of quantitative results, for this last validation case on part A, is provided in 
Table 4-4. In this validation test, the error in estimating the maximum amplitude of this 
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defect is degraded after filtering sample points based on both curvature and von Mises 
criteria if compared to applying the curvature criterion only. Although in this case, it 
appears that filtering based on the von Mises criterion does not improve accuracy in the 
maximum amplitude estimation of defects, but the area of defect is estimated more 
accurately. 
Figure 4-23: Part A with a big (global) defect and torsion a) GNIF sample points on the 
CAD model represented as red spots b) comparison between estimated and nominal size 
of defects [mm] when using all GNIF sample points. 
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Figure 4-24: Part A with a big (global) defect and torsion a) distribution of the 
difference in maximum curvature (Kl ) [mm-!] b) distribution of the difference in 
minimum curvature (Kl ) [mm- I ] c) sample points filtered using the curvature criterion 
(represented as blue spots) d) comparison between estimated and nominal size of 
defects [mm] when using GNIF sample points after filtering based on the curvature 
criterion. 
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Figure 4-25: Part A with a big (global) defect and torsion a) distribution ofvon Mises 
stress [Pa] after FENR based on GNIF sample points after filtering using the curvature 
criterion b) sample points filtered using cw-vature and von Mises stress criteria 
(represented as blue spots) c) comparison between estimated and nominal size of defects 
[mm] when using GNIF sample points after filtering based on both curvature and von 
Mises stress criteria. 
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Table 4-4: Estimated size of defects and errors based on curvature and von Mises 
criteria for Part A with a big (global) defect and torsion deformation. 
Maximum amplitudc of AI"ca of dcfccts dcfccts 
Nominal Estimated Error Nominal Estimated Error 
[mm] [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] [%] 
Using ail sample 1.5 0.04 97 390 0 100 points 
Filtering sample 
points with the 1.5 1.76 17 390 300 23 
curvature criterion 
only 
Filtering sample 
points with the 
curvature and von 1.5 1.85 23 390 398 2 
Mises stress criteria 
successively 
4.5.3 Validatfon cases for part B 
N ext validation cases are intended to illustrate applying our method on a different type of 
non-rigid part (see Figure 4-26). It a long formed aluminum non-rigid part used in the 
aerospace industry with more complex features, smaller details and higher curvatures 
(channel section is 40 mm by 20 mm with 1 mm thickness and channel length is 1150 
mm). As introduced in section 4.5.1, two types of defects are applied on this part as well 
as two types of free-state deformation. Defects are assessed on part B using the same 
methodology as for part A except for threshold associated with curvature and von Mises 
stress criteria which are determined based on new mean values for this part. Negative and 
positive local curvature difference threshold values for part B are -0.01 and +0.01 mm-1 
and the von Mises stress threshold is 400 MPa. 
DETAILC 
SCALE 1 : 2 SECTIOND-D 
SCALE 1 : 2 
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SECTION A-A 
Notes: SCALE 1 : 2 
Accordlng 10 ASME Y 14.6 (2009) 
UOS: 
• Ali holes location 1<1>1 .. 0..-1 Ais le 1 
• Ali holes dia 101. H12 
• restraln on A l-AS & 81-83 10 achleve 
lolerances maximum load s 50 N 
Figure 4-26: CAD mode} along with GD&T specification for part B (dimensions are in 
mm). 
The initial corresponding sample points between CAD and scanned models are shown in 
Figure 4-27. 
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Part B 
Scanned model 
Figure 4-27: GNIF corresponding sarnple points (in black) on the CAD and scanned 
models ofpart B. 
The free-state defonnation of scanned model for part B is also simulated with bending 
and torsion as presented in Figure 4-28 and two types of defects are applied as for part A: 
small (local) and big (global) defects. 
a) 
b) 
----~: 
Figure 4-28: Side view ofCAD model for part B (in green) compared with the scanned 
model (in brown) a) with bending defonnation b) with torsion defonnation. 
In the first validation case for part B, free-state defonnation is bending and four small 
(local) bumps are imposed. Initial GNIF sarnple points and the associated estimation of 
the size of defects are presented in Figure 4-29-a and b. Distributions of the difference in 
discrete principal curvatures (using aIl GNIF sample points) are shown in Figure 4-29-c 
and d. The von Mises stress distribution associated with the second FENR is presented in 
Figure 4-29-e. Sarnple points removed after applying the two filters are illustrated in 
Figure 4-29-f and Figure 4-29-g, shows results obtained after the last FENR. 
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Figure 4-29: Part B with small (local) defects and bending a) and f) initial and filtere.d 
sample points c) and d) distribution of the difference in principle curvatures [mm,l] e) 
distribution of von Mises stress [Pa] after the second FENR. b) and g) comparison 
between estimated and nominal size of defects [mm] based on initial and filtered sample 
points. 
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A summary of quantitative results, for this first validation case on part B, is provided in 
Table 4-5. In this case, the error in estimating the maximum amplitude ofthese defects is 
slightly degraded for two bumps (among four) after filtering sample points based on both 
curvature and von Mises criteria if compared to applying the curvature criterion only. 
However, the average estimation error for maximum amplitude, using aIl sample points, 
filtering sample points with the curvature criterion only and filtering sample points with 
the curvature and von Mises stress criteria successively, for the four bumps, is 60%, 8% 
and 8% respectively; while the average area estimation error, for the four bumps, is 83%, 
9% and 7% respectively. Therefore, the average error is globally decreased by applying 
both criteria. 
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Table 4-5 : Estimated size of defects and errors based on curvature and von Mises 
criteria for Part B with small (local) defects and bending deformation. 
Maximum amplitudc of AI"ca of dcfccts dcfccts 
Nominal Estimated Error Nominal Estimated Error 
[mm] [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] [%] 
1 0.36 64 136 0 100 
Using ail sample 2 0.62 69 402 50 88 
points 2 1.01 50 230 70 70 
1.5 0.62 59 212 56 74 
1 0.89 11 136 118 13 
--Filtering sample 
points with the 2 1.88 6 402 378 6 
curvature criterion 2 1.92 4 230 239 4 
only 
1.5 1.35 10 212 184 13 
1 0.88 12 136 118 13 
Filtering sample 
points with the 2 1.88 6 402 378 6 
curvature and von 
Mises stress criteria 2 1.89 6 230 228 1 
successively 
1.5 1.39 7 212 199 6 
In the second validation case associated with part B, the scanned model in a free-state is 
simulated by applying torsion, while four small (local) bumps are imposed as defects. 
Initial GNIF sample points and the associated estimation of the size of defects are shown 
in Figure 4-30-a and b. Distributions of the difference in discrete principal curvatures 
between CAD and deformed CAD models (using aU GNIF sample points) are shown in 
Figure 4-30-c and d. The von Mises stress distribution associated with the second FENR 
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is presented in Figure 4-30-e. Sample points removed after applying the two filters are 
illustrated in Figure 4-30-f and Figure 4-30-g, shows results obtained after the last FENR. 
A summary of quantitative results, for this second validation case on part B, is provided 
in Table 4-6. In this case, the error in estimating the maximum amplitude ofthese defects 
is slightly degraded for one of the four bumps after filtering sample points based on both 
curvature and von Mises criteria if compared to applying the curvature criterion only. 
However, the average estimation error for maximum amplitude, using aIl sample points, 
filtering sample points with the curvature criterion only and filtering sample points with 
the curvature and von Mises stress criteria successively, for the four bumps, is 57%, 17% 
and 15% respectively; while the average area estimation error, for the four bumps, is 78%, 
18% and 16% respectively. Thus, like in previous cases, the average error is globaIly 
decreased by applying both criteria. 
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Figure 4-30: Part B with small (local) defects and torsion a) and f) initial and filtered 
sample points c) and d) distribution of the difference in princip le curvatures [mm')] e) 
distribution of von Mises stress [Pa] after the second FENR. b) and g) comparison 
between estimated and nominal size of defects [mm] based on initial and filtered sample 
points. 
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Table 4-6: Estimated size of defects and errors based on curvature and von Mises 
criteria for Part B with small (local) defects and torsion deformation. 
Maximum amplitude of defects Area of defects 
Nominal Estimated Error Nominal Estimated Error 
[mm] [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] [%] 
1 0.62 38 136 24 82 
2 0.77 62 402 75 81 
Using ail sam pie points 
2 0.78 61 230 106 54 
1.5 0.48 68 212 16 92 
1 0.88 12 136 90 34 
Filtering sample points 2 1.54 23 402 388 3 
with the curvature 
criterion only 2 1.85 8 230 201 13 
1.5 1.11 26 212 164 23 
1 0.95 5 136 100 26 
Filtering sample points 
2 1.59 21 402 408 1 
with the curvature and 
von Mises stress criteria 
2 1.76 12 230 201 13 
successively 
1.5 1.14 24 212 164 23 
In the rest of this section, two other validation cases are applied on part B. As presented 
in Figure 4-15, these cases evaluate the abi1ity of our proposed method in identifying and 
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evaluating big (global) defects. The same two types of free-state deformation are applied. 
In the third validation case associated with part B, the scanned model in a free-state is 
simulated by applying bending and initial GNIF sample points and the associated 
estimation of the size of defects are shown in Figure 4-31-a and b. Distributions of the 
difference in discrete principal curvatures between the CAD model and the deformed 
CAD model (using all GNIF sample points) are shown in Figure 4-31-c and d. The von 
Mises stress distribution associated with the second FENR is presented in Figure 4-31-e. 
Sample points removed after applying the two filters are illustrated in Figure 4-31-f and 
Figure 4-31-g, shows results obtained after the last FENR. A summary of quantitative 
results, for this third validation case on part B, is provided in Table 4-7. In this case, the 
error in estimating the size ofthis bigger defect is clearly improved after filtering sample 
points based on both curvature and von Mises criteria if compared to applying the 
curvature criterion only. 
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Figure 4-31: Part B with a big (global) defect and bending a) and f) initial and filtered 
sample points c) and d) distribution of the difference in principle curvatures [mm,l] e) 
distribution of von Mises stress [Pa] after the second FENR. b) and g) comparison 
between estimated and nominal size of defects [mm] based on initial and filtered sample 
points. 
Table 4-7: Estimated size of defects and errors based on curvature and von Mises 
criteria for Part B with a big (global) defect and bending deformation. 
Maximum amplitudc of Arca of dcfccts dcfccts 
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Nominal Estimated Error Nominal Estimated Error 
[mm] [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] [%] 
Using aIl sample points 1 0.57 43 677 64 91 
Filtering sample points 
with the curvature 1 0.9 10 677 539 20 
criterion only 
Filtering sample points . 
with the curvature and 1 1 0 677 737 9 
von Mises stress criteria 
successively 
In the last validation case associated with part B, the scanned model in a free-state is 
simulated by applying torsion and a big (global) defect is applied. Initial GNIF sample 
points and the associated estimation of the size of defects are shown in Figure 4-32-a and 
b. Distributions of the difference in discrete principal curvatures between the CAD model 
and the deformed CAD model (using aIl GNIF samp1e points) are shown in Figure 4-32-
c and d. The von Mises stress distribution associated with the second FENR is presented 
in Figure 4-32-e. Sample points removed after app1ying the two filters are illustrated in 
Figure 4-32-f and g, shows results obtained after the 1ast FENR. A summary of 
quantitative results, for this last validation case on part B, is provided in Table 4-8. For 
reasons explained in section 4.4.1, this validation case on part B presents a slight 
degradation in the accuracy of defect assessment after filtering samp1e points based on 
von Mises criterion if compared to results obtained after filtering sample points based on 
the curvature criterion only. 
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Figure 4-32: Part B with a big (global) defect and torsion a) and f) initial and filtered 
sample points c) and d) distribution of the difference in principle curvatures [mm-)] e) 
distribution of von Mises stress [Pa] after the second FENR, b) and g) comparison 
between estimated and nominal size of defects [mm] based on initial and filtered sample 
points, 
r ' 
~ .. 
0.01 
0 ,01 
Table 4-8: Estimated size of defects and errors based on curvature and von Mises 
criteria for Part B with a big (global) defect and torsion deformation. 
Maximum amplitudc of Arca of dcfccts dcfccts 
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Nominal Estimated Error Nominal Estimated Error 
[mm] [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] [%] 
Using ail sample points 1 0.54 46 677 58 91 
Filtering sample points 
with the curvature 1 0.96 4 677 541 20 
criterion only 
Filtering sample points 
with the curvature and 1 1.06 6 677 848 25 
von Mises stress criteria 
successively 
4.6 Conclusion 
This paper proposes a method aimed at improving fixtureless inspection of non-rigid 
parts. GNIF-based FEA Non-rigid Registration (FENR) is used for the generation of 
corresponding sample points. Accuracy of FENR, and consequently of fixtureless 
inspection, is improved by automatically filtering GNIF sample points. Filtering is based 
on curvature and von Mises stress criteria and it allows removing sample points around 
defects for FENR. This filtering makes that defects are identified and quantified more 
accurately. Validation cases on two aerospace parts show that the method proposed brings 
about significant improvements towards automating fixtureless inspection of non-rigid 
parts in a free-state. Validation results presented in section 4.5 infer that, in general, 
filtering GNIF sample points based on both curvature and von Mises criteria improves 
the estimation of defects size. More specifically, improvements are always obtained when 
using the curvature criterion alone. When the curvature criterion is combined with the 
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von Mises criterion, sorne results show improvement while others show slight 
degradations for sorne of the defects. However, it appears that the average error is globally 
decreased by applying both criteria for all cases presented. 
Even if the results obtained with this approach are promising, several improvements can 
be foreseen towards achieving higher accuracy in the estimation of defects. First, as 
introduced in section 4.4, it appears that the whole process is very sensitive to mesh size 
and mesh quality. Indeed, GNIF, discrete curvature and von Mises stress are sensitive to 
mesh size and quality. Therefore, future work will first focus on studying the effect of 
adaptive mesh generation on the estimation of defects with the approach as proposed in 
this paper. Indeed, using [mer meshes in sensitive zones (such as zones with high 
curvature for example) is likely to irnprove accuracy in the quantification of defects. AIso, 
at this point, threshold values used in filtering sample points based on both curvature and 
von Mises stress criteria still require limited user input. As setting up these threshold 
values is essentially based on geometric features (dimensions, thickness, curvature, etc.), 
a natural extension of the approach is setting up these values fully automatically. 
Meanwhile, measured data acquired from actual scanning devices always inc1ude sorne 
noise. In future works the proposed method will be validated by taking into account the 
effect of this noise on the results. Improving the accuracy of the process could also be 
achieved by irnproving the accuracy of GNIF itself. Indeed, computation of initial GNIF 
sample points mainly relies on combining multidimensional scaling with fast marching 
based geodesic distances computation. Since irnproving accuracy in the computation of 
these geodesic distances has a direct effect on the accuracy of GNIF registration, it also 
has a direct effect on the accuracy of defect identification and quantification. 
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5.1 Abstract 
The increasing practical use of Computer-Aided Inspection (CAl) methods requires 
assessment of their robustness in different contexts. This can be done by quantitatively 
comparing estimated CAl results with actual measurements. The objective is comparing 
the magnitude and dimensions of defects as estimated by CAl with those of the nominal 
defects. This assessment is referred to as setting up a validation metric. In this work, a 
new validation metric is proposed in the case of a fixtureless inspection method for non-
rigid parts. It is based on using a nonparametric statistical hypothesis test, namely the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. This metric is applied to an automatic fixtureless CAl 
method for non-rigid parts developed by our team. This fixtureless CAl method is based 
on calculating and filtering sample points that are used in a Finite Element Non-rigid 
Registration (FENR). Robustness of our CAl method is validated for the assessment of 
maximum amplitude, area and distance distribution of defects. Typical parts from the 
aerospace industry are used for this validation and various levels of synthetic 
measurement noise are added to the scanned point cloud ofthese parts to assess the effect 
of noise on inspection results. 
Keywords: Fixtureless inspection, verification and validation, V&V, non-rigid parts, 
GNIF, principal curvatures, von Mises stress, hypothesis testing, metrology, inspection. 
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5.2 Introduction 
High-quality standards that are applied in many industrial sectors, among which 
aerospace and automotive industries, require setting up robust, rapid and accurate quality 
control processes. Geometrie Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) and automated 
inspection are two key aspects of this issue. Automating inspection can be performed 
using non-contact scanning devices but automated inspection still faces many challenges. 
Automating the inspection of non-rigid parts is part of these challenges. It remains a 
serious problem since these parts may deform during the inspection. These parts may 
deform under their own weight and also from residual stress that is eventually induced by 
manufacturing and handling processes. Compliance is a measure of flexibility for non-
rigid parts and it is defined as the ratio between an applied force and the part deformation 
induced by this force [1]. Referring to this definition, a manufactured part is considered 
as non-rigid if the deformation induced by a reasonable force (around 40 N) is 10% higher 
than specified tolerances. Based on standards in metrology su ch as ASME Yl4.5 and 
ISO-GPS, the inspection of parts is performed in a free-state, except for non-rigid parts, 
as it is mentioned in ISO-I0579 and ASME Y14.5 (2009). Free-state refers to a situation 
in which a manufactured part is not submitted to any other load than its own weight. As 
it is illustrated in Figure 5-1-a, a non-rigid aerospace panel in a free-state deforms due to 
its compliance under its own weight. Based on conventional dimensioning and inspection 
methods for non-rigid parts, very sophisticated and expensive inspection fixtures need to 
be designed and used to compensate for flexible deformation of these parts during 
inspection. Setting up and operating these inspection fixtures is time consuming and 
expensive. Figure 5-1-b illustrates an example of such an inspection fixture for the part 
shown in a free-state in Figure 5-1-a. 
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a) 
Figure 5-1 : A regular aerospace panel, a) in free-state, b) constrained by fixing jigs on 
the inspection fixture [2]. 
Recent improvements in data acquisition devices, such as three-dirnensional (3D) 
scanners, and in computational calculations, aUow an ongoing progress towards 
Computer-Aided Inspection (CAl) methods. These methods facilitate inspection by using 
a comparison between the scanned model of a manufactured part and its Comp u ter-A ided 
Design (CAD) model. 3D optic and laser scanners aUow obtaining triangulation of the 
surfaces of non-rigid manufactured parts without contact, e.g. without eventual 
deformation caused by contact with a probe. The raw output provided by these scanners 
is a 3D point cloud, from which a triangulated mesh can easily be obtained. Beholden to 
progress about CAD and CAl methods, fixtureless non-rigid inspection methods [3-12] 
are developed. These methods consist in virtually compensating for the compliance of 
non-rigid parts. The fIfst step of aU these fixtureless CAl methods for non-rigid parts, 
referred to as rigid registration, is searching for a rigid transformation matrix between 
CAD and scanned data. Then the effective core ofthese methods, referred to as non-rigid 
registration, consists in trying to fmd the best correspondence between CAD and scanned 
data, either by deforming scanned geometry to CAD geometry or by deforming CAD 
geometry to scanned geometry. The core idea behind these methods is trying to 
distinguish between flexible deformation of scanned model that is inherent to free-state 
and geometrical deviations associated with defects on the scanned model. These non-rigid 
registration methods thus virtually compensate for the flexible deformation of non-rigid 
parts in a free-state and aUow the estimation of geometrical deviation on the manufactured 
parts with respect to their nominal CAD model. 
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In order to apply non-rigid registration methods based on deforming the scanned model 
towards the CAD model, as presented in [3-5], a time-consuming process of generating a 
FE mesh from the acquired point cloud (scanned model in free-sate) is required. Then, 
the scanned mesh is deformed by applying a set of displacement boundary conditions 
(BCs) in a Finite Element Analysis (FEA). In the virtualfixation concept [3], these BCs 
are imposed on fixation features of the scanned mesh to displace them towards the 
corresponding features on the CAD model. Features such as mounting holes are identified 
as fixation features on the scanned model using feature extraction techniques [13]. BCs 
used in [4] are defined as specifie displacement boundary conditions, applied on the 
scanned mesh, that minimize the location and orientation of fixation features between the 
predicted post-assembly shape (deformed scanned model) and CAD model. This aims at 
predicting assembly constraints that would be applied on the scanned model. These 
constraints are then used to perform a virtual inspection on the deformed scanned model 
in its assembly state. Inspiring an industrial inspection method in [5] , the scanned model 
is virtually restrained by a combination of forces located on datum targets with the 
objective of minimizing the Euclidian distance between the shapes of deformed scanned 
and CAD model. However, automating the inspection process of these virtual inspection 
methods faces several obstacles such as generating FE meshes for each measured part and 
locating appropriate BCs for each scanned model. Therefore, non-rigid inspection 
methods based on applying FEA on CAD models instead of scanned models have been 
introduced in [6-12]. Indeed, these non-rigid inspection methods generally use meshes 
with better quality since these meshes are generated from CAD models. In this context, 
displacement BCs used in [6] are imposed on the fixation features of the CAD model to 
displace these features towards their corresponding features in the scanned model. In [7], 
a fixtureless inspection method is developed based on partial views of regions that need 
to be inspected. In this method, location of missing fixation features is approximated from 
an interpolating technique. The Iterative Displacement Insp ection (IDI) algorithm [8, 9] 
is also an inspection process, which instead of using the information of fixation features, 
applies identification methods. Without using FEA, the smooth and iterative displacement 
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of CAD model towards the shape of scanned model is achieved through a specific 
identification algorithm, which allows distinguishing between defects and flexible 
deformation. The major drawback of IDI is that this identification algorithm is limited to 
localized defects, which makes it less general than other approaches. Assuming that the 
deformation of a non-rigid part in free-state is isometric (preserves geodesic distances), 
which means that there is no stretch in the deformation, the Generalized Numerical 
Inspection Fixture (GNIF) [10] , see Appendix A, is presented as a registration method 
that claims ability to detect both small (local) and big (global) defects. This method starts 
with generating sets of corresponding sample points between CAD and scanned models. 
These corresponding sample points, along with bounding edges, assembly features [10] 
and/or specified pre-selected sample points on the CAD model [11] are then used as 
displacement BCs to deform the CAD model towards the scanned model through FEA. 
In [11] pre-selected sample points are in fact calculated as barycenters of sample points 
that are manually selected in specific areas on the model, which is an obstacle to fully 
automating the inspection process. Defects are then identified by generating a Euclidean 
distance between deformed CAD and scanned models. Due to significant scanning errors 
while capturing boundary edges, applying corresponding sample points located on 
bounding edges and assembly features may bring about inaccurate inspection results. Our 
team developed an automatic fixtureless inspection approach [12] that uses GNIF to 
generate a prior set of corresponding sample points. Then, sample points that are close to 
defects are filtered out, based on curvature and von Mises criteria, which leads to an 
accurate and automatic inspection results for non-rigid parts. 
AlI these fixtureless CAl methods for non-rigid parts are based on using scanned data, 
which is acquired from scanning devices. It is commonly known that these data 
acquisition devices introduce measuring errors that are either due to their technicallimits 
or to effects such as light fraction, reflectivity of the scanned surfaces or inaccessible 
features. Noisy scan data used in fixtureless CAl methods is likely to affect performance 
of these methods. Therefore, robustness of fixtureless CAl methods for non-rigid parts 
with respect to noisy scanned data should be assessed. One alternative in doing that is 
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us mg Verification and Validation (V&V) recommendations. Indeed, applying V&V 
recommendations to computational simulation models allows assessing accuracy and 
reliability of these models [14] . Verification relates to assessing the accuracy of a solution 
while validation relates to assessing the consistency of computational simulation results, 
if compared with the actual results. Due to various sources of uncertainty in computer 
codes and simulations, aIl computational models should be thoroughly verified and 
validated. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 5.3 presents our approach to automatic 
fixtureless CAl for non-rigid parts. It is followed, in section 5.4, by an introduction of 
ASME verification and validation (V & V) recommendations along with a presentation 
about how these methods are applied for assessing the robustness of our fixtureless CAl 
approach for non-rigid parts. Results obtained using our CAl method, along with an 
assessment of its performance and robustness based on V & V recommendations, are then 
presented in section 5.5. For this, two typical non-rigid parts used in the aerospace 
industry are considered along with various distributions of noise in scan data. The paper 
ends with a conclusion and ideas for future work in section 5.8. 
5.3 Background on the approach to fixtureless CAl for DOD-
rigid parts 
As mentioned in Section 5.2, we have proposed, in a previous paper [12] , a new automatic 
fixtureless CAl method for non-rigid manufactured parts using scan data in a free-state 
condition without any conformation or constrain operations. This metI10d is based on 
FEA non-rigid registration and on two filters applied on corresponding sample points 
between scanned and CAD models. Basically, these filters allow making a difference 
between flexible deformation in a free-state and defects. The method is illustrated on a 
typical non-rigid aluminum panel, which is used in the aerospace industry. The CAD 
model of this panel is shown in Figure 5-2, and the associated simulated scanned model 
for inspection in a free-state is depicted in Figure 5-6-a. This scanned model includes 
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three bump defects, for which the nominal size and shape are known in order to assess 
the accuracy and robustness of inspection results. 
Figure 5-2: 3D view of the CAD model of a non-rigid aluminum panel. 
A pre-registration, based on the ICP algorithm [15] , best fits CAD and scanned models 
through a preliminary rigid registration. Then, the Generalized Numerical Inspection 
Fixture (GNIF) [10] method is applied to generate an initial set of evenly distributed 
corresponding sample points between nominal CAD and scan data in a free-state. Indeed 
as shown in Figure 5-3, based on an isometric deformation assumption, on Generalized 
Multi-Dimensional Scaling (GMDS) [16] and on computing geodesic distances with the 
fast marching method [17] , GNIF generates a list of corresponding sample points on each 
model (CAD and scanned). Since mesh quality of the CAD model is generaIly better than 
that of the scanned model, Finite Element Analysis Non-rigid Registration (FENR) is 
applied on the CAD mesh. For this, corresponding sample points are inserted as nodes in 
the CAD mesh using a classical Delaunay point insertion method [18]. Displacement 
boundary conditions are then applied on these nodes, which deforms the CAD model to 
the scanned model via FENR. Since these corresponding sample points are evenly 
distributed over both CAD and scanned models, sorne ofthese points can be located, close 
to, or even on defects. If this occurs, it eventuaIly results in an inaccurate estimation of 
the size of these defects since FENR tends to bring these nodes to the shape of defects. 
Thus, sample points that are close to defects must be filtered out. As explained in detail 
in [12], these sample points are successively filtered out based on two criteria: principal 
curvatures and von Mises stress. The process starts with applying a fust FENR based on 
using aIl GNIF sample points. By doing that, the CAD model is deformed to take on the 
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shape of the scanned model, including in locations on and around defects. Then, analyzing 
the difference in principal curvatures between the initial CAD model and the deformed 
CAD model (after the fust FENR) allows a first rough estimate of the location of defects. 
A first set of corresponding sample points that are close enough to these estimated defects 
is removed on both models and a second FENR is applied. The second filtration of sample 
points is applied, based on analyzing von Mises results obtained from this second FENR, 
which allows a better estimation of defects since sorne more sample points are filtered 
out. A third and last FENR is performed from sample points remaining. Initial GNIF 
corresponding sample points on the CAD model, as shown in Figure 5-4, are illustrated 
as red spots (. ) while filtered sample points are illustrated as blue spots ( • ). 
CAO model 
Scanned model 
Figure 5-3 : GNIF corresponding sample points (in black) are located in the center of 
colorful zones on the CAD and scanned models. 
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Figure 5-4: a) all GNIF sample points inserted into the CAD mesh based on classical 
Delaunay method (red spots) b) automatic sample point filtration based on curvature 
and von Mises stress criteria and criteria (blue spots). 
Once this last FENR applied (in red in Figure 5-4-b) the CAD model is deformed to the 
scanned model in a free-state condition and color map of Euclidean distance distribution 
between the two models can be plorted. This graphical representation (shown in 
Figure 5-6-a) allows assessing the magnitude of defects with respect to a priori specified 
tolerance. According to ASME Y14.5 and ISO-GPS profile tolerance definition, defects 
are defined as zones for which the actual manufactured part deviates from the specified 
geometry, with respect to a tolerance value as specified on detailed engineering drawings. 
For all validation cases presented in this paper, +/-0.4 mm is considered as specified 
profile tolerance. 0.8 mm is indeed a representative geometric profile tolerance value for 
the type of thin-walled aerospace parts used in this paper. For a given part, N deject refers 
to the number of defects identified on the scanned mode!. As shown in Figure 5-5, at the 
location of a given defect, the maximum deviation between nominal (after FENR) and 
specified geometry occurs at tip or valley of the defect i (wherein i = 1, ... , Ndeject). This 
deviation is referred to as the maximum amplitude of the defect i (Dlnax ). At the location 
of a given defect we also assess the area of each defect. As illustrated in Figure 5-5, this 
area (Ai) is defined as the region of the actual geometry (after FENR) that is at a distance, 
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from the specified geometry, that exceeds the tolerance value. In Section 5.4.2, the 
analysis of defects will be pushed one more step forward by assessing the distance 
distribution of defects. 
Ai 
~ 
'_··-1-·· ... \ Tolerance value - - - - .,,'!. - - - - ~ . 
- D
max
• 
- i · • 
. - . 
Scanned model ••• Oerormed CAO model -
Figure 5-5: Definition of maximum amplitude D;n.ax and area of a defectA i . 
.• --:r- • Estmated arM . 19329 mm.! 
• • •• 1" 
1 
Eslmated area 14494 mm' 
. ~ EsUmlled .... : 7275 mm' 
Figure 5-6: a) the scanned part with the nominal dimensions of defects b) estimated and 
nominal maximum amplitude (D;n.ax) of defects [mm] c) estimated and nominal area 
(Ai shown as red zones) of defects [mm2]. 
The flowchart of our automatic fixtureless CAl method for non-rigid parts is illustrated 
in Figure 5-7. lt shows that our CAl inspection method uses scan data, the CAD model, 
and a specified profile tolerance as input. Then using the GNIF method, sets of 
corresponding sample points are generated on CAD and scanned models. Sample points 
that are located around or on defects are filtered out and the CAD model is deformed 
towards the scanned model, to compensate for free-state deformation of the scanned. The 
output ofthis inspection process consists of a global distance distribution, as a color map, 
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the number of identified defects (Ndejecr) along with maximum amplitude (Diax ) and its 
area (Ad of each defect i. 
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' -'- ' - ' -'- ' - ' -1 
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[ CAO model 
1 
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Figure 5-7: Flowchart of our automatic fixtureless CAl method. 
Results obtained in estimating Diax (Figure 5-6-b) and Ai (Figure 5-6-c) of the three 
defects, in the part introduced in Figure 5-6-a, show that estimated inspection results are 
promising. Indeed, both maximum amplitude and area of defects are quite weIl estimated 
with respect to their nominal values for the three defects in the part. However, a further 
investigation ofthese inspection results can be made to assess similarity between distance 
distributions of estimated versus nominal defects. 
5.4 Assessing the robustness of our CAl method based on 
ASME V & V recommendations 
5.4.1 ASME recommendations for verification and validation 
As introduced, aU computational methods, among which CAl, include uncertainties and 
numerical errors that justify applying verification and validation (V&V) 
recommendations. A broad investigation of the application and theory of verification and 
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validation in computational engineering is presented in [19-21]. Traditional validation 
activities qualitatively measure the discrepancy through visual inspection of graphic plots 
between prediction and observation datasets [22], wherein uncertainties in the models are 
not taken into account. However, several disciplines, such as fluid and solid mechanics, 
have developed and applied systematic, rigorous and disciplined approaches for verifying 
and validating computational models in order to assess their prediction accuracy. For 
example, guides for V &V of computational solid mechanics [22] , fluid dynamics [23] , 
heat transfer [24] and material engineering [25] have already been published. Verification 
is defined as a process of determining how accurately a computational model represents 
the underlying mathematical model and its solution, while validation is defmed as the 
process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate representation of the 
real world. It is also stated that, in a V & V implementation, code verification must always 
precede its validation. This ASME standard concludes that system response features, 
validation testing and accuracy requirements are key elements of a V & V method in which 
the acceptable agreement for the predictive capability of the computational model is 
demonstrated by comparing its features of interest (validation metrics) with respect to the 
real model in its intended use. 
In [26, 27] an overview ofmodel validation metrics is presented as a quantitative measure 
of agreement between a predictive model and physical observation (measurements). In 
these references, a set of desired features that model validation metrics should process are 
highlighted and the validation metrics are categorized as hypothesis testing-based and 
distance-based. In [28] , validation metrics are described by comparing the probability 
distributions of random variables representing the prediction and relevant observations. 
This comparison can be limited to assessing the difference between mean values of 
distributions or can be pu shed further on comparing statistical shapes (behavior) of 
distributions for achieving a more detailed validation of the model. In order to perform 
this detailed comparison between statistic distributions, a test of significance from the 
hypothesis testing theory is applied. This test can be made through a comparison between 
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of estimated and actual results at a specific 
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significance level. Two hypotheses are considered for such a hypothesis test: a null 
hypothesis (Ho) against an alternative hypothesis (HA). If CDFs of estimated and actual 
results are sufficiently close at a specific significance level, the test resuIts in "we cannot 
reject Ho". This means that the result only suggests that there is not sufficient evidence 
against Ho, at the significance level, in favor of HA- This does not necessarily mean that 
the null hypothesis is true. In contrast, the hypothesis test results in "reject of Ho" when 
the CDFs of estimated and actual results are not sufficiently close at the significance level. 
The significance level in hypothesis testing, referred to as Cl, is defined as the probability 
ofrejecting Ho wh en it is actually true, which is also known as "Type J" error (error Cl) in 
these tests. Moreover, a confidence level in hypothesis testing, defined as (1 - Cl) , is the 
probability of accepting a null hypothesis while it is actually false. The confidence level 
defmes a critical region, namely a confidence interval , in which a test can face a "Type 
JI" error (error P). Specifying a lower significance level in a test reduces the chance of 
rejecting a valid null hypothesis, which reduces consequently the error "Type 1". In other 
words, a lower significance level increases the probability of accepting an invalid null 
hypothesis, which increases consequently the error "Type II'' [22, 26, 29, 30]. Several 
research work, in various engineering fields such as structural dynamics [31] , steady and 
transient heat conduction and _ shocks [32] , thermal decomposition of polyurethane foam 
[33 , 34] and sheet metal forming processes [35] have already considered validation 
metrics applied to numerical calculations, based on this type of statistical hypothesis 
testing for ASME V & V recommendations. 
The hypothesis testing is extended to measure differences between empirical and 
prediction CDFs by applying fit tests such as the Anderson-Darling (A-D) test, the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, the Cramer-von Mises (C-vM) test, etc. [22, 36-38]. 
The K-S test [39, 40] used in this paper, is based on the maximum difference between 
empirical and hypothetical CDFs. It is a nonparametric test, which means that sampling 
distributions introduced in the test do not depend on any distribution parameters (imposed 
type of distribution, mean value, standard deviation, etc.). 
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The robustness of a computational model is related to its ability to provide satisfying 
results, which is also assessed by ASME V & V recommendations in this work, despite the 
presence of slight errors in the input data. In CAl, these errors principally originate from 
measurement noise that is inherent to optical and laser data acquisition tools. This me ans 
that the robustness of CAl methods should be studied with respect to scanning device 
noise [41, 42]. A 3D scanner analyses extracts, from a real-world object, scan' data about 
the shape of this object. This data is translated into triangulated 3D models and 
consequently, a noisy data acquisition takes the form of noisy triangulations. Errors found 
in scanning device triangulations can originate from a systematic bias, due to an irnproper 
calibration of the device, and/or from random errors (noise) due to ambient light and 
characteristics of surfaces on which scan data is obtained, such as light refraction, 
reflectiveness, and transparency. As illustrated in [43], during 3D data acquisition, the 
length of measurement ray is elongated along the direction of the ray, due to beam 
reflection and propagation in diverse directions, which results in higher noise along the 
light beam than in along transverse directions. Although the noise distribution of a real 
scanner is not strictly Gaussian [41], experimental measurement of noise is often assumed 
to be Gaussian in many disciplines [43, 44]. Since a Gaussian noise gives low weight to 
outliers, the effect of noise amplitude is analyzed by changing the standard deviation of 
noise distribution. In this work, synthetic Gaussian noise with increasing amplitude is 
added to the scanned model to assess the effect of noise amplitude on the estimation of 
defects. 
In the next section, K-S test is applied to develop a validation metric to assess the ability 
of our method in defect identification. This ability is investigated for different amplitudes 
of noise, which allows validating robustness of our automated inspection method. 
5.4.2 Verification and validation methodology for CAl 
Based on metrology standards, during an inspection, interest is put on estirnating the 
magnitude of defects in a part. As mentioned, the magnitude of a defect i is basically 
represented by maximum amplitude (DFaX) and its area (Ai)' So, a first validation can be 
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done directly on these metrics [12]. However, a deeper investigation of inspection results 
can be made. It consists in assessing how accurately the CAl process is generally able to 
evaluate the distance distribution of defects. The distance distribution of a defect in a CAl 
is defmed as the Euclidean distance value assigned to a set of nodes located on the 
identified defect of scanned mesh wherein the Euclidean distance between the scan model 
and deformed CAD model (after FENR) exceeds the tolerance value. Since the nominal 
distance distribution of defects is known, we can compare the estimated distance 
distribution of defects with the nominal ones to investigate the estimated inspection 
results. As introduced in the previous paragraphs, this comparison can be made based on 
verification and validation (V & V) recommendations and tools. We propose in this paper 
a validation metric that is intended to compare estimated defects versus nominal defects. 
As introduced in Section 5.3 (see Figure 5-5), maximum amplitude Drax and area Ai of 
defects, on a given manufactured part, are identified with respect to engineering 
tolerances. These characteristics of defects are obtained from Euclidean distance 
distributions between scan and CAD models. These distributions are computed as discrete 
Euclidean distances at each node of the scanned mesh and then a continuous distribution 
is calculated by interpolating these discrete distance across triangles of the scanned mesh. 
A defect is basically defined as a zone for which the actual manufactured part, once FENR 
applied, deviates from the specified geometry (outside the tolerance zone). 
In this study, scanned models are simulated by adding defect (e.g. bumps) in CAD 
models, which is followed by applying an elastic deformation due to gravit y and residual 
stress effects in free-state. B y doing that (considering simulated defects) the distance 
distribution of defects, as estimated with our method, can be easily compared with the 
nominal distance distribution of defects, since it is known. The example introduced in 
section 5.3 (see Figure 5-6-a) features 3 bumps. Figure 5-8 presents, for these 3 bumps, a 
visual comparison between nominal and estimated identified defects. 
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Figure 5-8: defects are identified as red zones based on the tolerance value (0.4 mm) a) 
for nominal defects b) for estimated defects. 
The comparison between nominal and estimated defects is performed using a statistical 
validation method as presented in Section 5.4.1. It is based on ASME V &V 
recommendations and on the K-S test. The result of a K-S test at a given significance 
level is provided as a p-value that is calculated between two data sets (the two data sets 
and their sizes are referred to as n and n J. This p-value is related to K-S statistic, which 
is the maximum distance (Sn,n') between CDFs of the two data sets, and to sizes of the 2 
data sets. The p-value can be interpreted as a measure ofplausibility of the null hypothesis 
(Ho). This means that if the K-S test results in a p-value that is higher than the significance 
level considered, "we cannot reject Ho". In our case, the 2 data sets that are compared 
with a K-S test are the distance distributions (between CAD and scanned models) 
associated with nominal defects and respective estimated defects. Note that this 
comparison is performed defect by defect and not globally. Therefore, the null hypothesis 
for a K-S test is that the distance distributions associated with nominal and estimated 
defects are sufficiently similar. In general, supposing the size of sample data stays 
approximately unchanged, the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis increases when 
the maximum distance between CDFs of the two data increases. As a consequence, a K-
S test will result in a lower p-value when Sn,n' increases. This can be observed in 
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Figure 5-9 where a comparison is presented between the CDFs of nominal and estimated 
defects for Bump #1 and Bump #2 as defmed in the example introduced above 
(Figure 5-6-a). 1t can be visually observed in Figure 5-8 that distance distributions of 
nominal and estimated defects for Bump #2 are likely to be more similar to each other 
than for Bump # 1. This is reflected in the result of K -S test at 5% of significance level as 
presented in Figure 5-9. Indeed, for Bump #1 p-value is 0.000 (with n = 180, n' = 
192, Sn,n' = 0.211) while for Bump #2 p-value is 0.356 (with n = 195, n' = 
157,Sn,n' = 0.098). In this case, the result of the K-S test is that Ho can be rejected for 
Bump #1 and that Ho cannot be rejected for Bump #2. 
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Figure 5-9: CDF for nominal and estimated defects for Bump #1 and Bump #2. 
As introduced previously, validation tests on distance distributions (between CAD and 
scanned data) associated with each defect are performed as a comparison between the 
distance distribution of the nominal defect (Dda) and the distance distribution of the 
estimated defect as identified (Dde). Dda is calculated on the set ofnodes associated with 
the nominal defect on the scanned mesh before adding the flexible deformation (shown 
as purple dots in Figure 5-1 O-a). Dde is calculated on the set of nodes associated with the 
estimated defect as identified, on the scanned mesh in a free-state (shown as red dots in 
Figure 5-10-b, c, and d). Subsequent comparisons are made, based on applying a K-S test 
on these two distance distributions. The distance distribution of a defect is weIl estimated 
or validated when this K-S test shows satisfying results (example shown in Figure 5-10-
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b). When it is the case, enough sample points have been removed but not too many. 
Indeed, if too many sample points are removed, deformation in free-state is likely to be 
badly captured in FENR. In Figure 5-10-c, the deformed CAD model (after FENR) does 
not follow accurately enough the flexible deformation of the scanned model in free-state 
because too many sample points have been removed. This results in overestimating the 
defect. In this case, K-S test (Figure 5-10-b) will tend to "reject Ho". In Figure 5-10-d, 
due to in-plane GNIF errors and to not removing enough sample points, CAD sample 
points are pu shed to the defect shape. This leads to badly estimating the defect, but the 
result of K-S test associated with Figure 5-10-d depends on the location of falsely 
remaining sample points after filtering. Iffalsely remaining sample points are close to the 
tip of defect, the K-S test is likely to tend to "reject Ho". On the contrary, ifthese falsely 
remaining sample points are far from the tip of defect, the distance distribution of 
estimated defect can still be statistically similar to the nominal one, wherein the K-S test 
is likely to tend to "cannot reject Ho". 
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Figure 5-10: Estimation of the distance distribution of a defect a) nominal defect, b) for 
an accurate inspection c) for an overestimated defect d) for a badly estimated defect. 
5.4.3 Robustness of our CAl method 
As mentioned above, synthetic noise is added to the simulated scan data. This is aimed at 
replicating the actual noise that cannot be avoided in real scan data during the scanning 
(digitization) process. Since this noise is synthetic, various amplitudes and distributions 
of noise can be considered, which allows assessing the robustness of our automatic 
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fixtureless inspection method for non-rigid parts. Synthetic noise applied is Gaussian and 
since the magnitude of noise for optic and laser scanners is much higher along the beam 
direction, this synthetic noise is added as random numbers to node coordinates of the 
scanned mesh in the normal direction (perpendicular to the surface). These random 
numbers are generated as Gaussian distributions with null mean values (f..l=0) and with 
three different standard deviations (cr): 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 mm. In order to keep the 
magnitude of noise in a reasonable range with respect to tolerances, these random 
numbers are taken in the [-2 x cr,2 x cr] interval for a given standard deviation (cr). For the 
part introduced in Figure 5-6-a, 4 scan models are presented and compared in Figure 5-11 
with various amplitudes of noise. 
b) __ ----.... 
c) d) 
Figure 5-11: a) a noise-free scan mesh b), c), d) scan meshes with synthetic noise with 
Gaussian distribution with zero mean value and standard deviation equal to b) O.Olmm 
c) O.02mm d) O.03mm. 
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The model shown in Figure 5-11-a is noise-free while the models shown in Figure 5-11-
b, Figure 5-11-c, and Figure 5-11-d were respective1y generated using standard deviations 
equal to 0.01 , 0.02 and 0.03 mm. 
In the next section, our automatic and fixtureless CAl method for non-rigid parts is 
applied and validated in several cases. These cases consider 2 different parts with, for 
each part, different types and distributions of defects, different deformations associated 
with the free-state and different amplitudes of noise. 
5.5 Validation resuIts for cases with small free-state 
deformation 
5.5.1 Validation cases considered 
In this section, the robustness of our automatic and fixtureless CAl method is validated 
on two aluminum parts (referred to as part A and part B). Part A is the part introduced in 
Figure 5-2, and part B is a second non-rigid part, which is also typical of non-rigid parts 
used in the aerospace industry (see Figure 5-16). It is worthy to mention that scan models 
used as validation cases in this article are simulated by deforming CAD models via FEA 
and by adding geometrical deviations (defects). To this end, one single free-state 
deformation (referred to as bending) is applied on part A while two free-state 
deformations are considered for part B (referred to as bending and torsion). For both parts, 
as illustrated in Figure 5-12, small (local) and big (global) defects are considered. For 
each validation case, the robustness of our inspection method is studied by applying 
synthetic noise, as introduced above. Since defects are a priori known for aIl case studies 
considered, comparisons can be made between size, area and distance distributions of 
estimated defects in comparison with nominal defects. 
For maximum amplitude and area of defects, absolute (in mm) and relative (in 
percentage) error between estimated and nominal sizes of defects are calculated for each 
case, usmg: 
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Absolute error (mm) = (estimated size) - (nominal size) 5-1 
R 1 t · (o/.) (estimated size)-(actual size) 100 e a zve error 70 = ( . ) X 
actual Slze 5-2 
Therefore, in results presented below, for both maximum amplitude and area of defects, 
negative error values represent an underestimation of defects and positive error values an 
overestimation of defects. 
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Figure 5-12: Synthesis of validation cases with small free-state deformation. 
We have successfully implemented our automated and fixtureless CAl method and its 
validation using several tools. GNIF calculations are carried out using a MATLAB™ 
code to generate sets of corresponding sample points. The generation of around 500 
corresponding sample points, with this code, takes approximately 8 minutes on a 
computer equipped with an Intel(R) Core™ i7 at 3.60 GHz with 32 GB RAM. Mesh 
generation, mesh transformation, discrete curvature calculations, FEA non-rigid 
registration and Euclidean distance calculations between deformed CAD and scan data 
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are perfonned using the research platfonn developed by our research team [45]. This 
platfonn is based on C++ code, on Open CASCADE™ libraries for geometry and on 
Code_Aster™ as FEA solver. We also use Gmsh™ [46] for visualizing 3D models and 
distance distributions. Sample points filtering takes around 2 minutes for a CAD mesh 
featuring 10545 nodes on a computer with specifications as mentioned above. FinaIly, the 
K-S tests are perfonned in a negligible CPU time by applying MA TLAB ™ (using kstest2) 
to validate the distance distribution of estimated defects. 
5.5.2 Results for part A 
The [Ifst model, referred to as part A, is shown in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-13 . This part 
is approximately 1100 mm long, 860 mm wide and 3 mm thick with 879067 mm2 area. 
The scanned model associated with this model in free-state is simulated using a bending 
defonnation for which maximum displacement is approximately 10 mm. Thus, if 
compared to the part dimensions (1100 mm length) this state of defonnation is consistent 
with a small displacement assumption. 
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Figure 5-13: CAD model along with GD&T specification for part A (dimensions are in 
mm). 
Depending on the case considered, the scanned model of part A features two types of 
defects, small (local) defects (see Figure 5-6-a) or big (global) defects (see Figure 5-15-
a). The distance distribution related to the nominal size of defects for part A, with sm aIl 
(local) defects, is presented in Figure 5-14-a. Estimated inspection results, as distance 
distributions, are illustrated with noise-free and different noisy scanned meshes in 
Figure 5-14-b, c, d and e wherein the noise amplitude are increasing (as mentioned 
previously for a noisy scanned model with a standard deviation of 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 
mm respectively). 
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Figure 5-14: a) nominal defect distance distribution for part A with small (local) defects, 
comparison between the CAD and scanned model of part A with small (local) defects 
and bending deformation as a distance distribution for b) noise-free scan mesh c) noisy 
scan mesh with cr=O.Ol mm d) noisy scan mesh with cr=O.02 mm e) noisy scan mesh 
with cr=O.03 mm. 
It is worth noting that the flexible deformation and the nominal size of defects are the 
same for aIl noise-free and noisy scanned meshes. Results obtained with our automatic 
fixtureless CAl method (maximum amplitude and area of defects) are summarized in 
Table 5-1 . These results show that the estimation of maximum amplitude is better for 
Bump #2 than for Bump #3 and especially for Bump #1. Regarding the estimation of 
defects area, these results show that area is weIl estimated for Bump #1 and is reasonably 
estimated for Bump #2. These results also show that the presence of noise as weIl as 
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increasing the amplitude of noise has not a very significant effect on the estimation of 
maximum amplitude and area of defects. As introduced in section 3.2, the robustness of 
our method is validated by applying K-S test for distance distribution of defects as 
identified (Table 5-2) using the K-S test on these inspection results. The K-S test results 
presented in this paper are iIlustrated with col ors (green for "Hocannot be rejected", red 
for "Ho is rejected" and brown for "Hois borderline"). Results presented in Table 5-2 
globally show that, according to the V&V process presented in this paper, distance 
distributions for Bump #2 and Bump #3 are considered as sufficiently similar to the 
nominal distance distributions, at a 5% significance level, which is not the case for Bump 
#1. As explained in section 5.4.2, for Bump #1 , too many sample points are filtered out 
close to the defect (see Figure 5-4-b), which implies that the deformed CAD model cannot 
accurately fit free-state deformation of the scanned mode!. This leads to overestimating 
the maximum amplitude of this defect. 
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Table 5-1: Estimated size of defects and errors for part A with small (local) defects and bending deformation. 
Maximum amplitude of defects (D;nax) Area of defects (Ai) 
Nominal Estimated Absolute Error Nominal Estimated Absolute Error 
[mm] [mm] error [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] error [mm] [%] 
Noise-free 4.00 5.65 1.65 41.16 19390 19329 -61 -0.31 
-~ 
-N(O, fJ = 0.01) 4.00 5.64 1.64 41.08 19390 19416 26 0.13 
A.. 
:::E 
-N(O, fJ = 0.02) 4.00 6.11 2.11 52.71 19390 17552 -1838 -9.48 ~ 
c:o 
-N(O,fJ = 0.03) 4.00 5.53 1.53 38.24 19390 19353 -37 -0.19 
Noise-free 6.00 5.02 -0.98 -16.33 17703 14494 -3209 -18.13 
N 
~ 
-N(O, fJ = 0.01) 6.00 5.05 -0.95 -15.78 17703 14533 -3170 -17.91 
~ 
-N(O,fJ = 0.02) 6.00 4.48 -1.52 -25 .33 17703 12926 -4777 -26.98 ~ 
CO 
-N(O, fJ = 0.03) 6.00 5.03 -0.97 -16.10 17703 14423 -3281 -18.53 
Noise-free 4.00 2.77 -1.23 -30.75 14310 7275 -7035 -49.16 
("') 
~ 
-N(O, fJ = 0.01) 4.00 2.79 -1 .21 -30.34 14310 7423 -6887 -48.12 
A.. 
~ -N(O,fJ = 0.02) 4.00 2.86 -1.14 -28.50 14310 6897 -7413 -51.81 
CO 
-N(O,fJ = 0.03) 4.00 2.72 -1.28 -32.00 14310 7181 -7129 -49.82 
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Table 5-2: Validation results with K-S tests (Ho: the distance distribution of nominal 
and estimated defects are sufficiently similar) at 5% significance level for part A with 
small (local) defects and bending deformation. 
Ho cannot be rejected D Ho is borderline 
In the following paragraph, as presented in Figure 5-12, another validation case is applied 
on part A. The difference with previous cases is about defects. For this new case, scan 
data includes a big (global) defect instead ofthree small (local) defects. The nominal size 
ofthis defect is illustrated, as a distance distribution, in Figure 5-15-a. It is compared with 
results provided by our automatic fixtureless CAl method with bending deformation in 
Figure 5-15-b for noise-free scan data. Inspection results for noisy scanned meshes (with 
cr = 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 mm) are also shown respectively in Figure 5-15-c, d, and e. 
Maximum amplitude and area of estimated defects along with the relative error with 
respect to the nominal size of defect are summarized in Table 5-3. Like in the previous 
case for this part, these results show that the defect size is reasonably weIl estimated, and 
that noise does not seem to have a clear effect and a potentia1 worsening of estimation 
results. 
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As for small (local) defects, the validation of these results based on K-S test at a 5% 
significance level, for distance distribution of defects as identified is presented in 
Table 5-4. In this case, V&V results show that the distance distribution of the estimated 
defect is sufficiently similar to the nominal defect at a 5% significance level. 
Figure 5-15: a) the scanned part with the nominal dimensions ofbig (global) defect b) 
nominal defect distance distribution for part A with a big (global) defect, comparison 
between the CAD and scanned model of part A with a big (global) defect and bending 
deformation as a distance distribution for c) noise-free scan mesh d) noisy scan mesh 
with cr=O.Ol mm e) noisy scan mesh with cr=O.02 mm f) noisy scan mesh with cr=O.03 
mm. 
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Table 5-3: Estimated size of defects and errors for part A with a big (global) defect and bending deformation. 
Maximum amplitude of defects (Drax ) Area of defects (Ai) 
Nominal Estimated Absolute Error Nominal Estimated Absolute Error 
[mm] [mm] error [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] error [mm] [%] 
Noise-free 6.00 5.87 -0.13 -2.16 60737 52279 -8458 -13 .93 
...... 
=t:I:: 
-N(O, (j = 0.01) 6.00 6.08 0.08 1.41 60737 55898 -4839 -7.97 
~ 
~ 
-N(O, (j = 0.02) CO 6.00 6.14 0.14 2.40 60737 55631 -5106 -8.41 
-N(O, (j = 0.03) 6.00 6.32 0.32 5.37 60737 62302 1565 2.58 
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Table 5-4: Validation results with K-S tests (Ho: the distance distribution of nominal 
and estimated defects are sufficiently similar) at 5% significance level for part A with a 
big (global) defect and bending deformation. 
p-value 
Noise-free 
-N(O, (]" = 0.01) 
-N(O, (]" = 0.02) 
• Ho is rej ected Ho cannot be rej ected D Ho is borderline 
5.5.3 Results for part B 
N ext validation cases are intended to validate the robustness of our automatic fixtureless 
inspection method for non-rigid parts on a more featured type part (referred to as part B 
in Figure 5-12). This part, shown in Figure 5-16, is a long part which is also inspired from 
parts used in the aerospace industry. It features more details and smaller features as weIl 
as higher curvature in sorne locations. This part, made of aluminum, is approximately 
1150 mm long and dimensions of the U channel are approximately 20 x 40 x 7 mm with 
1 mm thickness. As synthesized in Figure 5-12, two types of defects (small (local) and 
big (global)) are applied on this part as weIl as two types flexible deformation in a free-
state. One is referred to as bending deformation (Figure 5-17-a) and the other one as 
torsion deformation (Figure 5-17-b). In both cases, these free-state deformations are 
consistent with a small displacement assumption. 
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Figure 5-16: CAD model along with GD&T specification for part B (dimensions are in 
mm). 
al 
b) 
----~: 
Figure 5-17: Side views of the CAD model for part B (in green) compared with scan 
data in a free-state (in brown) with a) bending deformation b) torsion deformation. 
In the first validation case for part B, the flexible deformation of the scanned model in a 
free-state is simulated by bending, and four small (local) bump defects are applied. The 
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nominal size of defects (amplitude and area) for this case are presented in Figure 5-18-a. 
The nominal size of defects is compared with results provided by our automatic 
fixtureless CAl method with bending deformation in Figure 5-18-b for noise-free scan 
data. Inspection results for noisy scanned meshes (with cr = 0.01 , 0.02 and 0.03 mm) are 
also shown respectively in Figure 5-18-c, d, and e. 
Maximum amplitude and area of estimated defects along with the relative error with 
respect to the nominal size of defects are summarized in Table 5-5. In this case, amplitude 
and area of defects are estimated with reasonably good accuracy in aU cases and for aU 
defects. These results also show that noise do es not have a negative effect on the 
estimation of defects. In sorne cases, noise can surprisingly even improve defect 
identification instead of worsening it. Validation of these results, based on K -S test at a 
5% significance level, is presented in Table 5-7. V &V results for this case show that the 
distance distribution of defects is quite weU estimated at a 5% significance level. 
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Figure 5-18 : a) nominal defect distance distribution for part B with small (local) defects, 
comparison between the CAD and scanned model with small (local) defects and bending 
deformation as a distance distribution for b) noise-free scan mesh c) noisy scan mesh with 
cr=O.Ol mm d) noisy scan mesh with cr=O.02 mm e) noisy scan mesh with cr=O.03 mm. 
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Table 5-5: Estimated size of defects and errors for part B with small (local) defects and bending deformation. 
Maximum amplitude of defects (D;nax) Area of defects (Ai) 
Nominal Estimated Absolute Error Nominal Estimated Absolute Error 
)mm) )mm) error )mm) [%) )mm2) (mm2 ) error )mm) )%) 
Noise-free 1.00 0.86 -0.14 -14.00 136 106 -30 -22.13 
..-
=I:t: 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 1.00 0.89 -0.11 -11.00 136 118 -18 -12.93 ~ 
-N(O, (J = 0.02) 1.00 0.93 -0.07 -7.00 136 118 -18 -12.91 ~ 
CCl 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 1.00 0.94 -0.06 -6.00 136 118 -18 -12.93 
Noise-free 2.00 1.85 -0.15 -7.50 402 372 -30 -7.56 
N 
=I:t: 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 2.00 1.90 -0.10 -5.00 402 389 -13 -3.15 ~ 
-N(O,(J = 0.02) 2.00 1.87 -0.13 -6.50 402 379 -23 -5 .83 ~ 
CCl 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 2.00 1.88 -0.12 -6.00 402 378 -24 -5 .85 
Noise-free 2.00 1.74 -0.26 -13 .00 230 195 -35 -15.25 
r'"l 
=I:t: 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 2.00 1.78 -0.22 -11.00 230 202 -28 -12.16 ~ 
-N(O,(J = 0.02) 2.00 1.91 -0.09 -4.50 230 233 3 1.38 ~ 
o::l 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 2.00 1.85 -0.15 -7.50 230 210 -20 -8.54 
Noise-free 1.50 1.23 -0.27 -18.00 212 166 -46 -21.85 
"<t 
=I:t: 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 1.50 1.30 -0.20 -13 .33 212 174 -38 -17.75 p.. 
~ -N(O, (J = 0.02) 1.50 1.41 -0.09 -6.00 212 199 -13 -6.05 
CCl 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 1.50 1.42 -0.08 -5.33 212 223 11 5.26 
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The nominal size of defects for part B with small (local) defects (Figure 5-19-a) is then 
compared with results provided by our automatic fixtureless CAl method, with torsion 
deformation, in Figure 5-19-b for noise-free scan data. Inspection results for noisy 
scanned meshes (with cr = 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 mm) are also shown respectively in 
Figure 5-19-c, d, and e. Maximum amplitude and area of estimated defects along with the 
relative error with respect to the nominal size of defects are summarized in Table 5-6. 
Like in the first case for part B, these results also show that noise does not have a negative 
effect on the estimation of defects and that the estimation is even improved with noise for 
sorne cases. Amplitude and area of defects are estimated with reasonably good accuracy 
in general with higher errors for Bump #1 and Bump #2. As for bending deformation, 
validation of these resuIts, based on K-S test at a 5% significance level, are presented in 
Table 5-7. V & V results show that the distance distribution of defects zones is weIl 
estimated in aIl cases. 
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Figure 5-19: a) nominal defect distance distribution for part B with small (local) defects, 
comparison between the CAD and scanned model with small (local) defects and torsion 
deformation as a distance distribution for b) noise-free scan mesh c) noisy scan mesh with 
<FO.OI mm d) noisy scan mesh with <F0.02 mm e) noisy scan mesh with 0-=0.03 mm. 
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Table 5-6: Estimated size of defects and errors for part B with small (local) defects and torsion deformation. 
Maximum amplitude of defects (Diax ) Area of defects (Ad 
Nominal Estimated Absolute error Error Nominal Estimated Absolute Error 
Imm) [mml [mml [%1 [mm2 ) [mm2) error [mm) [%1 
Noise-free 1.00 0.89 -0.11 -11.00 136 90 -46 -33.67 
-=t:I:: 
-N(O, (5 = 0.01) 1.00 0.88 -0.12 -12.00 136 90 -46 -33.67 ~ -N(O, (5 = 0.02) 1.00 0.89 -0.11 -11.00 136 90 -46 -33 .65 
a::l 
-N(O, (5 = 0.03) 1.00 0.92 -0.08 -8.00 136 100 -36 -26.14 
Noise-free 2.00 1.12 -0.88 -44.00 402 264 -138 -34.38 
C"l 
=t:I:: 
-N(O, (5 = 0.01) 2.00 1.07 -0.93 -46.50 402 229 -173 -43.03 ~ -N(O, (5 = 0.02) 2.00 1.14 -0.86 -43 .00 402 287 -115 -28.62 
CO 
-N(O, (5 = 0.03) 2.00 1.49 -0.51 -25.50 402 339 -63 -15.67 
Noise-free 2.00 1.86 -O.] 4 -7.00 230 204 -26 -11.24 
M 
=t:I:: 
-N(O, (5 = 0.01) 2.00 1.86 -0.14 -7.00 230 204 -26 -11.24 p... § -N(O, (5 = 0.02) 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 230 273 43 18.78 
a::l 
-N(O, (5 = 0.03) 2.00 1.88 -O.] 2 -6.00 230 204 -26 -11.18 
Noise-free 1.50 1.31 -0.19 -12.67 212 246 34 16.14 
'<t" 
=t:I:: 
-N(O, (5 = 0.01) 1.50 1.35 -0.15 -10.00 212 254 42 19.81 ~ 
-N(O, (5 = 0.02) 1.50 1.27 -0.23 -15.33 212 246 34 16.13 ~ 
a::l 
-N(O, (5 = 0.03) 1.50 1.22 -0.28 -18.67 212 188 -24 -11.09 
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Table 5-7: Validation results with K-S tests (Ho: the distance distribution of nominal 
and estimated defects are sufficiently similar) at 5% significance level for part B with 
sm aIl (local) defects under bending and torsion deformation. 
Noise-free 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 
-N(O, (J = 0.02) 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 
Noise-free 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 
-N(O, (J = 0.02) 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 
Noise-free 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 
-N(O, (J = 0.02) 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 
Noise-free 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 
-N(O, (J = 0.02) 
Ho is rej ected 
Bending deformation 
p-value 
Torsion deformation 
p-value 
Ho cannot be rejected D Ho is borderline 
Two other validation cases are also applied on part B with a big (global). The nominal 
size ofthis defect is illustrated, as a distance distribution, in Figure 5-20-a. It is compared 
with results provided by our automatic fixtureless CAl method with bending deformation 
in Figure 5-20-b for noise-free scan data. Inspection results for noisy scanned meshes 
(with 0' = 0.01 , 0.02 and 0.03 mm) are also shown respectively in Figure 5-20-c, d, and 
e. Maximum amplitude and are a of estimated defects along with the relative error with 
respect to the nominal size of defects are summarized in Table 5-8. Like in the two first 
cases for part B, these results also show that noise does not generally have a negative 
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effect on the estimation of area and the maximum amplitude of the defect, except for 
cr = 0.01 mm. Also, except for cr = 0.01 mm in this case, amplitude and are a of the defect 
are estimated with good accuracy. As for bending deformation, validation ofthese results, 
based on K-S test at a 5% significance level, is presented in Table 5-10. These V&V 
results confmn that the big (global) defect under bending free-state deformation is well 
estimated, except for cr = 0.0 1 mm. This last result (for cr = 0.0 1 mm) is due to the presence 
ofhigh magnitude noise around the defect, which makes that the inspection method filters 
out too many sample points around the defect, which leads to overestimating the defect. 
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Figure 5-20: a) nominal defect distance distribution for part B with a big (global) defect, 
comparison between the CAD and scanned model with a big (global) defect and bending 
deformation as a distance distribution for b) noise-free scan mesh c) noisy scan mesh with 
cr=O.Ol mm d) noisy scan mesh with cr=O.02 mm e) noisy scan mesh with cr=O.03 mm. 
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Table 5-8: Estimated size of defects and errors for part B with a big (global) defect and bending deformation. 
Maximum amplitude of defects (Diax ) Area of defects (Ai) 
Nominal Estimate Absolute Error Nominal Estimated Absolute Error 
[mm] d [mm] error [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] error [mm] [%] 
Noise-free 1.00 1.09 0.09 9.00 677 838 161 23.78 
...... 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 1.00 1.19 0.l9 19.00 677 1264 587 86.70 
=!t: 
p... 
::E 
;::J 
-N(O, (J = 0.02) 
CO 
1.00 1.05 0.05 5.00 677 722 45 6.69 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 1.00 0.98 -0.02 -2.00 677 723 46 6.73 
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Like in the previous case of part B, the nominal result as distance distribution is compared 
with estimated results obtained for noise-free along with noisy cases of torsion 
deformation (see Figure 5-21). A summary of the inspection results for maximum 
amplitude and area of estimated defects are presented in Table 5-9. Here again, these 
results show that noise does not have a negative effect on the estimation of area and the 
maximum amplitude of the defect and that amplitude and are a of the defect are estimated 
with good accuracy. Validation of the estimated results based on K-S test at 5% 
significance level is also presented in Table 5-10. In this case, V & V results are satisfying. 
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Figure 5-21: a) nominal defect distance distribution for part B with a big (global) defect, 
comparison between the CAD and scanned mode} with a big (global) defect and torsion 
deformation as a distance distribution for b) noise-free scan mesh c) noisy scan mesh with 
cr=O.Ol mm d) noisy scan mesh with cr=O.02 mm e) noisy scan mesh with cr=O.03 mm. 
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Table 5-9: Estimated size of defects and errors for part B with a big (global) defect and torsion deformation. 
Maximum amplitude of defects (D'Fax) Area of defects (Ai) 
Nominal Estimated Absolute error Error Nominal Estimated Absolute Error 
[mm) [mm) [mm) [%) [mm2) [mm2] error [mm] [%[ 
Noise-free 1.00 1.02 0.02 2.00 677 779 102 15.05 
-
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 1.00 1.05 0.05 5.00 677 842 165 24.39 
=!t: 
~ 
~ -N(O, (J = 0.02) 
CO 
1.00 1.01 0.01 1.00 677 770 93 13.72 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 1.00 1.06 0.06 6.00 677 755 78 11.47 
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Table 5-10: Validation results with K-S tests (Ho: the distance distribution of nominal 
and estimated defects are sufficiently similar) at 5% significance level for part B with a 
big (global) defect and under bending and torsion deformation. 
Noise-free 
-N(O, u = 0.01) 
-N(O, u = 0.02) 
-N(O,u = 0.03) 
• Ho is rejected 
Bending deformation 
p-value 
Torsion deformation 
p-value 
Ho cannot be rejected D Ho is borderline 
5.5.4 Conclusions about validation cases for part B 
Figure 5-22 summarizes, for part B, the variation of error, on the maximum amplitude 
and on the area of estimated defects, with respect to noise amplitude. lt shows intervals 
in which errors are distributed for each level ofnoise from noise-free cases to the noisiest 
cases (cr = 0.01 , 0.02 and 0.03 mm). This figure illustrates that, in this case, error intervals 
do not extend when noise amplitude increases for both amplitude and area of defects. 
Meanwhile, a slight decrease in the mean absolute error is observed for maximum 
amplitude and area when noise amplitude increases. This confirms that for part B, the 
accuracy ofresuIts provided by our automatic fixtureless CAl method for non-rigid parts 
is not affected by the presence of noisy scan data since estimation errors for noisy cases 
remain in the same order of magnitude as for noise-free cases. No clear trend of results 
worsening with noise can be observed and it also appears that, in sorne cases, resuIts aie 
surprisingly improved with the introduction ofnoise in scanned data. 
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Figure 5-22: Error intervals for part B with respect to the increase of noise amplitude. 
In the results obtained for part B, it seems that maximum amplitude is generally better 
estimated for big (global) defects than for small (local) defects, but area of defects for this 
part is slightly better identified for smaU (local) defects than for big (global) defects. AIso, 
the nature of flexible deformation (bending or torsion) doesn't seem to have an effect on 
this estimation. As mentioned just above, noise generally does not have a significant 
effect on the accuracy of results obtained. In sorne cases, noise improves the accuracy of 
the estimation. It also shows that sorne of the identification results are better with torsion 
deformation than in the case of bending deformation but a clear trend cannot be stated. 
These results also show that, in the case of small (local) defects, the location of defects 
has an influence on estimation results, which is not surprising. Indeed, defects are not 
equally affected by deformation of the part in free-state . This also suggests that, in 
general, results for a given defect are likely to be affected by the type of free-state 
deformation. 
5.6 Effect of large free-state deformation 
5.6.1 Cases considered and results obtained 
In this section, we assess the effect of the amplitude of free-state deformation on results 
obtained. Indeed, in the previous sections, for both part A and part B, free-state 
deformation (bending and torsion for part B) was consistent with a smaU displacement 
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assumption. Indeed for both parts and all deformation states maximum displacements 
were around 10 mm for approximately 1000 mm long parts. In the two cases presented 
below part A is used and bending free-state deformation is still applied, but in contrast to 
Figure 5-23-a, free-state deformation (shown in Figure 5-23-b) is not any more consistent 
with a small displacement assumption. Indeed, maximum bending displacement is now 
around 75 mm if compared to 10 mm in Figure 5-23-a. Like in section 5.5.2, two scanned 
models are considered here: one with 3 small (local) defects and another one with one big 
(global) defect. It is very important to point out that like in previous sections, these 
scanned models with large flexible deformation are still simulated using a linear FEA 
formulation, which means using a small displacement FEA formulation. 
The scanned model for the first validation case of part A with large bending deformation 
includes three small (local) defects. The nominal size of defects (Figure 5-24-a) is 
compared with results provided by our automatic fixtureless CAl method in Figure 5-24-
b for noise-free scan data. Inspection results for noisy scanned meshes (with cr = 0.01 , 
0.02 and 0.03 mm) are also shown respectively in Figure 5-24-c, d, and e. 
Figure 5-23 : 3D views of CAD model (in green) compared with scan data in a free-state 
(in brown) for part A with a) small bending deformation b) large bending deformation. 
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Figure 5-24: a) nominal defect distance distribution for part A with small (local) defects, 
comparison between the CAD and scanned model of part A with small (local) defects and 
large bending defonnation as a distance distribution for b) noise-free scan mesh c) noisy 
scan mesh with 0=0.01 mm d) noisy scan mesh with 0=0.02 mm e) noisy scan mesh with 
0=0.03 mm. 
Maximum amplitude and area of estimated defects are compared with the nominal size 
of defects in Table 5-11 . Results in Table 5-11 show that defects are poorly estimated in 
general, both for maximum amplitude and area. Like for small free-state deformation in 
section 5.5.2, V&V results, based on K-S test at a 5% significance level are presented in 
Table 5-12. These results show that distance distributions associated with estimated 
defects are not similar to the corresponding distance distributions for nominal defects. 
Indeed, Ho hypothesis can be rejected in aIl cases. 
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Table 5-11 : Estimated size of defects and errors for part A with small (local) defects and large bending deformation. 
Maximum amplitude of defects (Diax ) Area of defects (Ai) 
Nominal Estimated Absolute Error Nominal Estimated Absolute Error 
[mm] (mm) error [mm] [%] [mmz] [mmz] error [mm] [%] 
Noise-free 4.00 0.85 -3.15 -78.74 19390 1555 -17835 -91.98 
-=tt: 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 4.00 1.08 -2.92 -72.91 19390 5657 -13733 -70.82 ~ -N(O, (J = 0.02) 4.00 1.87 -2.13 -53.25 19390 6511 -12879 -66.42 
a:l 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 4.00 1.54 -2.46 -61.51 19390 5589 -13801 -71.17 
Noise-free 6.00 3.67 -2.33 -38.80 17703 11705 -5998 -33.88 
N 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 6.00 3.69 -2.31 -38.52 17703 ]1758 -5945 -33.58 =tt: 
Po. 6.00 9.67 3.67 61.20 182601 ~ -N(O, (J = 0.02) 17703 164898 93J.4 
::> 
a:l 6.00 9.91 3.91 65.24 17703 229066 211363 1~3. 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 
Noise-free 4.00 1.80 -2.20 -54.90 14310 3594 -10717 -74.89 
("<) 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 4.00 2.l2 -1.88 -47.02 14310 5659 =tt: -8652 -60.46 
~ -N(O, (J = 0.02) 4.00 1.72 -2.28 -57.06 14310 4488 -9822 -68.64 
::> 
a:I 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 4.00 2.09 -1.91 -47.72 14310 55519 41209 281-9 
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Table 5-12: Validation results with K-S tests (Ho: the distance distribution of nominal 
and estimated defects are sufficiently similar) at 5% significance level for part A with 
smaU (local) defects and large bending deformation. 
Noise-free 
...... 
=t:t: 
-N(O, fI = 0.01) ~ 
-N(O, fI = 0.02) ~ 
CCl 
-N(O, fI = 0.03) 
Noise-free 
N 
=t:t: 
-N(O, fI = 0.01) ~ -N(O, fI = 0.02) 
CCl 
-N(O, fI = 0.03) 
Noise-free 
M 
=t:t: 
-N(O, fI = 0.01) ~ 
-N(O, fI = 0.02) ~ 
o:l 
-N(O, fI = 0.03) 
• Ho is rej ected Ho cannot be rejected 0 Ho is borderline 
In the next case, a big (global) defect is considered on part A with a large bending 
deformation. Nominal and estimated sizes of defects are compared (see Figure 5-25) and 
V & V results are provided. Like in the previous case, results presented in Table 5-13 
show that defects are poorly estimated both for maximum amplitude and area. Using K-
S test at 5% significance level for validating the inspection results for this case, with 
noise-free and noisy scanned meshes (with cr = 0.01 , 0.02 and 0.03 mm) results in "Ho is 
rejected" in ail cases. 
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Figure 5-25: a) nominal defect distance distribution for part A with a big (global) defect, 
comparison between the CAD and scanned model of part A with a big (global) defect 
and large bending deformation as a distance distribution for b) noise-free scan mesh c) 
noisy scan mesh with a=O.Ol mm d) noisy scan mesh with a=O.02 mm e) noisy scan 
mesh with a=O.03 mm. 
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Table 5-13: Estimated size of defects and errors for part A with a big (global) defect and large bending deformation. 
Maximum amplitude of defects (Diax ) Area of defects (Ai) 
Nominal Estimated Absolute Error Nominal Estimated Absolute Error 
[mm] [mm) error [mm) [%1 [mm2] [mm2] error [mm] [%) 
Noise-free 6.00 11.89 5.89 98.15 60737 103357 42620 70.17 
...... 
-N(O, (J = 0.01) 6.00 II.78 5.78 96.28 60737 117411 56674 93.31 
:t:I:: 
p... 
~ -N(O, (J = 0.02) 6.00 11 .79 5.79 96.57 60737 85796 25059 41.26 
CO 
-N(O, (J = 0.03) 6.00 11.63 5.63 93.87 60737 94626 33889 55.80 
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5.6.2 Conclusions about the effect of large free-state deformation 
Results presented in the previous section clearly show that the amplitude of free-state 
deformation has a major effect on inspection results. Indeed, for the two cases featuring 
a large free-state deformation, inspection results are a lot worse than inspection results 
obtained for corresponding cases featuring small deformation, as presented in 
section 5.5.2. The same trend is observed for both the assessment ofmaximum amplitude 
and area of defects and V & V results, which is not surprising. Indeed, if the maximum 
amplitude and area of defects are badly estimated, distance distributions associated with 
nominal and estimated defects are not expected to be very similar. 
Figure 5-26 presents a comparison between results obtained for small and large free-
state defonnation on part A. Figure 5-26-a summarizes cases with three smaIl (local) 
defects (as presented in Table 5-1 and Maximum amplitude and area of estimated defects 
are compared with the nominal size of defects in Table 5-11 . Results in Table 5-11 show 
that defects are poorly estimated in general, both for maximum amplitude and area. Like 
for smaIl free-state deformation in section 5.5.2, V&V results, based on K-S test at a 5% 
significance level are presented in Table 5-12. These results show that distance 
distributions associated with estimated defects are not similar to the corresponding 
distance distributions for nominal defects. Indeed, Ho hypothesis can be rejected in aIl 
cases. 
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Figure 5-26: Absolute error (in %) in the estimation of defects for part A for small 
versus large deformation. 
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Figure 5-26 clearly show the degradation of results brought about by large free-state 
deformation for the two cases considered and for both estimations of maximum amplitude 
and area of defects. This degradation is not surprising since, in all cases, a linear FEA 
formulation has been used for both simulating scanned data and Finite Element Non-rigid 
Registration (FENR). Indeed linear FEA formulations are based on a small displacement 
assumption and as much as free-state deformation increases, this assumption is less and 
less verified, which explains the trend shown about the degradation of inspection results. 
Going further in the comparison between inspection results obtained with small and large 
free-state deformation, it appears in Table 5-1 and Maximum amplitude and area of 
estimated defects are compared with the nominal size of defects in Table 5-11. Results in 
Table 5-11 show that defects are poorly estimated in general, both for maximum 
amplitude and area. 
Like for small free-state deformation in section 5.5.2, V&V results, based on K-S test at 
a 5% significance level are presented in Table 5-12. These results show that distance 
distributions associated with estimated defects are not similar to the corresponding 
distance distributions for nominal defects. Indeed, Ho hypothesis can be rejected in all 
cases. 
Table 5-11 shows that the degradation of results for Bump #2 is globally more severe 
than for Bump #1 and Bump #3 . Looking at Figure 5-6-a and Figure 5-23, it appears that 
Bump #2 is located in a zone that is likely to be more affected than others by the free-
state deformation. This may explain why the degradation is more severe for Bump #2 
than for Bump #1 and Bump #3. This is confirmed when comparing results shown in 
Table 5-3 and Table 5-13 for the case with a big (global) defect oruy. In this case, the 
degradation of inspection results with large free-state deformation is even more severe as 
globally illustrated in Figure 5-26-b. Indeed this big (global) defect is located in the same 
zone than Bump #2 in the case with three small (local) defects. 
As introduced above, this degradation of inspection results with large free-state 
deformation can be explained considering that both the simulation of free-state 
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deformation and FENR are performed using a linear FEA formulation, thus based on a 
small displacement hypothesis. Applying a linear FEA formulation to problems featuring 
large displacement results in unwanted and non-realistic stretching that is likely to affect 
the shape of defects and by the way inspection results. Of course, this non-realistic 
stretching increases with free-state deformation which increases the degradation of 
inspection results. It is worth noting that this non-realistic stretching adds to the effect of 
GNIF accuracy, which also causes non-realistic stretching and also directly and 
negatively affects inspection results. Moreover, it tends to decrease GNIF accuracy itself 
since GNIF is based on the assumption that the deformation of a non-rigid part in free-
state is isometric (preserves geodesic distances). Indeed, in the context of large 
displacement in free-state, this isometry assumption requires using a large displacement 
FEA formulation to be fulfilled. As mentioned in the conclusion, this is part of our plans 
for future work on the subject. 
5.7 Discussion about results 
As illustrated in Figure 5-10-d, a source of error that affects the distance distribution of 
estimated defects is indeed a significant bias in the generation of sample points with the 
GNIF method. This bias in GNIF cornes from significant inaccuracies in the calculation 
of geodesic distances with the fast marching algorithm [17]. Inaccurate geodesic distances 
indeed result in inaccuracy in the in-plane location of sample points generated by GNIF. 
Error in the in-plane location of these sample points causes non-realistic stretching in 
FENR, which is a source of inaccuracy in inspection results. 
It has been found in several cases that noise surprisingly tends to improve estimation 
results. This can be explained considering the fact that the introduction of randomly 
distributed noise applied to the scanned mesh does not necessarily tend to filter more 
sample points. It appears that, in sorne cases, noise tends to decrease the final number of 
sample points used but it also appears that, in other cases, it tends to increase the [mal 
number of sample points used. This explains why the introduction of noise can either 
improve or worsen the estimation of defects. Indeed, for a given case, there is globally an 
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optimal density of sample points for obtaining the most accurate estimation results. U sing 
too many sample points makes that sample points that are too close to defects are used, 
which worsens estimation results. Not using enough sample points makes that the free-
state deformation is not captured accurately enough, which also worsens estimation 
results. Therefore, the presence of noise close to a defect will sometimes result in an 
improvement of inspection results since it will remove more sample points and makes it 
closer to the optimal density but it will also result, in other cases, in worsening results 
since the density of sample points will become too low for capturing free-state 
deformation itself. 
In sorne cases, the shape of defects is affected by flexible deformation during FENR. This 
effect depends on the nature and magnitude of flexible deformation and on the type and 
dimensions of defects. Indeed, if flexible deformation in the vicinity of a given defect is 
high and if the defect itself is quite flexible, this may affect the shape of the defect. 
5.8 Conclusion 
This paper proposes a metric aimed at validating an automatic fixtureless Computer-
Aided Inspection (CAl) method for non-rigid parts. This CAl method is based on 
establishing a correspondence between scanned and CAD data through sets of sample 
points, on filtering sample points that may be close to defects and on Finite Element Non-
rigid Registration (FENR). This metric allows assessing the similarity of distance 
distribution for the estimated defects, which are identified with our inspection method, in 
comparison with that of nominal defects on a manufactured part. The metric applies 
statistical hypothesis testing, namely the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, to make 
comparisons between cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) associated with estimated 
and nominal defects. Robustness of the CAl method is validated by adding noise to the 
scan data. Applying this validation process to CAl results obtained on two aerospace parts 
shows that the assessment of maximum amplitude and area of estimated defects is not 
significantly affected by noise since error distributions remain in the same magnitude of 
magnitude. Results obtained from K-S tests with respect to the ability of the CAl method 
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in assessing distance distributions of estimated defects also infer that, in general, the 
method provides sufficiently accurate results and that distance distributions of estimated 
defects can be reasonably weIl identified. These results show that the accuracy of a CAl 
depends on the magnitude of flexible deformation applied on the scanned model, 
especiaIly in the vicinity of defects, but the nature of flexible deformation (bending or 
torsion) as weIl as the nature of defects (smaIl (local) or big (global) defects) does not 
have a significant effect on the inspection accuracy. 
It is important to underline that the validation metric proposed in this paper is not 
restricted to assessing the performance of our CAl method. Applying it to our method is 
an example of what can be done in many other contexts. For metrology purposes, this 
metric can indeed be successfuIly applied to any CAl method, since the orny input data 
required is sets of distance distributions between CAD geometry and scanned geometry. 
Thus, a natural extension of this work would be applying this validation metric to other 
CAl approaches. 
Even if these validation results are promising, they reveal that several improvements can 
be foreseen towards improving this CAl method with respect to its different sources of 
uncertainty. Improving accuracy of the non-rigid registration method used (GNIF) would 
be a first interesting step forward. We found out that the main source of inaccuracy in 
applying GNIF is related to sources of inaccuracy in fast marching calculations 
underlying GNIF. We are presently investigating numerical strategies that should 
improve the accuracy of fast marching results. AIso, since the inspection method is based 
on discretized curvature calculation and FEA, the mesh size and its quality especiaIly on 
features with high curvatures can be a source of error on the estimation of defects in the 
final inspecting results. Meanwhile, aIl free-state flexible deformations in scanned models 
are considered as linear, which means in the smaIl displacement hypothesis range and that 
FENR is performed using linear FEA calculations. As shown in section 5.6, this 
hypothesis is not verified in many practical cases. Consequently, a natural extension of 
this work is setting up an extension of this CAl method based on a large displacement 
FEA formulation. Results obtained using a large displacement FEA formulation could be 
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compared with results obtained using the Coherent Point Drift (CPD) algorithm [47] . 
This algorithm is indeed a promising non-FEA-based inspection method that shows, in 
sorne cases, good efficiency for large flexible deformation. 
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6.1 Abstract 
Recent developments in the fixtureless inspection of non-rigid parts based on Computer-
Aided Inspection (CAl) methods significantly contribute to diminishing the time and cost 
of geometrical dimensioning and inspection. Generally, CAl methods aim to compare 
scan meshes which are acquired using scanners as point clouds from non-rigid 
manufactured parts in a free-state, with associated nominal Computer-Aided Design 
(CAD) models. Due to the compliance of non-rigid parts, costly and complex physical 
inspection fixtures are required to retrieve their functional shape in the assembly-state. 
Fixtureless inspection methods elirninate the need for physical fixtures and virtually 
compensate for the flexible deformation of non-rigid parts in a free-state. Inspired by 
industrial inspection techniques wherein weights (e.g. sandbags) are applied as restraining 
loads on non-rigid parts, a fixtureless inspection method is presented that predicts the 
functional shape in assembly-state for the scan mesh of a non-rigid part. The proposed 
Virtual Mounting Assembly-State Inspection (VMASl) method is capable of virtually 
mounting the scan mesh of a deviated non-rigid part (including defects), acquired in a 
free-state, into the designed assembly-state using permissible restraining forces . The 
functional shape is predicted via a linear FE-based transformation where the value and 
position ofrequired restraining loads, which are introduced as pressures on the surface of 
the part, are assessed by our developed Restraining Pressures Optimization (RPO) 
approach. In fact, the functional shape minimizes the orientation difference and distance 
between the assembly mounting holes on the predicted shape of the non-rigid part with 
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respect to the nominal ones. The inspection is then accompli shed by examining the 
mounting holes offset on the predicted shape of the scan model concerning the nominal 
CAD model. This ensures that the mounting holes on the predicted shape of a scan model 
in assembly-state remain in the dedicated tolerance range. This method is evaluated on 
two non-rigid parts to predict the required restraining pressures limited to the permissible 
forces during the inspection process and to predict the eventual functional shape of the 
scan model. The inspection results for each part, including different types of defects in 
the scan mesh, are evaluated to determine whether the manufactured part proceeds to the 
assembly stage. 
Keywords: Fixtureless inspection, non-rigid parts, virtual mounting in assembly-state, 
computational metrology, optimization, FEA. 
6.2 Introduction 
Geometrie Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) is an essential need for the 
functionality and quality control of manufactured parts. The geometrical precision of 
manufactured parts directly affects the functional efficiency of assembled products. 
Despite recent progress in manufacturing methods towards reducing the lead time of 
production, quality control is still time-consuming and requires significant manual 
intervention. Dimensional inspection in the quality control process is especially 
challenging for thin-walled sheet metals that are used in various industrial sectors among 
which aerospace and automotive industries. These parts feature a very small thickness 
compared to the other dimensions that makes them non-rigid (flexible). This is referred 
to as compliance (compliant behavior of non-rigid parts in a free-state) in tolerancing 
contexts. The main issue of GD&T is that these non-rigid parts may easily deform during 
a free-state inspection process. This requires applying over constrained fixtures and 
restraining the part under permissible loads during the dimensional inspection process to 
retrieve the functional part shape. Therefore, even though the shape variation ofnon-rigid 
parts due to flexible deformation in a free-state exceeds the allocated dimensioning 
tolerances of the model, these manufactured parts can still be assembled when the 
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functional shape of the model is retrieved under permissible loads on the inspection 
fixtures. 
Metrology standards such as ASME Y14.5 and ISO-GPS state that the inspection ofparts 
is performed in a free-state, except for non-rigid parts, as mentioned in ISO-10579 and 
ASME Y14.5 (2009) . Free-state refers to a situation in which a manufactured part is not 
submitted to any other load than its weight. A non-rigid aerospace panel in a free-state, 
as shown in Figure 6-1-a, deforms due to compliance under its weight and/or residual 
stress remaining from manufacturing processes. Conventional dimensioning and 
inspection methods for non-rigid parts require sophisticated, expensive and time-
consuming inspection fixtures to compensate for the flexible deformation of these parts. 
These fixtures reacquire the functional shape of the manufactured part with respect to its 
designed CAD model ensuring measurement repeatability and reproducibility. The 
measurement setup (fixture) represents the nominal assembly-state wherein the 
manufactured part is aligned with the reference frame during the measuring process. 
Figure 6-1-b illustrates an example of such an inspection fixture for the part shown in a 
free-state in Figure 6-1-a. 
a 
Figure 6-1: An ordinary aerospace panel a) in free-state, b) constrained on supports of 
the inspection fixture [1] . 
The dimensional inspection of non-rigid parts is generally accomplished in restrained 
conditions, su ch as applying limited forces to impose the functional shape of the part on 
the fixture [2). As shown in Figure 6-2, a practical inspection technique applies weights 
(sandbags) on the surface of a deviated non-rigid part to retrieve its functional shape 
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constrained on the physical fixture. These sandbags are permissible weights that present 
pressure loads in the gravit y direction on surfaces of a part. The permissible loads are 
commoniy presented as a note in design drawings authorizing their application during the 
inspection process. An example of such a note that specifies the permissible load and the 
associated fixture is "A load of X Nlm can be used to achieve tolerance," which is 
indicated next to the associated geometrical requirements. The restraints which apply 
permissible loads on non-rigid parts are usually used for large parts such as aerospace 
panels for which the functional requirements are retrieved by imposing certain constraints 
during assembly. 
Figure 6-2: An aerospace panel under permissible restrained loads (the weight of black 
sandbags applied on the surface ofpart) achieves the functional shape on physical 
fixture[l]. 
In order to accomplish geometric dimensioning, the [rrst step is to asslgn proper 
tolerances with respect to property, functionality and part manufacturing process. 
Tolerance allocation and analysis for non-rigid parts take into account parts' shape 
variation (such as warping or changing in the nominal curvature of the model) in their 
final assembly-state. These geometrical variations are due to manufacturing defects (such 
as springback effect and residual stress), handling and transporting defects (such as 
residual plastic deformation) or assembling defects (such as welding deformation caused 
by locally overheating the part). Once proper tolerances are specified, GD&T 
specifications are assessed through inspection of the parts based on Computer-Aided 
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Inspection (CAl) methods. The improvements in 3D non-contact data acquisition devices 
su ch as 3D laser and optic scanners [3] , along with computational calculations, allow 
progress in CAl methods. The CAl methods apply optic and laser scanners to obtain a 3D 
point cloud from the surface of part in a free-state. A triangular mesh is then generated 
from this point cloud, which represents the shape of a manufactured part as a scan mesh. 
The inspection is accompli shed by virtually comparing this scan mesh with the associated 
nominal CAD model to evaluate geometric deviation of the manufactured part with 
respect to assigned tolerances. Conventional inspection methods apply a hard inspection 
fixture [4] to keep non-rigid parts in its functional state, but ongoing studies on fixtureless 
inspection methods intend to eliminate the need of these complex and expensive fixtures. 
Fixtureless non-rigid inspection methods [1 , 5-13] are developed as CAl methods in 
which different approaches are applied to compensate for the flexible deformation of 
measured manufactured part in a free-state. These methods take into consideration the 
permissible displacements, due to the compliance behavior, during the assembly of non-
rigid parts. The primary step for fixtureless inspection of non-rigid parts is performing a 
rigid registration. During this process, a transformation matrix is applied (regardless of 
the flexible deformation of the parts) to displace the CAD and scan models close to each 
other in a common coordinate system. Then, the fixtureless inspection methods try to 
distinguish between flexible deformation of the scan model in free-state and geometrical 
deviations associated with defects. Therefore, virtually compensating for the flexible 
deformation of the scan model in a free-state allows the estimation of defects on the parts 
with respect to the nominal CAD model. In general, these fixtureless non-rigid 
registration methods search for correspondence between the CAD and scan models to 
deform the CAD or scan model towards the other one, by using FEA or using iterative 
displacements. However, the permissible assembly loads are not considered in these 
fixtureless inspection methods. The assembly loads are practically applied in inspection 
techniques (for instance by applying weights) to place a geometrically deviated non-rigid 
part into assembly-state. Therefore, even a deviated manufactured part including defects 
that exceed the geometrical tolerances can be accepted for final assembly within the 
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assembly tolerance ranges. These defects (geometrical deviations) such as warpage, 
shrinkage, springback or any type of plastic deformation can occur during manufacturing 
or handling before inspection. These defects result in misalignments during the assembly 
process, but excessive geometrical variations with respect to the assembly tolerances can 
be absorbed by the compliance non-rigid parts. 
Inspired by inspection techniques using weights, a fixtureless inspection method for non-
rigid parts is presented in this paper that aims to verify the feasibility of ilssembling 
deviated parts in the nominal assembly-state with respect to assembly tolerances. This 
Virtual Mounting Assembly-State Inspection (VMASI) method considers the presence of 
profile [k, d] and localization [j] defects, as defined by ASME Y14.5, on inspected non-
rigid parts. This method develops a virtual fixture using the GD&T specification of the 
CAD model to retrieve the functional shape of a deviated non-rigid part in assembly-state. 
The VMASI estimates the required restraining loads which are limited to the permissible 
assembly loads. The estimated loads in this method are in fact estimated pressures on 
specific zones distributed on the surface of deviated part. These estimated pressures are 
oriented in the gravit y direction, to replicate the weight of sandbags on the surface of 
manufactured part. To this end, the scan mesh of the deviated manufactured part is 
partitioned into zones where the estimated pressures are introduced. The required 
pressures are estimated using our developed Restraining Pressures Optimization (RPO) 
approach to minimize the distance and orientation differences between assembly 
mounting holes on the scan mesh and nominal mounting holes on the CAD model. The 
predicted shape of scan mesh in an assembly-state is obtained applying the estimated 
pressures in a FE-based transformation. The inspection is performed by verifying each 
mounting hole on the predicted shape of scan mesh with respect to assembly tolerance 
values as specified. Based on the proposed inspection method, a deviated non-rigid part 
is likely to be assembled if aIl mounting holes on the predicted shape of scan mesh remain 
within the tolerance range. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 6.3 presents a literature review oftolerancing 
and fixtureless inspection of non-rigid parts. It is followed by an introduction of the 
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proposed Virtual Mounting Assembly-State Inspection (VMASl) method in section 6.4. 
This section describes the steps to estimate the required restraining loads on scan mesh 
of deviated manufactured non-parts using the developed Restraining Pressures 
Optimization (RPO) approach. Results obtained using our VMASl method on non-rigid 
parts are then presented in section 6.5. For this, two typical non-rigid parts used in the 
aerospace industry are considered, wherein various types of defects are presented. The 
paper ends with a conclusion and perspectives for future work in section 6.6. 
6.3 Literature review 
In order to assess the required quality of manufactured parts, Geometrie Dimensioning 
and Tolerancing (GD&T) based on ASME Y14.5 and lSO-GPS standards are handy 
references. Unlike traditional GD&T methods, non-rigid tolerancing methods must take 
into consideration permissible displacements of non-rigid parts during the assembly 
process due to flexible deformations. A review of studies on Computer-Aided 
Tolerancing (CAT), tolerance analysis and allocation strategy for compliant (non-rigid) 
parts is presented in [14-16]. Like tolerance allocation, relevant inspection methods for 
non-rigid parts must take into consideration the flexible deformation of non-rigid parts 
for evaluating the geometrical deviation of manufactured parts with respect to assigned 
tolerances. A classification of specifications for GD&T of non-rigid parts is presented in 
[2] wherein GD&T requirements have to be respected in a restrained condition such as 
restraining shape fixtures, datum reference frame, movable datum targets and restraining 
forces. Therefore, the CAl methods that apply rigid registration only, such as Iterative 
Closest Point (lCP) algorithm [17] , do not fit the inspection of non-rigid parts in a free-
state. To this end, classical inspection methods are used by restraining non-rigid parts in 
physical fixtures [4] during the inspection process. However, significant drawbacks of 
these complex fixtures, where the setup and repeatability of the fixtures are costly, lead 
to developing inspection methods by eliminating the need of fixtures. The core idea of 
fixtureless inspection methods is to compensate for flexible deformation of non-rigid 
parts in a free-state and enable comparison between the scan mesh of part and its CAD 
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model. To this end, a few fixtureless inspection methods are developed based on virtually 
deforming the scan model towards the CAD model [1, 5, 6], while other methods are 
developed based on virtuall y deforming the CAD model toward the scan model [7 -13]. 
The first group of fixtureless methods apply a set of displacement boundary conditions 
(BCs) in a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to displace the scan mesh towards the 
corresponding CAD model. BCs used in the virtualfixation concept [5] are imposed on 
the assembly fixation features (e.g. holes) of the scan mesh, which can be automatically 
identified using feature extraction techniques [18]. However, imposing BCs on all 
fixation features to displace them towards their design location for complex non-rigid 
parts is not always possible and may cause geometrical deviations in the part during 
assembly. An alternative approach is proposed in [6], which estimates the optimized BCs 
to virtually deform the scan mesh via FEA towards the CAD model. Considering a pre-
defined BCs applied on scan mesh, this method estimates new BCs to minimize the 
location and orientation of fixation features between the predicted shape ofthe scan model 
(after virtual deformation) and the CAD model. The predicted displacement BCs applied 
on the scan mesh via FEA, satisfy the requirements of assembly constraints. Eventually, 
a virtual inspection is performed by comparing the deformed scan mesh in its assembly-
state and the CAD model. However, the movable datum targets and restraining forces are 
not considered in the mentioned CAl methods. These restraining forces are commonly 
used in aerospace industry to constrain non-rigid parts during inspection. To this end, a 
virtual fixture method based on Boundary Displacement Constrained (BDC) optimization 
is developed in [1]. The BDC optimization virtually constrains the scan mesh of a part, 
which is acquired in a free-state, by a combination of restraining forces that are located 
onlyon datum targets. This method aims at a non-rigid registration by estimating required 
restraining forces to displace the scan mesh towards the datum targets. Meantime, these 
restraining forces minimize the Euclidian distance between the deformed scan mesh and 
CAD model. The final inspection is performed by evaluating the distance between the 
positions of datums on the deformed scan mesh in assembly-state and the nominal ones 
on the CAD model. 
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The second group of fixtureless inspection methods is developed to especially eliminate 
the time-consuming drawbacks oftreating the scan point cloud to generate a FE mesh and 
of locating appropriate BCs for each scan model. The high-quality mesh of CAD model 
is always used in these methods to be deformed towards scan mesh. Therefore, in contrast 
to the virtual fixation concept [5] , displacement BCs applied in virtual reverse 
deformation [7] are imposed on each fixation feature of the CAD model. These BCs are 
used to displace these features towards their corresponding features on the scan model. 
During the scanning process, sorne zones on the surface of parts can be missed in the scan 
point clouds. The loss of scan data is more crucial for fixation features of the scan mesh 
because the BCs associated with these fixation features cannot be calculated and applied. 
A fixtureless inspection method based on approximating the location of missing fixation 
features by an interpolating technique is presented in [8]. In this method, an iterative 
transformation to the CAD mode1 has been applied, wherein the error between the 
deformed CAD and partially scanned mesh is minimized. The application of iterative 
transformation without using a FEA to the CAD model is presented in the Iterative 
Displacement Inspection (IDI) approach [9, 10], whose aim is to displace the CAD model 
iteratively towards the scan mesh except for defects. IDI applies identification methods 
that distinguish between defects and flexible deformation and identify possible defect 
areas on the scan mesh. Afterwards, a smooth and iterative displacement of the CAD 
model towards the scan mesh is performed by applying proper displacement vectors, 
while identified defects are excluded from the calculation ofthese displacement vectors. 
However, an IDI identification algorithm is limited to localized defects which make it 
inefficient for manufactured parts with big (global) defects. The Generalized Numerical 
Inspection Fixture (GNIF) approach [11] , see Appendix A, also features a fixtureless 
inspection method that claims to inspect both small (local) and big (global) defects. GNIF 
assumes that the deformation of a non-rigid part in free-state is isometric (preserves 
geodesic distances). In other words, the assumption is that there is no stretch in the free-
state deformation of inspected non-rigid parts. GNIF generates sets of corresponding 
sample points between CAD and scan meshes by considering them as geodesic distance 
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metric spaces and fmding sample points distributions that minimize distortion between 
metrics using Generalized Multi-Dimensional Scaling (GMDS) [19]. Discrete geodesic 
distances for CAD and scan meshes are calculated using fast marching [20]. These 
corresponding sample points are then used as BCs in a FE calculation referred to as Finite 
Element Non-rigid Registration (FENR) to deform the CAD mesh towards the scan mesh. 
However, sorne of the sample points generated by GNIF can be located on and/or around 
defects. Therefore, in [Il] sample points are only located on bounding edges, assembly 
features, which are used as BCs in FENR. This assumes that there are no defects on these 
features and they are perfectly scanned, which is not necessarily the case. In [12], specific 
pre-selected sample points calculated as barycenters of manually selected groups of 
sample points in specific areas on the CAD model are used, as displacement BCs, to 
deform the CAD mesh towards the scan mesh through FEA. In order to fully automate 
the inspection process, an automatic fixtureless inspection approach based on filtering 
sample points is presented in [13]. In this last method, corresponding sample points that 
are on or close to defects are automatically filtered out, based on curvature and von Mises 
stress criteria, which automatically leads to a more accurate inspection ofnon-rigid parts. 
However, none of those above-mentioned inspection methods can automatically assess 
whether or not a given manufactured non-rigid part with defects can still be assembled 
by using perishable restraining loads. As already stated regarding the virtual fixture 
developed in [1], the required restrained forces are only estimated and introduced on 
random datum targets. Therefore, the method is not capable of assessing the feasibility of 
retrieving the functional shape of a geometrically deviated part (scan mesh) because the 
location of restraining forces is lirnited to specific zones. In other words, the functional 
shape of a geometrically deviated scan mesh may be retrieved by applying required 
restraining loads on zones rather than only datum targets. This is practically confirmed in 
aerospace industry inspection techniques wherein random restraining loads on the surface 
of deviated non-rigid parts in a physical fixture retrieve the functional shape of the part. 
In fact, manufactured parts including different types of defects may still be accepted and 
assembled under restraining loads introduced at specific locations on the surfaces of the 
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deviated part. The fixtureless inspection rnethod presented along with the following 
section is inspired by industrial inspection techniques using weights (such as sandbags) 
at specific locations on the surface of rnanufactured parts to retrieve their functional 
shape. The proposed rnethod can autornatically predict the functional shape of a scan 
rnesh acquired from a deviated non-rigid rnanufactured part and rnake the decision to 
accept or reject the part by verifying the predicted shape with respect to GD&T 
requirernents. 
6.4 Virtual Mounting Assembly-State Inspection method 
(VMASI) 
The virtual inspection rnethod presented in this paper seeks two purposes for non-rigid 
parts: 1) elirninating the need for expensive and tirne-consuming inspection fixtures, 2) 
finding the possibility of assernbling a deviated rnanufactured part that includes defects. 
This rnethod applies a non-rigid registration to retrieve the shape of a non-rigid part that 
rnay have sorne level of geornetrical deviation, by virtually rnounting the part into its 
assernbly-state. The geornetrical deviations caused by springback effect, residual stress 
or any plastic deformation can be presented in rnanufactured parts. The proposed rnethod 
asses ses the required loads and introduces thern on specific zones on the surface of part 
to find a possibility of placing the deviated rnanufactured part into assernbly-state. This 
is done by adjusting and aligning assernbly rnounting features (e.g. holes) which are 
essential for assernbling the part. These rnounting features hold the non-rigid part in its 
functional shape in the assernbly position. Considering that the scan rnesh of the part is 
acquired in a known arbitrary free-state condition, this rnethod restricts this scan rnesh 
using permissible loads via FEA and predicts the shape of the scan rnesh in assernbly-
state condition. This is followed by inspecting each rnounting hole on the predicted shape 
of the scan rnesh in assernbly-state with respect to the dedicated tolerances. 
The scan rnesh of a part is generated frorn the scan point cloud obtained by data 
acquisition devices such as 3D optic scanners. This scan rnesh represents the outer surface 
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(skin) of the manufactured part in a free-state. Due to their compliant behavior, non-rigid 
parts usually do not match with their final assembly configuration, and their shape in a 
free-state varies significantly from the nominal CAD geometry [21]. Therefore, the 
proposed virtual inspection method determines an optimal mapping of scan mesh toward 
the CAD model under restricting loads on virtual inspection fixtures. Typically, these 
loads are limited by thresholds that are specified in the engineering technical drawing 
depending on part material, dimensions and thicknesses. As mentioned, the method is 
inspired by inspection techniques used in the aerospace industry. These techniques use 
weights or vacuum as restraining loads on a physical inspection fixture (see Figure 6-2). 
The proposed method virtually applies equivalent permissible pressures over pre-
partitioned zones on the surface of scan model with the objective of retrieving the 
functional shape in the assembly-state. These partitioned zones replicate areas of contact 
between weights and the part surface. The Virtual Mounting Assembly-State Insp ection 
(VMASI) method intend to virtually deform the scan mesh in an optimal way to adjust 
and align its mounting holes, as accu ratel y as possible, with corresponding holes in the 
CAD mode!. Then the VMASI method assesses if the non-rigid part is acceptable for 
assembly or if it has to be rejected. This decision depends on how accurately the mounting 
holes of the part can be oriented and aligned in the virtual assembly-state. The part is 
rejected when it cannot be put in its assembly-state by using permissible loads as specified 
in the drawing. 
As already mentioned, a triangulated mesh (STL format) is generated from the point 
cloud. This mesh is smoothed and simplified (decimated) to decrease the effect of 
scanning noise and to reduce the mesh size [22]. The geometrical deviations associated 
with the scan model of manufactured parts are generated by adding different synthetic 
defects to the CAD model of the parts. This is do ne to control and quantify the type and 
size of synthetic defects and to assess the effect of defect type, shape and amplitude on 
results obtained. 
A detailed explanation of the proposed VMASI method is provided in the following sub-
sections. The VMASI method features four modules as shown in Figure 6-3. After the 
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scanrung process, these modules are sequentially applied. These modules are pre-
registration (section 6.4.1), partitioning of the scan mesh (section 6.4.1), non-rigid 
registration (section 6.4.2), and inspection evaluation (section 6.4.3). After presenting 
these modules, the whole sequence is summarized in section 6.4.4. 
CADmodel Inspection fixations'" 
Inspection datums (7) CAD ) 
1 
Scanned modelln a free-state 
~ Including defects 
-. 
Inspection datums (7) SCN ) 
Pre-registration: rigid reglstration with respect 
to Inspection datums _ • 
l ~ 1 
Partition the scanned mesh 
- ---
Extract the stiffness matrlx of scanned model 
Non-rigld registratlon : restraining pressures 
Gravity 
direction ; 
optimization (RPO) 
"V~_--
Inspection and evaluatlon 
t ... -1t----~~ 
Figure 6-3: Schematic flowchart of the proposed assembly assessing method. 
6.4.1 Pre-registration and partition of the scan mesh 
As shown in Figure 6-3, the nominal CAD model along with GD&T specifications such 
as inspection datum information is part of the inputs of the proposed VMASI method. A 
3D scan mesh of the part in a free-state is the other input of the method. The pre-
registration module seeks to find a proper ICP-based rigid registration to bring the scan 
mesh and the CAD model close together in a common coordinate system. The assumption 
of VMASI is that the datum features of the scan model can be perfectly positioned and 
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aligned with respect to the position and orientation of corresponding datums on the CAD 
model. 
The processed scan mesh with FE-mesh quality in the measurement coordinate system 
can be presented by a set of NfcN nodes in scan mesh with SSCN = 
{sicN, ... , s!I~N IsfcN E Jffi.3}. On the other side, the CAD mesh in design coordinate 
system also can be presented by a set of Nf AD nodes 'in CAD mesh with SCAD = 
{SfAD, ""S~f~DlsfAD E Jffi.3} . GD&T specifications of the part determine the datums 
where the part should be constrained during inspection process. Therefore, a subset of 
scan mesh presented as 'D SCN = {dicN, .. . ,d~~~NldfcN E Jffi.3 1 dfcN E SSCN} are NgCN 
nodes on inspection datums of scan mesh. Meanwhile, a subset of CAD mesh presented 
as 'D CAD = {dfAD 1 ... 1 d~~~D 1 dfAD E Jffi. 3 , di E SCAD} are the NgAD nodes on inspection 
datums of CAD mesh. During the pre-registration process, a rigid registration displaces 
the scan mesh (as a single part) to place it on designed datums and align it with CAD 
mesh based on datums. Therefore, datum features such as fiat surfaces along with fixation 
holes that considered as datums are aligned between the scan mesh with those of the CAD 
mesh. The rigidly aligned scan mesh based on designed datums is presented as S = . 
{Si' ... 1 SNs ISi E Jffi.3} with a set of Ns nodes on the rigidly aligned scan mesh. 
Consequently, the nodes on the datums identified on the rigidly aligned scan mesh is 'D = 
{dv ... , dNv Id i E Jffi.3 , di ES} where N'V nodes are located on inspection datums of scan 
mesh after rigid registration . 
. The inspection result is based on evaluating the distance of assembly fixation features 
su ch as mounting holes on the scan mesh with their corresponding mounting hole on the 
CAD mesh. Therefore, NJ nodes presented by J = {Lv ... ,LNJILi E Jffi.3 1 Li ES} are also a 
subset of scan mesh after rigid registration located on inspecting mounting holes. A list 
of L = [{Li}'" {LNJ] represents N[ mounting holes that are used for inspection of the 
scan mesh. For each inspection mounting hole i , {Ld contains of nodes located on the 
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edge of the mounting hole associated with scan mesh after rigid registration. For the CAD 
mesh, JCAD = {tfAD, ... , t~f~D ItfAD E ]R3} repre~ents NFADnodes on the inspecting 
mounting holes, and a list LCAD = [{LfAD} ... {L~1~D}] presents nodes located on the 
edge of each Nf AD mounting hole on the CAD mesh where Nf AD = NL . 
The step after pre-registration is to partition the scan mesh to meet the requirements for 
applying the VMASI method. As already mentioned, VMASI method is inspired by the 
inspection technique using loads as restraining method. Therefore, the scan mesh is 
properly partitioned into zones where each zone represents the contact surface between 
each load and the part surface. The partitioning operation can be done automatically by 
applying Voronoi tessellation [23], or it can"be perfonned manually by separating and 
partitioning connected triangles on scan mesh for each zone. The partitioned into Np 
zones is presented as 'J = [{1(1)} ... {1(Np)}], where 1(0 represents a list of connected 
triangles allocated to each partitioned zone. A non-rigid registration based on our 
proposed VMASI method, applies restraining loads in the gravit y direction introduced on 
the partitioned zones to defonn the scan mesh towards the nominal assembly-state. This 
method applies an optimization method to detennine restraining loads as presented in 
section 6.4.2 aiming to minimize the distance and orientation differences between the 
mounting holes on the scan mesh and their corresponding mounting holes on the CAD 
mesh. 
6.4.2 Non-rigid registration using restraining pressures optimization 
(RPO) 
In this step, the rigidly aligned and partitioned scan mesh of a manufactured part is 
virtually defonned towards the CAD mesh to place the scan mesh in assembly-state. To 
virtually defonn this aligned and partitioned scan mesh towards the designed assembly 
mounting holes, the pennissible forces are applied on the scan mesh using FEA. In this 
article, the linear FE-based transfonnation is applied and presented as: 
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{f} = [K]{u} 6-1 
Where {f} is the force vector, [K] is the global stiffness matrix and tu} is the 
displacement vector. It should be underlined that the global stiffness matrix for FEA is 
calculated using Code_Aster™ software. To fulfill the proposed VMASI method, the 
applied weights (sandbags) used in the practical inspection technique is simulated as 
pressures introduced in the gravit y direction on the scan mesh. Therefore, the force vector 
applied in the FE calculation based on Equation 6-1 should be modified to take into 
consideration the applied pressures on each zone of partitioned scan mesh. Therefore, an 
extrapolation of applied presser to nodal forces is calculated for each triangle of scan 
mesh. 
After establishing the FE-based transformation model of scan mesh, a non-rigid 
registration is performed using our developed Restraining Pressures Optimization (RPO) 
approach. The RPO approach aims at minimizing the distance and orientation differences 
of mounting holes on the scan mesh with respect to the nominal mounting holes on the 
CAD mesh. For each mounting hole, a center along with a normal vector of the hole are 
calculated based on the nodes located on the edge of the hole. The center of a hole is the 
center of mass associated with the nodes located on the edge of the hole. The normal 
vector of the hole, which presents the orientation of mounting hole, is the normal vector 
of a plane passing approximately through all the nodes on the edge of the mounting hole. 
The RPO approach intends to minimize the distance and orientation differences of 
mounting holes on the scan mesh with respect to those on the CAD mesh by estimating 
the required pressures on partitioned zones of the scan mesh. The RPO approach estimates 
these restraining pressures by serting up an optimization problem to minimize both 
Euc1idean distances for the center of mass and orientation differences between the holes 
on scan and CAD meshes. The center of mass CLis calculated for each list of {La 
presenting the nodes located on the edge of a mounting hole in the scan mesh. On the 
other side, the center of mass C~~fD is also calculated for each list of {LfAD}, which is 
representing the nodes on the edge of mounting hole in the CAD mesh. As shown in 
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Equation 6-2, an arithmetic average of differences (l1) between centers ofmass associated 
with mounting holes on the scan and CAD mesh for NL number of mounting holes are 
calculated. Meanwhi1e, for each mounting hole the best planar fit to the coordinate of 
nodes located on the edge of a hole is calculated via a least squares regression, and then 
a unite vector normal to this plane presents the orientation of the ho1e. The normal to the 
plane passing through the nodes on the edge of a mounting hole (for each list of {La) in 
scan mesh is presented by nL, whereas the normal vector for CAD mesh (for each list of 
{LfAD} ) is presented by n~~fD . 
l1= 2. ~,,!L Ile. - eÇAD Il 
NL Lo l =1 l l 6-2 
To compare the mounting hole orientation on the scan mesh with respect to the CAD 
mesh, the angle between the normal of holes on the CAD and scan meshes is represented 
by (}n,nCAD . A root mean square deviation (0) , as shown in Equation 6-3, is calculated for 
NL number ofmounting holes. 
6-3 
In order to establish a proper objective function based on both distance and orientation 
values, a weighting factor (w) is applied to balance the magnitude between the values of 
distance (l1) and orientation (0) . Therefore, the objective function (OF) is generated as 
Equation 6-4. 
OF(p) = l1 + w x 0) 6-4 
Wherein w can be formulated based on the proportion of initial values for distance and 
orientation as presented in Equation 6-5. 
Il · . · 1 
W ::::: ...!!!.!!!!L 
Oinitial 
6-5 
As mentioned in section 6.4.1, the scan mesh is partitioned into Np zones presented as 
triangulations lists of the scan mesh T = [{Tc1)} ... {TcNp) }] wherein {Tci)} is a list of 
connected triangles associated with each partitioned zone on the scan mesh. The RPO 
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approach is followed by solving the constrained nonlinear optimization problem, 
presented in Equation 6-6, to minimize both distance and orientation differences between 
the scan and CAD meshes by estimating the permissible required pressures (P) applied 
on N1' partitioned zones of scan mesh in the gravit y direction. 
argmin OF(P) 
l' 
subject to Pi ~ prax , i = 1, ... , N1' 
6-6 
The argument of the objective function P represent the magnitude of pressures in the 
gravit y direction introduced to each partitioned zone on the scan mesh. This optimization 
problem is solved using the constrained nonlinear optimization functionfmincon with the 
active-set algorithm implemented in MA TLAB TM. The output of Equation 6-6 is an 
estimation of required pressures on the scan mesh that predicts the functional shape of 
scan mesh through the FE-bases transformation in the assembly-state whereas the 
minimum distance and orientation differences between the mounting holes on the 
predicted shape of scan mesh and nominal CAD model are achieved. The argument is 
generated as a N1' X 1 vector :P = (Pl> ... , PN p ) , where Pi E ~+ and the magnitude of the 
pressur Pi is limited, with an inequality constraint in the optimization problem, to the 
magnitude of maximum permitted pressure on each partitioned zone (Pr aX ) . The 
permitted pressure Praxis calculated by multiplying the magnitude of maximum 
permitted restraining force as presented in the GD&T specifications multiplied by the 
area of each partitioned zone A1' .. The direction of restraining pressures is always that of 
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the gravit y since it is simulating the realistic weight of sandbags applied in each 
partitioned zone. Applying the optimized pressure values :P in the FEA-based 
transformation, the scan mesh (S) is deformed towards the nominal assembly mounting 
holes generating the predicted functional shape of scan mesh in assembly-state (Sopt). 
6.4.3 Inspection and evaluation 
As mentioned in section 6.4.2, the optimization problem of Equation 6-6 estimates the 
required restraining pressures on the partitioned zones of the scan mesh. Using the 
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optimized pressures in the FEA-based transformation presented in Equation 6-1, the scan 
mesh (S) is deformed to generate the predicted functional shape of a scan mesh in 
assembly-state (Sapt) . The nodes associated with the NL mounting holes on the predicted 
shape of scan mesh are accordingly presented with Japt , and a list of Lapt = 
[{ Laptl} ... {LaPtNc}] specify nodes located on the edge of each mounting hole on the 
predicted shape of scan mesh. To evaluate the acceptance of the deviated manufactured 
part in assembly-state, each mounting hole on the predicted shape of scan mesh is 
examined with reference to the nominal mounting holes and the dedicated tolerances. 
Based on GD&T standards, the assembly tolerance of a part consists of the position and 
profile tolerances. For ordinary non-rigid parts used in aerospace industry, the position 
and profile tolerances are commonly determined as ±O.4 mm. Referring to section 7.5 
(paragraph 7.5.5) in ASME Y14.5 (2009), the position and profile offset of a part, as 
shown in Figure 6-4, depen~s directly to the position of center of mass associated with a 
mounting hole. The Euclidian distance between the center of mass for the hole on scan 
and CAD mesh (between Ci and cf AD) is presented with blue dotted-lined in Figure 6-4. 
According to ASME Y14.5 (2009), the projection ofthis line on the normal direction of 
the CAD surface presents the profile offset, whereas the projection of the Euclidian 
distance on the tangent direction of the CAD surface presents the position offset. 
Therefore, a deviated manufactured part can be accepted for the assembly-state if the 
position and profile offsets for each mounting hole on the predicted shape of the scan 
mesh under estimated pressures remains in the dedicated tolerance range ((l) 0.8 mm). 
Tangent to the 
CAO surface 
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Figure 6-4: Analysis of geometrical offset based on GD&T specification. 
The orientation of mounting holes on the predicted shape of a scan mesh is an additional 
criterion for accepting or rejecting a deviated manufactured part. As depicted in 
Figure 6-5 , the orientation offset (8) of a mounting hole depends to the thickness of non-
rigid part. The acceptance criterion of a non-rigid part in an assembly-state based on 
GD&T specification mandates that the orientation offset (8) of ~ mounting hole must 
remain in the tolerance range. The orientation difference, which is the representative 
angle between the normal vectors associated to the mounting hole on the CAD and scan 
models, is related to the orientation offset with Equation 6-7. 
6-7 
Regarding the determined tolerance for typical aerospace parts (±O.4 mm) and 
considering the thickness of a non-rigid part, the maximum tolerable orientation 
difference (8n •n CAD) is obtained from Equation 6-7. 
Bn.nCAD : orientation difference 
8 : orientation offset 
t : part thickness 
L.""_-_: : CAO model 
nCAl': normal to CAO hole 
D : scan model 
n : normal to scan hole 
-------- : tolerance zone 
-- - - - - : True position axis 
n 
, 
1 , 
~ Position 
tolera nce zone 
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Figure 6-5: Schematic misalignment of assembly mounting hole on predicted shape of 
scan model with respect to the CAD mode!. 
6.4.4 The proposed VMASI algorithm 
The VMAI method outlined in the above four modules is summarized and illustrated in 
the flowchart shown in Figure 6-6. The scan mesh of a manufactured part in a free-state 
and its nominal CAD model along with GD&T specification is considered as the inputs 
of our proposed method. In other words, inspection datums information, mounting holes 
position, CAD mesh (SCAD) and scan mesh (SSCN) with acceptable mesh quality for FEA 
are the inputs required for the proposed method. From these inputs, the method proceeds 
through the following main steps: 
1. ICP-based pre-registration between SSCN and SCAD aligns the datums on scan 
mesh with respect to datums on the CAD mesh for which the scan mesh after rigid 
registration is presented as S. 
2. Partitioning the scan mesh into Np zones for which the partitioned scan mesh is 
presented by lists of connected triangles in each partition as T = 
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3. Establishing the FE-based transfonnation as {f} = [K]{u} , and extracting the 
relevant stiffness matrix for the scan mesh of manufactured part. 
Applying a non-rigid registration using the RPO approach to estimate the required 
restraining pressures as :P = (Pl> ... , PNp ) for minimizing the distance and orientation 
differences between the scan and CAD mounting holes. 
Introducing the required restraining pressures to the scan mesh VIa the FE-based 
transfonnation and predicting the shape of scan mesh in assembly-state as Sapt . 
Inspecting each mounting hole on the predicted shape of scan mesh with respect to 
tolerances to accept or reject the manufactured part for pursuing the assembly stage. 
acceptable part 
for assembly 
Figure 6-6: Flowchart algorithm of proposed VMASI method. 
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6.5 Application of proposed VMASI method on real parts 
6.5.1 Introduction: validation cases 
In this section, our proposed fixtureless inspection method (VMASI) is applied on two 
alurninurn parts referred as part A and part B to validate the performance of the proposed 
method including different types of defects in free-state. Part A is a non-rigid support V-
shaped part formed with a specific forming angle, and part B is a relatively large non-
rigid panel typical used in aerospace industry. Scan models of the parts studied in this 
paper are generated by adding synthetic defects into the CAD model of parts wherein the 
magnitude and location of defects are known which permit analyzing the results of 
VMASI method with respect to the known defects. The generated scan meshes, 
representing different types of deviated non-rigid manufactured parts (as depicted in 
Figure 6-7), are then virtually inspected by VMASI method to ensure the feasibility of 
assembling these deviated parts in its functional assembly-state. The VMASI assesses the 
required restraining loads as a set of pressure on the scan mesh in the direction of gravit y, 
which replicates the inspection technique using weights (sandbags). These required 
pressures are calculated using our developed restraining pressures optimization (RPO) 
approach. As introduced in section 6.4, along this optimization process, a maximum 
threshold is applied on restraining pressures depending on part material, dimensions and 
thicknesses. Applying these required pressures on a scan mesh of a deviated part predict 
the functional shape of scan mesh wherein the position and orientation ofmounting holes 
are well-aligned with those of nominal CAD model. Inspecting each mounting hole on 
the predicted shape of scan mesh in assembly-state with respect to the determined 
assembly tolerances ensures the possibility of successful assemblage for the 
geometrically deviated part. As mentioned in Equation 6-6, the proper weighting factor 
(w) is required to be calculated for these non-rigid parts to balance the magnitude of 
distance and orientation (respectively Equation 6-2 and 6-3 in the RPO approach). Based 
on different attempts for each case studied in this paper, the weighting factor (w) that 
properly satisfy the magnitude balance between the elements of Equation 6-6 is calculated 
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by Equation 6-8. The coefficient of proportionality in this equation lS empirically 
determined as 0.5 because this value well-moderate the proportion that is used as trials 
for the cases studied in this paper. 
w = 0.5 (l1initial) 
°initial 
Thickness: 0.5 mm 
R5mm 
\ 
250 mm 
Thickness: 2.5 mm 
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on slmulated scan modelS 
t-- ~ Plastic deformation 
Figure 6-7: Synthesis of validation cases with different types of defects. 
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We have implemented our fixtureless method on validation parts using several tools. 
Mesh generation, FEA simulation and extracting the stiffness matrix of scan mesh are 
performed using the research platform developed by our research team [24]. This platform 
is based on C++ code, on Open CASCADE™ libraries for geometry and on Code _ Aster™ 
as FEA solver. We also use Gmsh ™ [25] for visualizing 3D models. Finally, the 
automatic mesh partition process, as well as optimization problem, is solved using the 
constrained nonlinear optimization function in MATLAB™ (using fmincon with the 
active-set algorithm) to validate the distance distribution of estimated defects. This 
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process takes approximately 8 minutes on a computer equipped with an Intel(R) Core™ i7 
at 3.60 GHz with 32 GB RAM. 
6.5.2 ResuUs for part A 
The different scan meshes for cases studied based on part A are artained by adding two 
different types of synthetic defects such as geometric alterations for sorne selected 
features and plastic deformation(s) (see Figure 6-7). Part A is an aluminum plate with 0.5 
mm thickness which is formed in a V-shape with an angle 150 deg. (250 x 200 mm for 
the horizontal side, and 200 x 200 mm for the other side). The horizontal side of the part 
should be constrained as shown in Figure 6-8 . Therefore, the horizontal side of the part is 
located on the plane as datum A. Referring to the GD&T specification, the pattern of 4 
holes also should be constrained as datum B. These holes during the inspection are fixed 
in the design datum position. It should be emphasized that we assume datum features on 
the scan models are perfect, which means the flatness of the horizontal side and the 
position of four datum holes are perfectly respected. The inspection is also accomplished 
on the two mounting holes located on the right si de where the assembly tolerance is 
00.8 mm. 
4- </J5±O.2 
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Notes: 
• According ta ASME Y 14.5 (2009) 
• UOS: restraining datum feature A 
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UOS ail shawn dimensions are basic. 
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Figure 6-8 : GD&T specification for part A (dimensions are in mm). 
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To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, different types of defects are 
generated and simulated based on the CAD model. Therefore, geometric alterations 
(described in section 6.5.2.1) representative for springback effect in sheet metal forming 
process are used to generate a defect by decreasing the forming angle. Another type of 
defect that is simulated on part A is a plastic deformation that can be occurred during any 
manufacturing or handling process before inspection process. As described in 
section 6.5.2.2, a non-linear FE simulation is performed wherein a plastic deformation is 
added into the CAD model ofpart A. To accomplish this, a proper load is first introduced 
on the CAD model to deform the model into the plastic zone. The plastic deformation 
remaining on the mod~l after releasing the load represents the added defect to the CAD 
model of the part. In Table 6-1 , a synthesis of validation cases for part A, describing each 
validation case along with an assigned label, is shown. It should be underlined that the 
maximum permissible restraining pressure for part Ais 10 lbf/ft2 (approximately 480 Pa). 
Meanwhile, the maximum tolerable orientation difference for mounting holes on the CAD 
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and scan models is ca1culated as 38 deg. with respect to the dedicated tolerance (00.8 
mm) and the constant thickness of part A (0.5 mm). 
Table 6-1: Synthesis of validation cases defects for part A. 
Description for defects of part A Assigned label for each validation case 
Generated by decreasing 1 deg. of forming angle A-l 
Generated by decreasing 3 deg. of forming angle A-2 
Generated by decreasing 5 deg. of forming angle A-3 
Simulated as a small plastic defect A-4 
Simulated as a large plastic defect A-5 
6.5.2.1 Scan models of part A with defects generated by geometric alteration 
As previously mentioned, scan models in this study are generated by adding defects to 
the CAD mode!. In this section, defects are generated by decreasing the forming angle of 
the V -shaped model using geometric transformation. Therefore, three magnitudes of 
defects are performed by decreasing 1, 3 and 5 deg. of forming angle with respect to the 
nominal forming angle (150 deg.). These defects respectively result in a maximum 
displacement of3 .5, 10.5 and 17.5 mm in the corresponding scan models. To implement 
the proposed VMASI method on the scan models ofpart A, a FE mesh of the scan mode! 
is generated to present the scan mesh. 
The first scan model of part A, as labeled in Table 6-1 with A-l , includes a defect where 
the V-shaped forming angle is decreased to 149 deg. with respect to the nominal angle, 
which is 150 deg. The displacement distribution of scan model with respect to the CAD 
model of part A is depicted in Figure 6-9-a. This shows the maximum displacement 
between the models reaches to 3.5 mm. The scan mesh ofthis model is generated with a 
FE mesh quality and then is partitioned into 10 zones as shown in Figure 6-9-b. Then the 
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stiffness matrix of the scan mesh is extracted based on the mechanical property and 
thickness of the part. Applying the Restraining Pressures Optimization (RPO) approach, 
the required pressures in the gravit y direction on each partitioned zone of the scan mesh 
is found in which the scan mesh under the se pressers is deformed to predict the functional 
shape of scan mesh in assembly-state. To this end, the optimization approach aims to 
minimize the distance and orientation difference between the mounting holes on the 
predicted shape of scan mesh with respect the CAD mesh. Based on GD&T specification, 
the horizontal side of the part consisting zones 7, 8, 9 and 10 should be constrained on 
datum A. Therefore, applying restraining pressures on these zones is meaningless since 
these partitions of the part are already constrained on a flat surface in the gravit y direction. 
For this reason, the RPO approach is applied to estimate the restraining pressures oilly on 
the right side of the part restraining the zones 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. As depicted in Figure 6-9-
band summarized in Table 6-2, these pressures should be applied on partitioned zones of 
3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively with 60, 62, 19 and 30 Pa. The inspection for predicted shape 
of scan mesh under the required pressures is performed for the mounting holes placed on 
the right si de of the part A shown as FEA TURE 1 and FEA TURE 2 in Figure 6-9-b. As 
depicted in Table 6-3, position and profile offsets for both mounting holes are less than 
the dedicated tolerances while the orientation ofholes is also acceptably aligned with the 
CAD mode!. This means that the geometrically deviated scan mesh (presenting defect) 
can be assembled in the functional position with respect to the tolerance. Therefore, the 
deviated manufactured part is accepted to pass forward to the assembly stage. 
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Figure 6-9: a) Displacement distribution [mm] of deviated scan model generated by 
decreasing 1 deg. of forming angle; b) The partitioned scan model and predicted 
assembly pressure. 
Table 6-2: Assembly pressure and force results for the validation case A-I. 
Area Permissable restraining Pressure Force Zones 
[mm2] pressures [Pa] [Pa] [N] 
1 7563 480 0 0.00 
2 7563 480 0 0.00 
3 6208 480 60 0.37 
4 6208 480 62 0.38 
5 6490 480 19 0.12 
6 6490 480 30 0.20 
Table 6-3: Position, profile and orientation results for the validation case A-l. 
Mounting Position offset Profile offset Orientation difference 
boles [mm] [mm] [deg.] 
Feature 1 0.03 (accepted) 0.03 (accepted ) 0.25 (accepted ) 
Feature 2 0.03 (accepted) 0.02 (accepted ) 0.25 (accepted ) 
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The second scan model, as shown in Table 6-1 with A-2, is generated in the same way 
with a forming angle decreased by 3 deg., which consequently result in 10.5 mm of 
maximum disp1acement comparing as shown in Figure 6-10-a. The FE mesh of this 
deviated model is generated and partitioned into 10 zones. Considering the constraints of 
datum A, the RPO approach is applied to zones 1, 2, 3,4,5 and 6. The required pressures 
in the gravit y direction on the corresponding partitioned zones minimize the distance and 
orientation differences between the mounting holes of the scan and CAD meshes. These 
required pressures and the corresponding zones are surnmarized in Table 6-4 and depicted 
in Figure 6-1 O-b. Recovering the predicted shape of a scan mesh in assembly-state under 
the required pressures via FEA, the inspection is accompli shed by comparing each 
mounting hole on the predicted scan mesh and CAD model with respect to the tolerance. 
As presented in 
Table 6-5 , the position and profile offset of mounting holes on the predicted scan mesh 
in assembly-state are still in the tolerance zone, and the orientation differences are 
negligible. 
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Figure 6-10: a) Displacement distribution [mm] of deviated scan model generated by 
decreasing 3 deg. of forming angle; b) The partitioned scan model and predicted 
assembly pressure. 
Table 6-4: Assembly pressure and force results for the validation case A-2. 
Zones Area Permissable restraining Pressure Force 
[mm21 pressures [Pa] [Pa] [N] 
1 7731 480 0 0.00 
2 7731 480 0 0.00 
3 6125 480 199 1.22 
4 6125 480 207 1.27 
5 6407 480 8 0.05 
6 6407 480 27 0.17 
Table 6-5: Position, profile and orientation results for the validation case A-2. 
Mounting Position offset Profile offset Orientation difference 
holes [mm] [mm] [deg.] 
Feature 1 0.22 (accepted ) 0.18 (accepted ) 0.71 (accepted) 
Feature 2 0.21 (accepted) 0.21 (accepted) 0.71 (accepted) 
Decreeing the forming angle by 5 deg. (from 150 deg. to 145 deg.) in the third case of 
part A, as labeled in Table 6-1 with A-3, the maximum displacement between the scan 
and CAD models reaches 17.5 mm as shown in Figure 6-11-a. The scan mesh with FE 
mesh-quality is generated from the deviated scan model, and then it is partitioned into the 
zones. Applying RPO, the required pressures on the right side of the part (zones 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5 and 6) to minimize the distance and orientation difference between the predicted 
shape of scan mesh and CAD is calculated as presented in Figure 6-11-b and Table 6-6. 
Using these pressures on the scan mesh and recovering the predicted shape of scan mesh 
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in the assembly-state, the inspection is accompli shed by comparing between the mounting 
holes of the scan mesh with the CAD mesh. As summarized in 
Table 6-7 in red, both position and profile offsets are exceeding the assembly tolerance 
for typical non-rigid parts, and the orientation offset surpasses 1 deg. of orientation 
difference. In fact, this deviated scan model cannot be assembled in the functional state 
with respect to the assembly tolerances. 
y 
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Figure 6-11 : a) Displacement distribution [mm] of deviated scan model generated by 
decreasing 5 deg. of forming angle; b) The partitioned scan model and predicted 
assembly pressure. 
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Table 6-6: Assembly pressure and force results for the validation case A-3. 
Zones Area Permissable restraining Pressure Force 
[mm2] pressures [Pa] [Pa] [N] 
1 7915 480 0 0.00 
2 7915 480 0 0.00 
3 6032 480 351 2.11 
4 6032 480 358 2.16 
5 6315 480 37 0.24 
6 6315 480 49 0.31 
Table 6-7: Position, profile and orientation results for the validation case A-3 . 
Mounting Position offset Profile offset Orientation difference 
holes [mm] [mm] [deg.] 
Feature 1 0.56 (rejected) 0.52 (rejected) 1.05 (accepted) 
Feature 2 0.56 (rejected) 0.54 (rejected) 1.05 (accepted) 
6.5.2.2 Scan models of part A with defects simulated by plastic deformation 
The deviated scan model can also represent plastic deformations. This type of defect is 
simulated using non-linear FEA and simulating a plastic deformation of a model after 
releasing the applied loads. The fourth case of part A, as labeled in Table 6-1 with A-4 
and shown in Figure 6-12-a, represents a scan model in which the maximum displacement 
with reference to the CAD model reaches to 9.2 mm. This scan mesh of the model is 
generated and partitioned into 10 zones. Applying the RPO approach on the right side (on 
zones 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6), the required pressures are presented in Table 6-8. These 
pressures on the scan mesh are calculated to minimize the distance and orientation 
difference of the mounting holes on the predicted shape of scan mesh with respect to the 
CAD mesh. Inspecting the predicted shape of scan mesh, as summarized in Table 6-9, the 
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position and profile offsets for both mounting holes are in tolerance range, and the 
orientation difference is negligible. Therefore, this deviated scan model is acceptable for 
being assembled in the assembly-state. 
Scan model- - --.,,)/ 
y //1 
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Figure 6-12 : a) Displacement distribution [mm] of slightly deviated scan mesh 
simulating a plastic defect; b) The partitioned scan model and predicted assembly 
pressure. 
Table 6-8: Assembly pressure and force results for the validation case A-4. 
Area Perrnissible restraining Pressure Force Zones 
[rnrn2] pressures [Pa] [Pa] [N] 
1 7486 480 0 0.00 
2 7486 480 0 0.00 
3 6247 480 195 1.22 
4 6247 480 204 1.28 
5 6529 480 19 0.12 
6 6529 480 36 0.24 
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Table 6-9: Position, profile and orientation results for the validation case A-4. 
Mounting Position offset Profile offset Orientation difference 
holes [mm] [mm] [deg.] 
Feature 1 0.30 (accepted) 0.15 (accepted) 0.32 (accepted) 
Feature 2 0.30 (accepted) 0.15 (accepted) 0.32 (accepted) 
The last case of part A, as labeled in Table 6-1 with A-5, is simulating a greater plastic 
defect. In this case, the maximum displacement of scan model reaches 12.5 mm (see 
Figure 6-13-a). Applying the RPO approach on the deviated scan mesh (on zones 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5 and 6), the required pressures are calculated as presented in Figure 6-13-b and 
Table 6-10. Applying these pressures on the deviated scan mesh via FEA and recovering 
the predicted shape of scan mesh in the assembly-state. As presented in Table 6-11 , 
position offsets for both mounting holes exceed the tolerance value which means that we 
cannot accept this deviated part for precise assembly. 
Scan model- ~ 
y - T 
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1 eVlew 
Figure 6-13 : a) displacement distribution [ mm] of deviated scan mesh simulating a 
plastic defect; b) the partitioned scan model and predicted assembly pressure. 
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Table 6-10: Assembly pressure and force results for the validation case A-5. 
Area Permissible restraining Pressure Force Zones 
[mm2] pressures [Pa] [Pa] [N] 
1 7486 480 0 0.00 
2 7486 480 0 0.00 
3 6247 480 279 1.75 
4 6247 480 283 1.77 
5 6529 480 38 0.25 
6 6529 480 58 0.38 
Table 6-11 : Position, profile and orientation results for the validation case A-5 . 
Mounting Position offset Profile offset Orientation difference 
holes [mm] [~m] [deg.] 
Feature 1 0.56 (rejected) O. 28 (accepted) 0.34 (accepted) 
Feature 2 0.56 (rejected) O. 22 (accepted) 0.39 (accepted) 
6.5.3 Results for part B 
Part B (Figure 6-7) is representative of an aerospace aluminum panel with 2.5 mm 
thickness, and dimensions ofapproximately 1730 x 1425 mm (area of 0.59 rn2). To make 
an inspection on this part, as depicted in Figure 6-14, the part is first mounted on datum 
targets (datum A). Then, the tooling (fixing) hole of datum Bis adjusted in its designed 
position by using an adjusting pin. In order to perform the inspection in reality, applying 
physical datums, the part is imposed to be statically stable by inserting another adjusting 
pin into a slotted tooling hole (datum C). The tooling hole of datum C located on the 
diagonally opposite side with respect to the tooling hole associated with datum B. In fact, 
the slotted tooling hole is aligned along the diagonal line (dotted line in Figure 6-14-b) 
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passing through the center of the tooling holé for datum B. The datum C constrained the 
part against free rotation around datum B but still let freedom for adjustment and 
alignment of the part in its assembly-state along the diagonal line. The restraining loads 
such as weights (sandbags) on different zones on the surface of the panel can be applied 
to place the deviated manufactured panel in its assembly position. As shown in 
Figure 6-14-a, conventional inspection methods apply a huge number of fixtures to 
retrieve the fictional shape of the deviated manufactured part on these physical complex 
inspection fixture. However, the simulation through our VMASI method aims at virtually 
mounting deviated manufactured parts in assembly-state, wherein datums are imposed as 
boundary conditions in a FEA. In this study, the least possible number of fixtures (only 9 
fixtures) are used for simulating datum targets (datum A). It is supposed that the tooling 
(fixing) hole of datum Bis perfectly positioned in the design location. Therefore, imposed 
displacement on the edges of tooling hole is introduced as constraints in FEA. Imposing 
displacement constraints on the edges of a tooling hole provides a statically stable model 
for our VMASI method. Therefore, the VMASI method for the cases studied on part B 
considers only datum A and B as imposed BCs applied in FEA regardless of imposing 
any boundary condition on datum C. The position and value of required pressures, 
representing weights, are calculated using our RPO approach where the scan model in the 
assembly-state is predicted by minimizing the distance and orientation difference of 
mountingholes. Then, the inspection is accompli shed on these mounting holes shown as 
FIXTURE 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 6-15-b, to ensure they are placed in the assembly-state 
with respect to the tolerance range (00.8 mm). Dimensions of part B make that the 
maximum permissible restraining force is 20 Ibflft2 (approximately 960 Pa). Meanwhile, 
the maximum tolerable orientation difference for mounting holes on the CAD and scan 
models is calculated as 9 deg. based on the constant thickness of part B (2.5 mm). 
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Figure 6-14: a) The manufactured part mounted on inspection fixtures where a real 
point cloud of scan mesh can be acquired, in our proposed method only 9 fixation 
features are kept as datums; b) GD&T specification for part B (dimensions are in mm). 
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The frrst case of part B presents a deviated scan model as shown in Figure 6-15-a, which 
simulates a plastic deformation remaining in the manufactured part. This defect results in 
a maximum displacement of 15 mm in the scan mesh ofthe part in a free-state. This defect 
on the scan mesh is simulated using a non-linear FE where the CAD mesh is loaded to 
deform into the plastic zone, and then the residual displacement simulates the defects after 
removing the load. Partitioning the deviated scan mesh and applying RPO approach on 
aIl partitioned zones, the required pressures on each partitioned zone is calculated to 
predict the functional shape of scan mesh in assembly-state as presented in Figure 6-15-
b and Table 6-12 . Inspecting the predicted shape of a scan mesh on each mounting hole 
concerning the CAD mesh, as presented in Table 6-13 , demonstrates that the mounting 
holes on the predicted scan mesh in assembly-state are in the tolerance range. This means 
that the deviated scan model can be assembled in its assembly-state with respect to the 
tolerance. 
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Figure 6-15: a) Displacement distribution [mm] of deviated scan mesh simulating a 
small plastic defect; b) The partitioned scan model and predicted assembly pressure. 
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Table 6-12: Assembly pressure and force results for the validation case ofpart B 
simulated as a small plastic defect. 
Area Permissible restraining Pressure Force Zones 
[mm2] pressures [Pa] [Pa] [N] 
1 79536 960 0 0.00 
2 27415 960 0 0.00 
3 47603 960 1 0.05 
4 64293 960 4 0.23 
5 87762 960 2 0.16 
6 79926 960 1 0.10 
7 80801 960 0 0.00 
8 52094 960 0 0.00 
9 42547 960 0 0.00 
10 30067 960 50 1.50 
Table 6-13 : Position, profile and orientation results for the validation case of part B 
simulated as a small plastic defect. 
Mounting Position offset Profile offset Orientation difference 
holes [mm] [mm] [deg.] 
Feature 1 0.01 (accepted) 0.00 (accepted) 0.07 (accepted) 
Feature 2 0.03 (accepted) 0.17 (accepted) 0.02 (accepted) 
Feature 3 0.03 (accepted) 0.13 (accepted) 0.02 (accepted) 
Feature 4 0.00 (accepted) 0.01 (accepted) 0.08 (accepted) 
The second case of part B simulates an intermediate plastic defect for deviated scan mesh 
in a free-state. The maximum displacement of this intermediate plastic defect concerning 
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the CAD model reaches to 21 mm (see Figure 6-16), which is between small plastic defect 
(15 mm as shown in Figure 6-15) and large plastic defect (28 mm as shown in 
Figure 6-17). After partitioning this scan model, the required assembly loads are 
estimated by RPO approach and presented in Table 6-14. Applying these estimated 
pressures on the partitioned zones via a FE-based transformation, the functional shape of 
scan model in assembly-state is predicted. The mounting holes on this predicted shape 
are aligned and approached with respect to the nominal features on the CAD mode!. The 
inspection is implemented on the mounting holes and presented in Table 6-15, which 
results that the profile offsets associated with mounting holes (Feature 1 and 2) are out of 
the tolerance range. This concludes that the deviated scan model cannot be appropriately 
assembled. 
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Figure 6-16: a) Displacement distribution [mm] of deviated scan mesh simulating an 
intermediate plastic defect; b) the partitioned scan model and predicted assembly 
pressure. 
Table 6-14: Assembly pressure and force results for the validation case ofpart B 
simulated as an intermediate plastic defect. 
Zones Area Permissible restraining Pressure Force 
[mm2] pressures [Pa] [Pa] [N] 
1 79536 960 34 2.71 
2 27417 960 0 0.00 
3 47631 960 4 0.19 
4 64296 960 61 3.91 
5 87768 960 42 3.69 
6 79928 960 0 0.00 
7 80779 960 0 0.03 
8 52096 960 65 3.38 
9 42550 960 0 0.00 
10 30069 960 27 0.81 
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Table 6-15: Position, profile and orientation results for the validation case of part B 
simulated as an intermediate plastic defect. 
Mounting Position offset Profile offset Orientation difference 
holes [mm] [mm] [deg.] 
Feature 1 0.01 (accepted) 0.28 (accepted) 0.13 (accepted) 
Feature 2 0.10 (accepted) 0.43 (rejected) 0.06 (accepted) 
Feature 3 0.05 (accepted) 0.47 (rejected) 0.06 (accepted) 
Feature 4 0.01 (accepted) 0.06 (accepted) 0.17 (accepted) 
The large plastic deformation simulated in the last case of part B induces a maximum 
displacement of 28 mm (see Figure 6-17) concerning the CAD model. The RPO approach 
is applied on the partitioned zones of scan mesh as presented in Table 6-16. The required 
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restraining pressures on the pertained zones are estimated to minimize the distance and 
orientation difference between the mounting holes on the scan mesh (where the inspection 
takes place) and the corresponding hole on the CAD mesh. After applying the estimated 
restraining pressures on the deviated scan mesh the predicted shape of scan mesh is 
recovered. Performing an inspection on the mounting holes of the part, as presented in 
Table 6-17 in red, the profile offsets for mounting holes (Feature 1 and 2) are out of the 
tolerance range which means this deviated scan mesh cannot be assembled. 
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Figure 6-17: a) Displacement distribution [mm] of deviated scan mesh simulating a 
large plastic defect; b) the partitioned scan model and predicted assembly pressure. 
Table 6-16: Assembly pressure and force results for the validation case of part B 
simulated as a large plastic defect. 
Zones Area Permissible restraining Pressure Force 
[mm2] pressures [Pa] [Pa] [N] 
1 79536 960 5 0.41 
2 27420 960 1 0.02 
3 47635 960 0 0.00 
4 64302 960 48 3.07 
5 87804 960 6 0.55 
6 79931 960 17 1.33 
7 80786 960 6 0.47 
8 52099 960 40 2.10 
9 42527 960 0 0.00 
10 30071 960 116 3.50 
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Table 6-17: Position, profile and orientation results for the validation case of part B 
simulated as a large plastic defect. 
Mounting Position offset Profile offset Orientation difference 
holes [mm] [mm] [deg.] 
Feature 1 0.02 (accepted) 0.06 (accepted) 0.25 (accepted) 
Feature 2 0.15 (accepted) 0.75 (rejected) 0.09 (accepted) 
Feature 3 0.11 (accepted) 0.61 (rejected) 0.09 (accepted) 
Feature 4 0.01 (accepted) 0.03 (accepted) 0.28 (accepted) 
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6.5.4 Discussion 
Based on the inspection results from part A and part B, we conclude that the magnitude 
of defects seriously affects the possibility of recovering the shape of a deviated 
manufactured part in assembly-state. In this study, the scan models are generated by 
geometric transformation or plastic deformation. Our proposed VMASI method predicts 
the shape of scan mesh placed in assembly-state by estimating and introducing 
permissible restraining pressures on the scan mesh. The efficiency of our proposed 
inspection method regarding the types of generating case studies as deviated scan meshes, 
especially for highly deviated scan models, needs to be analyzed. It should be asserted 
that the Restrain ing Pressures Optimization (RPO) approach is established as a linear FE-
base transformation. Therefore, any type of nonlinearity concerning the FEA calculation 
can affect the precision of the VMASI method. The geometrical aspects that can affect 
the method are large displacement and stretch of the deviated scan mode!. Large 
displacement nonlinearity in FEA calculation can occur in deviated scan models with 
larger defects. The highly deviated parts, especially under plastic deformation, can also 
stretch these thin-walled parts. The stretch in deviated scan models cannot be 
compensated with the compliant behavior of non-rigid parts during the inspection 
process. Meanwhile, the material nonlinearity, such as plastic analysis, also can be 
another source of uncertainty in VMASI method. In other words, the RPO approach 
calculates required pressures for predicting the shape of scan mesh only in the elastic 
deformation zone although scan meshes under required pressures can enter the plastic 
deformation zone. Ultimately, it should be mentioned that the optimization method used 
in RPO is not an absolute minimization solution for the established optimization problem 
in Equation 6-6. We have applied the global search minimization method that aims at 
fmding the global minimum of the optimization problem. This is based on minimizing 
the objective function using a scatter-search mechanism for generating st art points for the 
optimization problem. Therefore, uncertainties concerning the discrete optimization 
method can directly affect the result of our VMASI method. 
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6.6 Conclusion 
This paper introduces a new Computer-Aided Inspection (CAl) method, which is a 
fixtureless inspection for non-rigid parts in a free-state. This method is developed to 
virtually replicate a practical inspection technique that is used in aerospace industry. This 
technique applies weights to place a geometrically deviated non-rigid manufactured part 
into its functional position (assembly-state) while datums of the part are constrained into 
physical fixtures. These datums are extracted from GD&T specification of the part. Our 
proposed Virtual Mounting Assembly-State Insp ection (VMASI) method applies a linear 
FE-based transfonnation inside a Restraining Pressure Optimization (RPO) approach 
which seeks required restraining pressures on specific zones of the non-rigid part to 
predict the optimized shape of scan mesh in its assembly-state. This optimized predicted 
shape of scan mesh approaches positions and orientations of mounting holes of the scan 
mesh with respect to those of the nominal CAD model. Inspecting each mounting hole on 
the predicted shape of scan mesh in assembly-state with respect to dedicated assembly 
tolerances leads to accepting or rejecting the non-rigid manufactured part. Applying the 
VMASI method on two non-rigid aerospace parts shows that acceptance of deviated 
manufactured parts is related to the magnitude of defects. Indeed, sorne of the most highly 
deviated parts could not be recovered in their assembly-state and thus rejected. 
Short-tenn future work on this method should introduce nonlinear FEA fonnulations in 
the RPO module, which would increase the accuracy of our VMASI method for deviated 
scan models featuring large displacement defects. Evaluating robustness and uncertainties 
of the proposed inspection method would also be an interesting investigation. Indeed, 
applying VMASI to a large spectrum of geometries would allow a deeper analysis and 
validation of perfonnance and robustness of the method. As justified in section 6.4, the 
method is validated by scan models that are generated by adding the synthetic defects into 
CAD model to control and quantify the shape and size of defects and assess their effect 
on results obtained. Therefore, working on real scan data, acquired from scanning a real 
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part in a free-state, and retrieving the functional form on physical fixtures would assess 
performance and accuracy of the proposed inspection method in the real world . 
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CHAPTER 7 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
The main objective of this thesis is to develop automatic fixtureless inspection methods 
for non-rigid parts that are measured in a free-state. This leads to identify and quantify 
defects on measured parts. Advancements in optical measuring devices (scanners) along 
with computational calculations are integrated into Computer-Aided Inspection (CAl) 
methods, which aIlow eliminating fixtures in an automatic inspection. Like aIl 
computational methods, the reliability and accuracy of fixtureless CAl methods are 
required to be verified and validated. The results of CAl methods are then validated with 
the presence of input noise to assess the robustness of methods. Proved by an industrial 
technique, the functional shape of deviated non-rigid parts in sorne cases can be retrieved 
on fixtures by using permissible loads in assembly-state. Therefore, the objective ofthis 
study is extended to develop a fixtureless CAl method that virtuaIly asses ses the 
possibility of assembling such a geometricaIly deviated part in assembly-state. 
7.1 Discussion on the sample points filtering method 
In the [rrst step, an improved fixtureless approach based on the Generalized Numerical 
Inspection Fixture (GNIF) method, see Appendix A, is developed in Chapter 4. The GNIF 
method, compared to the other fixtureless CAl methods that are demonstrated in 
section 2.4.2, can identify both smaIl (local) and big (global) defects. GNIF is also 
efficient for large non-rigid panels with complex shapes that are used commonly in 
aerospace and automobile industries. Meanwhile, GNIF has the potential of being 
automated and integrated as a fixtureless CAl method. The abovementioned advantages 
and potentials of GNIF makes it outstanding among the other CAl methods, and worthy 
to be improved and automated in this study. GNIF generates corresponding sample points 
that are evenly distributed on the CAD and scan models. Applying aIl sample points, 
including those located in defect areas, to determine displacement BCs in FENR result in 
an inaccurate inspection. Therefore, GNIF is improved in this study by filtering out 
sample points that are located in defect are as using curvature and von Mises stress criteria. 
Once filtered out, the remained sample points are used in a new FENR to deform the CAD 
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model towards the scan mesh. Finally, a geometrical comparison between deformed CAD 
and scan models results in an accurate and automatic inspection that is capable of 
detecting defects even on the boundaries of parts. Inserting sample point into CAD mesh, 
using Delaunay point insertion approach (Borouchaki, George et al. 1996), without 
degrading the quality of the mesh is a powerful contribution to this study. Applying BCs 
automatically in the FENR, which is integrated with mesh modification tools, makes an 
automatic and uninterrupted process. In fact, the original contribution in this part of the 
study refers to the automatic sample point filtration tool, which is integrated with mesh 
modification and FENR to allow an automatic and precise inspection for non-rigid parts. 
The efficiency of this method is validated on two typical parts in Aerospatiale for which 
the results are presented in section 4.5. It should be underlined that the mentioned size for 
part A in Chapter 4 should be corrected to 110 mm length and 86 mm width. Therefore, 
the part A in Chapter 4 is not representative of a thin-walled sheet metal and consequently 
a non-rigid part, since the thickness of the part (1 mm) is not very small compared to the 
other dimensions. However, the method of filtering sample points theoretically is not 
affected by the mistake in this part and sample points are correctly filtered out in defect 
areas. It is worth to remind that the bump-shaped defects on scan model are generated by 
geometrical transformation and the flexible deformations are simulated via linear FEA on 
the CAD mode!. Meanwhile, to eliminate any doubt about the accuracy of results for part 
A in Chapter 4, the same form ofpart (skin panel) with the modified dimensions (1100 x 
860 mm) is validated by the filtration method in Chapter 5. The results presented in 
section 5.5.2 proves the same conclusions as obtained in Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 4, the results associated with von Mises stress show a very high stress in the 
models. The physical interpretation of this high stress for deformation through FENR is 
related to the inherent errors of the GNIF method that generates corresponding sample 
points with in-plane displacement error. Using these faulty corresponding sample points 
in FENR results in very high values of stress in deformed CAD models. However, these 
faulty sample points are also filtered out during sample point filtering process based on 
von Mises criterion. The final FENR, which uses the remained sample points after 
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filtering based on curvature and stress criteria, avoid involving sample points on defect 
areas as well as faulty sample points due to GNIF error. 
The improved method in Chapter 4 encounter also sorne limitations concerning the 
presence of stretching in non-rigid parts. Since GNIF hypothesizes an isometric 
deformation for non-rigid parts, it does not support the stretch on the part. As a 
consequence, the stretch on the part results in generating inaccurate corresponding sample 
points and eventually an inaccurate inspection. Moreover, the inherent GNIF eITors 
associated with generating corresponding sample points add a level ofuncertainty to the 
inspection results that can be assessed by a Verification and Validation (V&V) method. 
7.2 Discussion on nonlinear FEA 
As already mentioned in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we generate scan models by adding 
defects (as geometrical transformation) into the relevant CAD mode!. Then, the flexible 
deformation of scan model in a free-state is simulated by introducing boundary conditions 
(BCs) via linear FE formulation (small displacement hypothesis and elastic deformation). 
Meanwhile, we applied linear FEA for the process of deforming CAD model towards 
scan mesh via FENR in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In the course ofthis research, we have 
adapted nonlinear FEA using large displacement formulation into our calculations. This 
allows simulating a large flexible deformation of scan models in a free-state. For example, 
such a large flexible deformation of a scan model is depicted in Figure 7 -1 for which the 
maximum displacement of the scan model with respect to the CAD model reaches to 
10 mm. This is considered as large displacement concerning that the length of the part is 
110 mm. In this section, we perform preliminary studies concerning the effect of using 
large displacement formulation on the inspection results based on our developed sample 
points filtering method. 
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Figure 7-1: 3D views of CAD model (in green) compared with scan model in a free-
state (in brown) simulated based on large displacement formulation. 
Since the scan model features a large flexible deformation, the non-rigid registration 
process that deforms the CAD model towards the scan mesh through FENR can be 
affected. In other words, using linear or nonlinear FENR can influence the accuracy of 
our non-rigid inspection. To verify this influence, we perform separately both linear and 
nonlinear FENR for the scan model presented in Figure 7-1 . Our sample point filtering 
method applies successively the curvature and von Mises stress criteria to filter out 
sample point close to defect areas (see Figure 4-8). In fact, a FENR is applied before 
performing each filtering step. Once filtered out, the final FENR deforms the CAD model 
towards the scan mesh except for defect areas. The remained corresponding sample points 
that contribute in [mal FENR are shown in Figure 7-2 as red spots (. ). The effect of 
nonlinear and linear FENR on filtering sample points is depicted between Figure 7-2-a 
and b for noise-free scan mesh and in Figure 7-2-c and d for noisy scan mesh with 0"=0.01 
mm. It appears that more sample points are filtered out for registration process based on 
linear FENR compared to those based on nonlinear FENR. This can generally be justified 
by taking in consideration that linear FENR causes stretch for a large deformation 
simulation. The distribution of von Mises stress after applying non-linear and linear 
FENR for noise-free scan meshes are illustrated in Figure 7-3-a and b. This distribution 
of stress after applying non-linear and linear FENR for noisy scan meshes with 0"=0.01 
mm are also shown in Figure 7-3-c and d. Referring to Figure 7-3 , we can observe that 
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the stretch in linear analyses for large deforrnation lead to a higher level of stress in linear 
FENR compared to non-linear FENR. This stretch result in high von Mises stress 
distributed over the part, which consequently leads to filtering out more sample points in 
these high-stress areas. 
Figure 7-2: Remained sample points (as red spots) after applying filtering registration 
points method using a) nonlinear FENR for noise-free scan mesh b) linear FENR for 
noise-free scan mesh c) nonlinear FENR for noisy scan mesh with 0"=0.01 mm d) linear 
FENR for noisy scan mesh with 0"=0.01 mm. 
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Figure 7-3 : Distribution of von Mises stress [Pa] when using GNIF sample points after 
a) nonlinear FENR for noise-free scan mesh b) linear FENR for noise-free scan mesh c) 
nonlinear FENR for noisy scan mesh with (J=O.O 1 mm d) linear FENR for noisy scan 
mesh with (J=O.O 1 mm. 
To verify the inspection results, we compare the results using nonlinear FENR (large 
displacement) with those using linear FENR as depicted in Figure 7-4. To this end, the 
nominal defects size (Figure 7-4-a) are used as references to verify the comparison 
between the deformed CAD and scan models using nonlinear and linear FENR for noise-
free scan meshes (Figure 7-4-b and c) as weil as the noisy scan meshes with (J=O.OI mm 
(Figure 7-4-d and e). It is worthy to underline that the non-rigid registration in Figure 7-4-
band d apply nonlinear FEA whereas it uses linear FEA in Figure 7-4-c and e. These 
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inspection results are summarized in Table 7-1 , which appears that in this case we 
generally ob tain better results (for both maximum amplitude and area of defects) 
concerning registration processes that apply nonlinear FENR. Like for noise-free scan 
mesh, we observe better inspection results for registration processes that apply nonlinear 
FENR. However, the only exception appears in Bump #2 for noise-free scan mesh 
wherein the inspection result of registration processes applying nonlinear FENR 
(inspection error for maximum amplitude is 20.43% and for area is 51.40%) is worse than 
registration processes applying linear FENR (inspection error for maximum amplitude is 
14.60% and forarea is 35.41 %). This can be explained by considering the fact that sample 
points around defect areas using linear FENR are more filtered out compared to the one 
using nonlinear FENR, as depicted by yellow circle in Figure 7-2-a. Eventually, using 
fewer sample points in defect areas for the final FENR results in a better defect estimation 
for our non-rigid CAl. However, to make an accurate conclusion further investigations 
are required as mentioned in the perspectives of the thesis in section 8.2. 
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Figure 7-4: a) nominal defect distance distribution, comparison between the deformed 
CAD and scan models as a distance distribution using b) nonlinear FENR for noise-free 
scan mesh c) linear FENR for noise-free scan mesh d) nonlinear FENR for noisy scan 
mesh with cr=O.OI mm e) linear FENR for noisy scan mesh with cr=O.Ol mm. 
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Table 7-1: Estimated size of defects and errors implementing nonlinear and Iinear FENR. 
Maximum amplitude of defects (Vrax ) Area of defects (Ai) 
Nominal Estimated Absolute Error . Nominal Estimated Absolute Error 
[mm] [mm] error [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2] error [mm] [%] 
~ p.. Noise-free 1.00 0.96 -0.04 -4.14 85 77 -8.25 -9.71 ~= ~ ..... 
"'" 0 ~ ... ~ =It: 
- ... 
",,! a:l -N(O, a = 0.01) 1.00 0.86 -0.14 -13.74 85 62 -23 .02 -27.08 ~ = ~ 8 
~~ p.. Noise-free 1.50 1.81 0.31 20.43 98 148 50.38 51.40 Z ... ~N ~ = ~ =It: ~ ~ a:l -N(O, a = 0.01) 1.50 1.58 0.08 5.17 98 113 14.60 14.90 
"'" 8 ~ ~
~ CJ 
= ~ p.. Noise-free 1.00 0.87 -0.13 -13 .02 60 43 -17.31 -28.86 
... - ~C""l - Q., 
= '" ~ =It: o ...z"O a:l -N(O, a = 0.01) 1.00 0.84 -0.16 -16.24 60 39 -21.32 -35.53 
- = 
p.. Noise-free 1.00 0.88 -0.12 -11.81 85 64 -20.58 -24.21 
- 0 ~~ ~ ... 8~ 1.00 0.87 -0.13 -13.38 85 62 -23 .03 
'" -
a:l - N(O,a=O.OI) -27.10 
'" = ~ 8 
'" "'" ~N Noise-free 1.50 1.72 0.22 14.60 98 133 34.70 35.41 = 0 ~'-"" 
z= ~ =It: ~ ~ a:l - N(O,a=O.O 1) 1.50 1.67 0.17 11.17 98 127 28.85 29.44 ~ 8 
"'" ~ ~ CJ ~C""l Noise-free 1.00 0.76 -0.24 -24.13 60 31 -29.26 -48 .76 ~,! = Q., 
... '" ~ =It: ~ ... 
"0 a:l - N(O,a=O.O 1) 1.00 0.74 -0.26 -25 .91 60 29 -30.73 -51.22 
- - -- ----- -- - ---
~-- --------------
------- - - --- - - -- - ---
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7.3 Discussion on our developed V & V method 
The reliability and robustness of our improved CAl method based on filtering registration 
points are validated concerning the ASME recommendations. Therefore, a new validation 
metric for V & V of CAl methods is developed in Chapter 5. This metric validates the 
distance distributions of the estimated defects with the nominal ones. To this end, a 
nonparametric statistical test, namely Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, is applied at a 
specific significance level. The developed validation metric along with the maximum 
amplitude and area of defects are then used for evaluating the robustness of the improved 
CAl method in the presence of scanning noise. The parts from aerospace industry with 
different magnitude of noise are used to evaluate the robustness of the method. The 
results, presented in section 5.5, shows in general that scanning noise do es not have a 
significant effect on the results of the CAl method. However, large deformation of scan 
models affects dramatically the result of inspection. This can be justified by considering 
that GNIF supports only isometric deformation, and the FENR applies a linear FEA based 
on small displacement hypothesis. Therefore, large deformation of scan models can 
violate the hypotheses considered in GNIF and FENR. It is also noticed that flexible 
deformations, especially in the vicinity of defect are as, can affect the shape of the original 
(nominal) defect. Therefore, the estimated defect on the deformed scan model in a free-
state can slightly be different from the nominal defect on the scan model in assembly-
state. This phenomenon is especially observed in the differences of the distance 
distributions between the nominal defects and the estimated defects affected by flexible 
deformation. 
7.4 Discussion on our developed virtual mounting method 
lt is proved by an industrial inspection technique that sorne deviated non-rigid parts, 
including defects that exceed the tolerances, can be put in assembly-state under 
permissible loads. The functional shape of these deviated parts in sorne cases can be 
retrieved on an inspection fixture that represents the nominal assembly-state. Inspired by 
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this inspection technique, a fixtureless CAl is developed in Chapter 6 to assess the 
feasibility of assembling deviated non-rigid parts in assembly-state. The Virtual 
Mounting Assembly-State Inspection (VMASI) method, proposed in section 6.4, applies 
a non-rigid registration that seeks for required permissible assembly loads via a linear FE-
based transformation. The method applies the developed Restraining Pressures 
Optimization (RPO) approach, in section 6.4.2, that determines the value and position of 
required assembly loads on the scan models. The method is validated on different 
industrial parts with different types of defects in section 6.5. These results demonstrate 
that highly deviated parts are less likely to be assembled because the assembly features 
cannot be matched in their nominal position and orientation. In fact, since the method is 
based on linear FEA and small displacement hypothesis, large deformation, and material 
non-linearity can affect the accuracy of optimization result. 
It is worthy to mention that scan models used as validation cases in the framework of this 
these are simulated via FEA or generated by geometrical transformation from the 
respective CAD models. The reason of using simulated scan models instead of real 
measured data (point clouds) is that measuring actual defects on real scan data includes 
uncertainty and unknown scanning noise. These uncertainties result in a faulty evaluation 
of actual defects and consequently an inaccurate efficiency evaluation of the methods. 
We applied simulated scan models wherein added defects to the CAD model is known 
and can perfectly be quantified. However, applying real data is foreseen as perspectives 
ofthis study in section 8.2. 
CHAPTER8 CONTRIBUTIONS, PERSPECTIVES, AND 
CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Major contributions 
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The significant contributions presented within the framework ofthis thesis are as follows: 
• Developing a comprehensive method to identify defect areas and distinguish 
between flexible deformation and defects on scan models based on curvature and 
von Mises stress criteria. 
• Filtering out automatically corresponding sample points, which are generated by 
GNIF method and distributed evenly on the CAD and scan models, associated 
with defect areas. 
• Improving the determination and calculation of BCs used in GNIF method via 
FENR to achieve an automatic and accurate CAl approach. To this end, our 
developed defect identification method is integrated with the sample point 
filtering technique to automatically define the accurate displacement BCs. Once 
filtered out, the displacement BCs are calculated between the remained sample 
points on CAD model and their corresponding sample points on the scan model. 
This allows a non-rigid registration that compensates for flexible deformation of 
non-rigid parts in a free-state. 
• Developing an automatic integration of the following steps in our improved CAl: 
o Calculating displacement BCs allocated to sample points, 
o Automatic insertion of sample points into CAD mesh while conserving the 
mesh quality, 
o Automatic determination of displacement BCs in FENR, 
o Geometrical comparison between the scan model and the deformed CAD 
model Cafter FENR). 
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• Developing an automatic and accurate CAl method to detect and quantify defects 
on scan models. The defect evaluation is presented based on maximum amplitude, 
area and distance distribution of defects between the deformed CAD model (after 
FENR) and the scan model. 
• Developing a validation metric, based on hypothesis testing for distance 
distribution of defects. 
• Assessing the effect of noise in scan meshes with various magnitudes of noise. 
• Evaluating the robustness of our improved CAl method (based on filtering 
registration points) using our developed validation metrics. 
• Developing a non-rigid registration to retrieve the functional shape of a deviated 
part under permissible loads in assembly-state. 
• Developing an optimization method using FE-based transformation to estimate 
the required assembly loads for placing a deviated part in assembly-state. 
• Evaluating the feasibility ofplacing a geometrically deviated non-rigid part under 
permissible loads in assembly-state. 
• Applying the developed methods and approaches on real parts from aerospace 
industries. 
• Ourresearch platform (Cuillière and Francois 2014), which is s based on C++ code, 
on Open CASCADE™ libraries and on Code_Aster™ as FEA solver, was 
developed on1y for CAD and FEA applications. At the end of my study, this 
platform is enriched and adapted to perform metrology applications by developing 
the proper tools inside the platform. 
A synthesis of contributions along with the presented articles is also demonstrated in 
Figure 8-1. 
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Contribution #1 
"Automatic fixtureless inspection of non-rigid parts based on filtering 
registration points," Published in "The International Journal of Advanced 
Manufacturing Technology, pp. 1-26,2016" 
"An improvement offixtureless inspection for non-rigid parts based on 
filtering sample points", CANCAM2015, proceeding of the 25th CANCAM, 
London, Ontario, Canada. 
Contribution #3 
"Fixtureless inspection of non-rigid parts based on virtual mounting in 
assembly-state using permissible forces," Submitted in "Computer-Aided 
Design" 
Figure 8-1 : A synthesis of contributions in the thesis. 
8.2 Perspectives 
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In this section, several perspectives are presented that are foreseen to continue this 
research in future. Although the results obtained from the presented approaches 
in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 are promising, several topics associated with the 
uncertainty and generality of these approaches can be investigated. These 
recommendations indicate the orientation of future studies in this field and cover broadly 
the perspectives of this thesis. The general perspectives foreseen for this thesis are as 
follows: 
• As already mentioned, the scan models used in this study are generated by 
adding defects and synthetic noise to the CAD models. A perspective of the 
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research can be dedicated to experimental validation of the methods based on 
applying point clouds obtained by scanning real manufactured parts in a free-
state. This validation can be performed by setting up conventional inspections in 
which the parts are scanned on physical fixtures. The results of these 
conventional inspections would be then compared with estimated results 
obtained from our developed methods. PracticaIly, measuring actual defects on 
fixtures include significant measuring errors. These errors can be due to 
uncertainties of measuring tools, calibration and fixtures adjustments. In fact, the 
magnitude of these uncertainties are bigger than the error magnitude of our 
developed CAl methods. Therefore, the actual defects of real data cannot be 
known accurately with the conventional metrology methods. Meanwhile, one of 
the important obstacles to using real scan data is tackling with very dense raw 
scan point clouds. For example, GNlF method can encounter calculation limits 
for models with a large amount of data. Therefore, those massive scan point 
clouds presented as a very fine triangular mesh should be processed prior to 
being used in our developed methods. To this end, mesh decimation algorithm 
and eventuaIly, adaptive mesh refinement methods should be applied. 
• The actual point clouds acquired from real parts can be used as measured data 
(real scan data) for the further analysis of the presented methods. However, aIl 
measuring data include uncertainty. Therefore, quantifying the level of 
uncertainty in the real measured parts can be foreseen for future studies. There 
are various sources of uncertainties for measured data consisting uncalibrated 
devices, light dispersion errors, processing errors, etc. 
• AlI FE-based transformations and FE calculations associated with our developed 
CAl methods are based on linear FE formulation (based on smaIl displacement 
hypothesis). Considering the geometry and compliance of non-rigid parts, these 
parts in a free-state can experience large flexible deformation. Simulating these 
large deformations using smaIl displacement hypothesis results in a wrong 
simulation. Meanwhile, the process of retrieving the functional shape of 
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geometricaUy deviated non-rigid parts may cause plastic deformation on these 
parts. Therefore, an extension ofthis study can be implemented by adapting large 
displacement hypothesis and material nonlinearity (e.g. plastic deformation) in 
our FE simulations. However, nonlinear FEA calculations are iterative and 
sensitive to calculation parameters such as time steps. In order to integrate 
nonlinear calculation in our developed methods, these parameters should be 
carefully determined. Meanwhile, the CPU time dedicated to the integrated 
nonlinear FE calculations inside our restraining pressures optimization (RPO) 
approach would significantly be increased. In fact, a long iterative FE calculation 
should be performed for each iteration of optimization calculation. Moreover, 
the FE-based transformation applied in our RPO approach is based on linear 
FEA that uses the extracted stiffness matrix to find the optimized restraining 
pressures on the surface of scan model. This stiffness matrix for a linear FEA 
can be extracted once from a FEA software, and it can be used for aU the 
iterations of our optimization method. However, adapting nonlinear FEA in RPO 
requires extracting an updated stiffness matrix for each optimization iteration. 
• Efficiency analysis of the presented methods on different types of parts with 
different types of defects can be foreseen. Parts with different complex 
geometries, varying thickness and also including stiffeners can be the types of 
parts to be considered for future studies. 
• The non-rigid parts used in this study were aIl made of aluminum. However, the 
application of composite materials in transportation industries is increasing due 
to the lightness and durability of these materials. Therefore, another 
recommendation is to generalize the developed approaches by taking into 
account more complex non-rigid parts with non-isotropic materials such as 
composites. However, FE calculations for non-isotropic materials are very 
delicate due to varying material properties in these parts. The distribution of 
material properties also needs to be determined for these parts. In fact, a study 
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concerning the metrology of non-rigid composite materials is ongoing in the 
framework of another CRIAQ project. 
Further detailed recommendations associated with our developed CAl method presented 
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are also described as follows: 
• The discrete curvature calculation and FE analysis are essential elements that are 
used in curvature and von Mises criteria to identify defect areas on scan models. 
The accuracy of curvature calculation and FEA directly depends on the mesh 
size ofCAD and scan models. The application of adaptive mesh on these meshes 
can increase the accuracy of the calculations and eventually the performance of 
the developed CAl method. 
• There are different sources of uncertainties associated with our improved CAl 
method. These uncertainties are regarding the method of generating sample 
points (GNIF method) and FEA calculations. For example, the estimation of 
geodesic distances for GNIF includes unavoidable calculation errors due to the 
Fast Marching Aigorithm (Kimmel and Sethian 1998). Moreover, the Multi-
Dimensional Scaling method (Bronstein, Bronstein et al. 2006) also adds 
uncertainties in GNIF concerning the determination of correspondence between 
sample points on the CAD and scan models. In addition, uncertainties regarding 
FEA formulations applied in FENR affect the inspection accuracy. Therefore, 
performing an uncertainty validation can evaluate the source of these errors and 
their impact weights on the inspection result. 
• The errors in generating corresponding sample points have a straight effect on 
the inspection result. During the efforts on validation cases and studying GNIF 
method, we observed that the geodesic calculation using Fast Marc/ûng 
Aigorithm is a major source of errors and uncertainties in the method. The 
accuracy of Fast Marching Aigorithm depends on the quality of triangulated 
mesh for which this mesh quality criterion is not the same as FE mesh quality 
criterion. Therefore, using a triangulated mesh of the CAD and scan models 
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which meet the mesh quality required for Fast Marching Algorithm can be 
foreseen. In fact, the mesh for geodesic distance estimation can be independent 
of the FE mesh. Meanwhile, developing a more accurate geodesic distance 
calculation in triangulated meshes is an interesting perspective for this study. 
There are also detailed recommendations specifically related to Chapter 6 that presents a 
fixtureless CAl for geometrically deviated non-rigid parts. These recommendations are 
presented as follows : 
• Validating the robustness of the presented VMASl method with respect to 
different magnitudes of scanning noise can be an interesting extension to this 
research work. This can be implemented by adding different magnitudes of 
synthetic noise to scan meshes and verifying the inspection resuIts with reference 
to the assembly tolerances. 
• Different types of optimization methods can be employed in our restraining 
pressures optimization (RPO) approach to better approximate the minimum of our 
objective function in a shorter time. Besides, the objective function of our RPO 
approach minimizes both distance and orientation difference between mounting 
holes on the CAD and scan models. Therefore, applying multi-objective 
optimization methods can specifically be foreseen in RPO approach. These can 
lead to fmding more efficient optimization techniques for our study. 
• The inspection evaluation in Chapter 6 was only based on assessing offsets for the 
position and orientation of assembly features (mounting holes) regarding the 
nominal features . Therefore, an extension to this study could calculate the profile 
geometry on the surface of parts to assess profile defects on the scan model in 
assembly-state. To this end, the profile inspection of parts can be recommended 
by geometrically comparing the predicted shape of scan models in assembly-state 
with the CAD models. 
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8.3 Conclusions 
This thesis investigates on metrology of non-rigid parts in a free-state. Industrial sectors 
such as transportation industries encounter challenges regarding the inspection of non-
rigid parts. These industries apply conventional inspection fixtures that are costly and 
time-consuming. This study facilitates the Geometrie Dimensioning and Inspection 
(GD&l) of flexible parts by exploiting the advancements in scanning devices and 
computational calculations through an automatic computer-aided inspection (CAl) 
method. It also develops a verification and validation (V & V) method to evaluate the 
robustness of CAl methods. Concerning the compliance ofnon-rigid parts, this thesis also 
develops a CAl method to virtually assess the feasibility of assembling a geometrically 
deviated non-rigid part under permissible loads. 
The CAl methods tend to distinguish between defects and flexible deformation of non-
rigid parts. Compensating for flexible deformation, the inspection is accomplished by 
geometrical comparison between the computer-aided design (CAD) and scan models. 
In Chapter 4, a substantial improvement concerning identifying defect areas on a scan 
model based on curvature and von Mises stress criteria is presented. Using generalized 
numerical inspection jixture (GNIF) method, corresponding sample points between the 
CAD and scan models are generated. Applying the developed criteria, sample points on 
defect areas are filtered out. Then, using the remained sample points as displacement 
boundary conditions via Finite Element Non-rigid Registration (FENR), the CAD model 
is deformed towards the scan mesh to compensate for the flexible deformation ofthe part. 
This improvement in CAl methods results in an automatic and accurate inspection of 
defects in non-rigid parts. This part of the research is published in a scientific journal and 
also presented at a conference. 
Like aIl numerical methods, CAl methods are required to be verified and validated. In 
addition to the validation of maximum amplitude and area for estimated defects, a 
quantitative validation metric is innovated in Chapter 5. This validation metric provides 
a deeper investigation on the distance distribution of estimated defects with respect to the 
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nominal ones. The developed validation metric applies statistical hypothesis testing, 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, based on ASME V & V recommendations. Applying 
these validation metrics, the robustness of our developed CAl method is evaluated by 
introducing different magnitudes of synthetic noise to scan models. The inspection results 
of aerospace parts conclude that the presence of noise, in general, do not have a significant 
effect on the developed CAl method. This part of the research is submitted to a scientific 
journal and presented at a conference. 
In the framework ofthis thesis, a fixtureless CAl method is innovated which assesses the 
possibility of assembling geometrically deviated non-rigid parts. Inspired by an industrial 
inspection technique, the developed Virtual Mounting Assembly -State Inspection 
(VMASI) method estimates required permissible loads by which deviated parts are 
virtually imposed into assembly-state. In fact, the geometrical deviation is absorbed by 
compliance ofnon-rigid parts restrained under assembly loads. In Chapter 6, the VMASl 
method applies a non-rigid registration using restraining pressures optimization (RPO) 
approach to estimate the required assembly loads. These permissible assembly loads 
minimize the distance and orientation of assembly features on the scan model with 
reference to nominal features . Eventually, a deviated part can be assembled if the offset 
of these assembly features remains in the tolerance range. This part of the research is 
submitted to a scientific journal. 
As the conclusion of this work, an inspection method is improved to an automatic and 
precise CAl approach, a validation metric is developed for evaluating the robustness of 
CAl methods and a CAl method is developed to assess the feasibility of putting deviated 
non-rigid parts in assembly-state. 
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The Generalized Numerical Inspection Fixture (GNIF) method is developed to inspect 
non-rigid parts in a free-state. GNIF is developed by Radvar-Esfahlan in École de 
Technologie Supérieure and presented for the first time in his master thesis titled as 
geometrical inspection of flexible parts using intrinsic geometry. This method aims at 
making a comparison between the CAD and scan models of a part to identify and evaluate 
defects on scan models. However, non-rigid parts in a free-state may deform due to the 
compliance of these parts. Therefore, the scan model of non-rigid parts needs to be 
aligned and registered with respect to its CAD model in a common coordinate system. In 
fact, GNIF performs a non-rigid registration for which corresponding sample points on 
the CAD and scan models are generated. These corresponding sample points are 
generated based on the assumption that the CAD and scan models are intrinsically similar, 
which means the corresponding inter-point geodesic distances on the surfaces of these 
models remain similar. This assumption is valid for deformed scan models in a free-state 
on which their surfaces are not stretched. It should be noted that the similarity between 
non-rigid parts can be divided into intrinsic and extrinsic similarity. Intrinsic similarity 
refers to the metric structure on the surface of parts whereas extrinsic similarity refers to 
how these parts are laid out in the Euclidean space (Bronstein, Bronstein et al. 2009). As 
illustrated in Figure A-l, the three geometries (shape (a), (b) and (c» are intrinsically 
similar. Referring to this figure, shape (b) and (c) are also extrinsically similar but shape 
(a) is extrinsically dissimilar compared to shape (b) and (c) . In other words, shape (b) and 
(c) belong to the same metric space (X,dx), where X is a set (coordinates of nodes on the 
surface of shapes) and dx is a geodesic metric on X with a metric function defmed as 
d: X x X ~ IR. However, shape (a) belongs to a different metric space (Y,dy) even though 
this shape is intrinsically similar to shapes (b) and (c). 
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Intrinsically similar 
ex dx) E)(trinsically similar 
(c) 
(b) 
Figure A-l: Illustration of intrinsic and extrinsic similarity between the models (Radvar-
Esfahlan 2010). 
In order to generate corresponding sample points, GNIF initially generates sets of sample 
points which are randomly distributed on CAD and scan models. These sample points are 
evenly distributed on surfaces of a mode! for which each sample point is located the 
farthest possible with respect to the others. This random distribution is performed by 
using Voronoi tessellation method (Dyer, Zhang et al. 2008). However, this initial 
distribution of sample points on CAD model does not correspond with those on scan 
model. In other words, this initial distribution of sample points cannot be used for a non-
rigid registration. Therefore, GNIF determines the corresponding pair of sample points on 
the CAD and scan models by finding the minimum difference between estimated geodesic 
distances of sample points on the CAD model with respect to those on the scan mode!. To 
this end, the pairwise geodesic distances on the discretized form of models (CAD mesh 
and scan point clouds) are estimated by using Fast Marching Algorithm (FMA) (Kimmel 
and Sethian 1998). It is worthy to mention that other methods such as Dijkstra 's shortest 
path algorithm (Dijkstra 1959) can also estimate geodesic distances on dense meshes . 
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However, as shown in Figure A-2, the geodesic distance on a triangulated mesh (with an 
optimized number of nodes) results in a more accurate estimation by using FMA 
(illustrated in red color) compared to Dijkstra 's shortest path algorithm (illustrated in 
green color). 
Figure A-2: Geodesic distance between two points on a triangulated mesh is better 
estimated with Fast Marching Algorithm (the red path) compared to Dijkstra 's shortest 
path algorithm (the green path) (Radvar-Esfahlan 2010). 
As mentioned above, GNIF aims at generating corresponding sample points on the CAD 
and scan models by finding the minimum difference between geodesic distances of sample 
points on the CAD and scan models. This minimum geodesic difference is determined by 
using Generalized Multi-Dimensional Scaling (GMDS) (Bronstein, Bronstein et al. 2006). In 
Figure A-3 , the CAD and scan models of a non-rigid part are sampled with two different 
metric spaces of (X, dx) and (Y,dy) . The GNIF generates these initial sets of n sample points 
on the surfaces of these models. The pairwise geodesic distances between these sample 
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points on the CAD and scan models are then calculated by fast marching algorithm. These 
geodesic distances are presented by n Xn symmetric matrices (Dx and Dy as illustrated in 
Equations A-l and A-2) wherein the geodesic distance from a point to itself is zero 
(dii = 0 and 5 i i = 0 ). 
dii =0 , (i=I , .. . , n) A-l 
0 512 513 
0 523 5;; = 0 , (i = 1, .. . , n) Dy = A-2 
0 
Then, the corresponding sample points on these models are determined using GMDS 
which minimizes the differences between pairwise distances of generated sample points 
on the CAD model with respect to those on the scanned model. In fact, GMDS solves 
Equation A-3 , which is a minimization (nonlinear least-square) problem, to determine the 
corresponding sample points on the scan model (Y'). 
Y' = arg min (T2 (Y) A-3 
YER' 
Wherein (T2 (Y) , which measures the distortion of scan model with respect to CAD model, 
is called distortion criterion. As defined in Equation A-4, (T2 (Y) is based on the 
differences of inter-point distances between the generated sample points on the CAD and 
scan models. 
(T2(Y) = :Lldy(y;,y)-dx (x;,x)12 A-4 
i > j 
In Equation A-4, X l , ... , Xn are n initial sample points evenly distributed on the CAD 
model (X) and yI, ... , Yn are n initial sample points evenly distributed on the scan 
model (Y). As illustrated in Figure A-3 , the corresponding sample points on the scan 
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model (Y') , which is the solution of Equation A-3, is presented with n points y'j, ... , y 'n 
on the scan model. These sample points correspond the scan model with respect to the 
CAD model to fulfill the non-rigid registration process. 
n n 
"" 
Generallzed multldlmenslonal scaUne 
Correspolldence 
Figure A-3: Determining the correspondence between sample points (number ofsample 
points = n) on the CAD and scan models (Dx and Dy represent symmetric matrices of 
pairwise geodesic distances, calculated by fast marching algorithm) (Radvar-Esfahlan 
2010). 
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Corresponding sample points on the surfaces of CAD and scan models of a non-rigid part is 
illustrated in Figure A-4. Once the corresponding sample points are determined, 
displacement vectors are calculated based on the coordinate of sample points on the CAD 
model and their corresponding sample points on the scan model. These displacement 
vectors are then used as displacement boundary conditions via Finite Element Non-rigid 
Registration (FENR) to deform the CAD model towards scan model. FENR aims at 
compensating for the flexible deformation of scan model in a free-state. Finally, a geometrical 
comparison between the scan model and the CAD model after FENR allows an inspection to 
evaluate defects on the scanned part. 
CAC model 
Scanned model 
Figure A-4: Finite element non-rigid registration using corresponding sample points 
generated by GNIF method on the CAD and scan models. 
